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P.O. Box 774018
1475 Pine Grove Road
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

June 11, 1999

Tel: 970 879 6260
Fax: 970 879 9048
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From: Patrick Corser

TechLaw Inc.

Montgomery Watson
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Preliminary Draft of Gandy Marley, Inc. Response to Request for Supplemental
Information - May 1999
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Greg,

Stephanie Kruse (NMED) requested that I forward a copy of this to you. This is a preliminary draft
of our response to comments. The response to TechLaw questions are the same as what I forwarded
to you p~usly. If you have any questions that I can help with, please feel free to give me a call.
Regards
Pat
cc:

~

S. Kr e, NMED w/o attachments
D. Gandy w/o attachments
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TRIASSIC PARK WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY
Gandy Marley, Inc.
Tatum, New Mexico
REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
TRIASSIC PARK PERMIT APPLICATION
May 1999
RCRA Permits Management Program, Hazardous and Radioactive Materials Bureau (RPMP /HRMB)
staff of the New Mexico Environment Department have reviewed the Triassic Park Hazardous Waste
Management Disposal Facility (the Facility) Permit application submitted in December 1997 (Vols. I
and III revised in November 1998. In a letter dated March 11, 1999, the RPMP/HRMB provided a
request for supplemental information in a series of questions prepared by RPMP /HRMBN and their
subcontractor T echlaw.
Tbis document provides a response to each comment. The format includes a presentation of the
original comment as submitted by RPMP /HRMB. Text presented "in bold" is taken directly from
the text of the Facility Permit Application. The response follows each question and is presented in

italics.
GENERAL COMMENTS

Comment 1.
The stabilized waste portion of the Roll-Off Container Storage Area must be addressed in the
Permit application as a regulated unit under the proposed RCRA Permit.

Response.: The stabiliza:i uuste portim ofthe RoO-q[OJnt:ainer Storage arPa will be adde:l to the permit
as a penniae:1 unit. The neressary changes will be made to incorJ;urate the arpa into the permit application.
Comment2.
The Truck Wash Area must be addressed in the Permit application as a regulated unit under
the proposed RCRA Permit.

Response: The Trnck Wash Area will generate derimiw:tSte am therefore, is not subject to the RCRA
permitting requirements. All potmtial uuste generatai in this area W11 be tertai and subject to the 90 day
storage limitatim. The arPa is shaun in the Waste Analysis Plan as a potmtiai generator site for site
generataiw:tSte (NMED ~ 5/4/99).
Comment3.
The Permit. application, Vol. I, Section 3.7, Groundu.uter Prota:tim Requinmmts, p. 3-25,
regarding groundwater protection requirements is currently incomplete. The application
suggests a separate submittal would follow requesting the substitution of vadose zone
monitoring for groundwater monitoring. A draft letter from Gandy Marley's contractor
dated November 9, 1998 proposes a groundwater monitoring equivalency demonstration
(GMED) to justify vadose zone monitoring.
The November 9, 1998 letter correctly states that the Secretary of the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) can waive groundwater monitoring requirements if
there is concurrence that there is no potential for migration of liquid from the regulated unit
to the uppermost aquifer. NMED must withhold making this concurrence decision until a
complete application, with all questions answered (see Comments No. 23 through No. 33 and
Comments No. 75 and No. 76), is provided. Furthermore, NMED reserves the authority to
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Response: 7he fXJtential storage 'UJI.ume for Roil-Off Cnntainer Unit will !X! culdtri to Part A.
PART B

Section 1.0, General Facility Standards

CommentS.
Section 1.1.3, Land Disposal, p. 1-2 . ...Other areas that may be designated as SWMUs
include the untarping, sampling, and weigh scales area, the truck staging area, and
the stormwater retention basin ..•
These units are not regulated units under the proposed Permit. They are, however, regulated
under RCRA and will be inspected under HRMB's Compliance and Inspection Program

If a release or spill requiring Corrective Action occurs at one of these areas or at any other
location at the Facility, the. area or location will be incorporated into the RCRA Permit
through a Permit modification.

Response: Onrmentnoted
Comment6.
Section 1.3, Location !nfmmaticn, p. 1-5, 4th paragraph...•Land use plans and/or zoning
maps have not been developed for Chaves County. All areas within the county,
except those within municipal boundaries, are designated as Zone A (agricultural) ...
Please indicate whether any County approval is needed for construction and operation of a
waste treatment, storage, and disposal facility in a zone designated as agricultural.

Response: As GMI has indicated in j7rf!Uioos wrrespandencewith the NMED a zoning chan~ Wl1 be
requimi prior to the constnfCtion if the facility. Houer;er, GMI has dxJsen not to finalize the chan~ in
zoningfor the Cl1Pa until the issuara ofa final pennit. A change in zoningfirm agriaJtural to industrial
'71ill result in a substantial change in the tax basefor the area and itundd. not IX! in GM/'s best interest to
chan~ the desifj711tim until a final permit is issue:l.
Section 2.0, Treatment, Storage and Disposal

Comment7.
Section 2.1.3, Waste Stagi:ng/Stara~, p.2-2, 3rd paragraph. Restricted waste at the Facility
will be stored solely for the purpose of accumulating sufficient quantities to facilitate
proper treatment, recovery, or disposal•••
Please describe what "recovery" efforts will be included in Facility operations.

Response: Delete theumri ...reaury".
CommentS.
Section 2.2.1.1, Ontai:nment arri Dete:t:im ofReleases, p. 2-4.
a.

1st paragraph. Wastes stored in the drum handling unit will be placed in
individual storage cells segregated by waste type and compatibility.
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Neither Section 2.0 nor Section 5.0, Procedures to Pn!r:ent Hazards, specifies that there is
a designated or dedicated cell for reactive waste in the Dnun Handling Unit. Please
provide this information in Vol. I and identify the cells for ignitable and for reactive
waste in Vol. III, Drawing No. 37, Drum Handling Unit General Arrangment. Are there
physical barriers segregating the cells for ignitable and reactive wastes?

Response: Individual stora~ cell are defou;d as groupings ofdrnms as shoun oo Drawing 37.
The specific anm to be used for stora~ will depend on the wlume and type ofuuste being processed
at the site. Labels will be addai to each section ofthe drnm stora~ unit to identify the type ofuuste
to be sto"ra:l. The labels may cha~ depending on the wlume and t)'fX! of uuste being rrreiud.
GJncrete curbs will separate different stora~ anm (see Drawing 37 and Detail 4/3 7/3 8). See
Sectim 2. 2.12 uhich describes separation.
Recommended changes: Add note to Drawing 37 describing labels for different stora~
anm. Add new text to Sectim 2. 2.1.1 a00ut labeling ofstorage anm.
b.

2nd paragraph. ... Because the building is enclosed...
Section 2.2.1, Drum Handling Unit, and Vol. III, Section 7.1.2, Drnm Handling f..a:pa,
both indicate that the dnun-storage building is open-walled. Please make the
necessary correctwns.

Response: ClarifY that building is only cuwrd with a roof
Recommended changes: Add text to Sectim 2.2.1.1 that clxrng?S "errlosed" to "crumri".
Comment9.
Section 2.2.1.3, Storage Limits, p. 2-4. Two of the cells will be designed to accommodate
TSCA PCB wastes.
a.

Please make clear whether these cells are designed or dedicated to accommodate
PCB wastes, i.e., whether other wastes will be stored in the cells designed to
accommodate PCB wastes.

Response: Oniy PCB uwtes uill be storEd in designat«i cells.
Recommended Changes: Add abat.e text to Sectim 2.2.1.3.
b.

The Permit application refers only to PCB-contaminated waste in drums. Please
specify whether all PCB-contaminated waste to be received will be only in drums
(e.g., the Facility does not anticipate acceptance of PCB-contaminated soil in roll-off
containers, etc.).

Responses: Trey to clarifY -PCB uwtes cooJd be includsi in amtaminatJd soils.
c.

This section states that there are two cells designated for PCB-contaminated waste.
However, Vol. III, Drawing 37, shows only one cell for TSCA waste. Please explain
this discrepancy.

Responses: T1.W TSCA cellsareshounooDrawing37.
Recommended changes: Add additio7alleader line to set::Orri TSCA ceO as shoun oo
Drawing37.
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Comment 10.
Section 2.2.2, Roll-Of!Stora~ Area, p. 2-4.
a.
1st paragraph. ... The other half of the pad, which will be operated as a RCRA
90-day storage area, ...
See Comment No. 1.
Is this the area referred to in another section as the Derived Waste Storage
Area?

Responses: See CW'U?'N!t1t 1 abate Trey to clarifY - OJeck on "Deriu.d Waste Stora~ A rea".
Recommended Changes: Revise text to state that Roll-Off Stora~ A rea (Stabilized) will
not b? a 90-day stora~ area but W/1 a:mplywilh 40 CFR 264.170.
b.

Last paragraph. ...Otherwise, free liquids will be removed with a vacuum truck,
characterized, and managed in accordance with stabilization procedures
described in Section 2.4 .••
These free liquids are only discussed in connection with the stabilization process.
Please make clear whether any of these free liquids in roll-off containers will be
managed in the Liquid Storage Tanks or Surface Imponndments. Please be more
specific about what kinds of waste will be sent to the Liquid Storage Tanks and
Surface Imponndments.

Responses: Free liquids associate:iwilh roll-<f.fbins are expectai to b? 7.EYJ small quantities and
therefore umld b? handltri in the stabilizatim process and umld not b? sent to the liquid stora~
tanks ar the mtpJration ponds.
It is di/foult to pruuide additimal details on the kinds of mtStes that will b? sent to the liquid
tanks and surface impoundnent until a permit is issuei and the facility can detem1i:ne a
potentialmtSte stream.
stora~

Recommended Changes: Add text to sa:tim 2.2.2 indicati~ that free liquids in roll-off
antainers will b? small and will k ~in the stabilizatim unit.
c.

Last paragraph. ... Following the removal of free liquids, the waste [in the rolloff container] will either be managed through the stabilization process or
landftlled, whichever is appropriate•••
Please discuss the kinds of waste which are appropriate for landfilling after removal
of water from roll-off containers at the Roll-Off Storage Area.

Responses: See~- As disa&«i in the Waste Analysis Plan, 7mSte in the roll-offantai:ners
that meet the requirrmmts far free liquids (ar lack therrxf} will b? plat:a:l in the landfilL Other
7m5tes in roll-offantai:ners that da!s not pass the appropriate acaptaro! testing (t.e. paint filter test}
uill b? trarzsj'errm to the stabilizatim area far treatment. Upon C01nfietim of the stabilizatim
process the 7mSte will once again k test«l to ensure that it l118?tS the landfill criteria.
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Comment 11.
Section 2.3.9, Aru:illary Equiprrmt; p. 2-10, Section 2.4.9, Aru:illary Equipnmt, p. 2-13. All
ancillary equipment will be supported and protected against physical damage and
excessive stress due to setdement, vibration, expansion, or contraction.
Please provide a discussion and finalized detailed drawings of all ancillary equipment for the
tanks.
Responses: See response to 0Jrrm?nt D. Also, 40 CFR 264.192 allaws'reference to API Publication
1615 (Nac:enl:x!r 1979} or ANSI SUtndard B31.2 and ANSI SUtndard B31.4 may b! used, 'T.fkre
applicahle, as guidelinesfor profX!r installation ofpiping systems.
Recommende d Changes: Add note to drawings with a.lxnx! reference and to text in Section 2.3. 9.
Comment 12.
Section 2.3.12, Transfer of Liquids firm Liquid Waste Storaf1! to the Stabilization Unit and to tlx!
Evaporation Pond, p. 2-11, 1st paragraph. Transfer of liquids from the liquid waste storage
tanks to the stabilization unit will be accomplished either by direct piping to the tank
or by tanker trucks approved for liquid waste transfer...Similarly, if direct piping to
the stabilization unit is used to transfer liquids, the pipelines will be cleaned prior to
using the pipes for any subsequent incompatible waste transfer.
a.

Such piping is considered ancillary equipment and must be permitted as such under
the proposed Permit.
Response: See response to 0Jrrm?nt D.
Recommende d Changes: None.

b.

Please provide a discussion of the piping in Vols. I and III, and drawings showing
accurate locations and finalized detailed design drawings in Vol. III.
Response: See response to 0Jrrm?nt D. Discussion will cmsist if indicating that piping sysum
uill CD11JiywithAPI Publication 1615 (Nac:enl:x!r 1979} or ANSI SUtndardB31.2 and ANSI
Standard B31. 4. Drawings currendy show piping systan firm tanks and ukte tanker trucks
uadd CX»1J1«t to transfer liquids to Stabilizatim amt. Ifpiping uw instdl.«:l it 7iXX4Id b! plaari in
as di:rrrt a line as possible to the stabilization amt.
Recommende d Changes: Add new text to sectims 2.3.12 and to Volume Ill Add note
to existing drawings indicating that piping urnld 1'l78:t with API Publicatim 1615 (Nac:enl:x!r
1979} or ANSI SUtndard B31.2 and ANSI SUtndard B31.4 standards and that piping lrottion

uaddkdetermineiinthefield.

c.

For tank system ancillary equipment, a leak test or other integrity assessment as
approved by the NMED Secretary must be conducted at least annually, in
compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.193{i){3). Please
include this annual leak test in Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility lnspectim
Sclx!dule.
Response: Add new insptrtim iumfor annual leak tests to Table 5-1.
Recommende d Changes: See abaze.
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d.

Also, please discuss how the pipes will be cleaned and sampled.

Response: Prior to using the piping sysam to transfer any inmmpztihle 'W:lSte the pipes 'Will~
flushed with 1.ltlter for cleaning. The rinsate 'Will ~ sampkd, and if ruressary, ~ rrwrag:d as a
haw:rdous 'W:lSte. If the rinsate shows to ~ cont.aminat.«l al:xm? acceptahle leuds the pipes 'Will ~
flushed again. This process 'Will ccnitnue until scrmpling shows that there is no further neal for
flushing the pipes.
Recommended Changes: Text 'Will
process.

~

ma:lifod in the appropriate sections to

reflea this

Comment B.
Section 2.4, Stabilization, page 2-11, 3rd paragraph. The bins will be covered while dry
reagents are being added to control air particulate emissions. The cover will be
removed and a backhoe positioned adjacent to the bin will mix the waste and
reagents. When the waste is sufficiently mixed, it will be tested ...
a.

Please provide more detail on the stabilization process. What is the consistency of
the waste when the stabilization process is completed? How long does mixing take
place? How is complete mixture by the backhoe ensured? What is the ratio of
reagent to waste? How much is a load in gallons? How many loads per day? What
part do time and temperature play (see Vol. I, Section 2.4.1, 1st paragraph)?

Response: It is diffiaJt to prrnKfe all that detail that is requested due to the unknrun aJn£lition
Whn the stabilizatim process is amp/et«i, the 1.mSte 'Will pass the paint
filter test. The duratim ofmixing 'Will depend m the input 'W:lSte ani the stabilizatim prrxlucts
that are adda:l. Canplete mixing is detemUnei by visual obserwtim and cmfimud by paint filter
test. The ratio of1.mSte to rat~ is mriahle depending on the type of1.mSte being tratt«<.
The
nurnl:x!r ofloads per day 'Will deperri m the market ronditims.

ofthe 1.mSte to ~ treat«/.

Recommended Changes: None. See the rwised Waste Analysis Planfor additional detail.
b.

Please provide in an appendix the "specific treatment guideline" referred to in Vol.
III, Section 6.1.1, General, page 6-1, 1st paragraph.

Response: A typical treatrntnt nripe can ~ pruuided. but it should only be ronsidmd as typical.
This 1.mS rmvuxifirm drttUJings /;wed an crJ1111'lntS by NM ED.
Recommended Changes: Note to drttUJings regarding typical nripefor stabilizatim.
Comment14.
Section 2.4.1, Ontami:nant and lJetJrticn RelaJ.ses, p. 2-12, 1st paragraph. The bin will be of
steel construction. Waste which is incompatible with the steel used in construction
will not be stabilized in the bins. An assessment of the compatibilities of the bin
materials and waste, along with the influence of the process (materials, time,
temperature, etc.) is contained in the design specifications and the associated
engineering report (Volumes III and IV).
Tills assessment was not found in Vols. Ill or IV. Please provide the assessment.

Response: Volume III presents the strnctural design analysis of the mixing bins uhich indicates the steel
wult must be cmstniCtld. of 7/8-indJ to 1-indJ steel. Therefore the bin strnctural analysis 'Will dictate the
materials US«ifor the mixing bins. Volume Ill, Sectim 6 indicates that amosim prota:timfor the bins will
Manlf§mt!ry Watson, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * StetD77b:Jat Springs, OJ/mWo 80477 * (970) 879-6260
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b? providai by installing g;rvundtd cadxx:ies to the inner and outer bins. We 'YE'COf!lize the sane of the 'IWStes
that will b? stabilizai in the bins may b? n't1Ctiu? uith the steel bins; hm.w:er, the 1.UlS!es will only b? in the
bins for a limit«/ amaou of time and therefore the canusion 7.tOOld l::f! limital. Furthermore, the bins can b?
visually obseru:dfor signs ofcanusian andprepami or replaced ifneressary.
Recommended Changes: None.
Comment 15.
Section 2.5.1, Desi?PofLandfiU, p. 2-14.
Please revise Volume I regarding the design of the Landfill to agree with the revised phased
landfill design in Volume III.

Response: 7he text will b? revis«l to only indicate pennitti:ngofPhase !A.
Recommended Changes: See alxn:e.
Comment 16.
Section 2.5.1.1, NatureandQuantityofWaste, p. 2-14.
a.

Fifth bullet. •

explosive waste;

The fifth bullet identifies explosive waste as excluded from acceptance at the Facility.
Some explosives are listed in Part A as hazardous wastes which will be accepted.
Also, Section 4.2, Descriptim cf Wastes Generate:i and Reaired at the Facility, states that
"Class A explosives" will not be accepted, implying that other explosives will be
accepted. Please make the appropriate corrections.

Response: Explnsiu! as referred to in the fifth bullet is '1WSte uhidJ falls under the definitim of
an explnsiu! as defoze:i in 29 CFR 1919.1 09(a){3). "Explosive. Explosive-any chemical
compound, mixture, or device, the primaiy or common purpose of which is to
function by explosion, i.e., with substantially instantaneous release of gas and heat,
unless such compound, mixture, or device is otherwise specifically classified by the
U.S. Department of Transportation; see 49 CFR. Chapter I. The term "explosives"
shall include all material which is classified as Class A, Class B, and Class C
explosives by the U.S. Department ofTransportation, and includes, but is not limited
to dynamite, black powder, pellet powders, initiating explosives, blasting caps,
electric blasting caps, safety fuse, fuse lighters, fuse igniters, squibs, cordeau detonant
fuse, instantaneous fuse, igniter cord, igniters, small arms ammunition, small arms
ammunition primers, smokeless propellant, cartridges for propellant-actuated power
devices, and cartridges for industrial guns. Commercial explosives are those
explosives which are intended to be used in commercial or industrial operations."
Recommended Changes: &th btJiets will be reuis«i to read crexplosires". By definitim the

Part A does not list any explnsiues.

b.

Seventh bullet

•

liquid waste containing PCBs greater than 50 parts per
million.

The seventh bullet identified liquid waste containing PCBs greater than 50 parts per
million as excluded from acceptance at the Facility. Will nonliquid waste containing
PCBs be accepted? If so, in total HOC concentrations greater than 1,000 mglkg?
M~ Watsm, Mining Group *P.O.
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Response: The bullet is camrt, the facility will not accept liquid w:tstes containing> 50ppn
PCBs. The rf?1.lier..ef!r is refenai to 40 CFR 268.42(a)(1) u.hi.ch states, "Liquid hazardous
wastes containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) at concentrations greater than or
equal to 50 ppm but less than 500 ppm must be incinerated in accordance with the
technical requirements of 40 CFR 761.70 or burned in high efficiency boilers in
accordance with the technical requirements of 40 CFR 761.60." Other PCB nudia
contaminatai at COI'la?ntrations abar.e 50 ppn. will~ accepte:i at the facility. These nudia include
nm-liquid 'lmSte (i.e., rags, debris, etc) and sl+ u.hi.ch meet the facility requiremtnts for free
liquids and clefrnei in 40 CFR 761.60(a)(5) and PCB contaminatai articles as clefrnei in 40
CFR 761. GO(b) as being acceptable for a pennittei landjil.L
c.

2nd paragraph. The wastes which will be accepted for placement in the landfill
include all wastes listed in Part A of this application...
Tills section does not really address the nature and quantity of waste to be received
from off-site generators. Part A does not provide a lot of information, since it seems
to have been prepared to cover all eventualities regarding the possible quantity for
each hazardous waste constituent. RPMP realizes that the nature and quantity of
waste accepted from off-site generators cannot be precisely specified, but would
appreciate available estimates and information Gandy Marley may have on the
probable kinds and quantities of hazardous waste to be received.

Response: The initial estimates of 'lmSte inflow to size the first phase uus based an
approximately 15,000 cy per month. This tuns out to ~ 180,000 cy per )WT. Phase !A of the
landfill has a 'lmSte capacity of 553,232 (Fable 3, Page 3-20, Volume III). Therefore, the first
phase WJUid hate capacityfor approximately 3-yrs of'lmSte plaament.
Recommende d Changes: None.
d.

The landfill will have... a capacity of approximately 10 million cubic yards of
waste.

Response: See O:.mm:nt 4a.
Comment17.
Section 2.5.1.7, Wtnd Dispersal OJntrol Prrmiures, p. 2-17. Wind dispersal control will
consist of a daily soil cover obtained from excavation. Typically, the daily cover will
consist of soil spread on top of the waste placement area to a depth of 0.2-foot to 0.5foot.
The daily cover should be 6 inches at a minimum. The daily cover must cover all disposed
waste.

Response: There is no regulatory requirtmmt for minimum daily row" thickness. Hmw:er, GMI uill
rrnlifY the minimtm row" thickness to 0. 5feet.
Recommende d Changes: MinimunaJW"thicknesswill ~ 0.5 feet.
Comment 18.
Section 2.5.1.8, Gas GenerationManagmmt, p. 2-18.
a.

2nd paragraph....periodic checks will be made within the landfill to detect the
presence of hazardous gases and volatile organics. Surveys of the active
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landfill surface area and the riser pipes with an organic vapor meter (OVM) or
comparable device will be performed quarterly to detect the presence of
organic compounds . PPE levels and respiratory protection levels will be
modified accordingly, if necessary. This testing will be conducted in addition
to the fmgerprint testing on incoming waste. The data from both tests will be
evaluated to determine what steps are necessary to reduce the generation
and/ or release of these gases to levels which meet prescribed regulatory air
quality standards.
Please provide precise information regarding sampling and analysis methods for
these quarterly checks. Please include the quarterly checks in Table 5-l, Triassic Park
Waste Disposal Facility Inspection Schdule.

Response: This lecd ofdetail for themmituringurJS ~ basa:i on inputfirm. NM ED.
Recommended Changes: Table 5-1 will benuxiifod to incLude this inspection.
b.

3rd paragraph. Prior to closure of the landfill, an assessment will be made of
the landfill waste gas generating potential...if it is concluded that gas
generation may result in gas build-ups beneath the barrier layer of the cover
or releases following closure exceeding regulatory air quality standards, then
provisions will be made to collect and monitor gas generation and release
during the post-closure period. If this occurs, the latest technology available
will be implemente d into the construction of the cover system.
This assessment should also be included in the discussion of Landfill closure
in Section 8.0, OosureandPost-OosureofPermitta:i Units. If it is concluded that
gas generation may result in gas build-ups beneath the barrier layer of the
cover or that releases following closure may exceed regulatory air quality
standards, the NMED Secretary must be informed and approve a
monitoring plan and any changes in the construction of the cover system.
Please reference the applicable air quality standards.

Response: The requestal ~can be addai to Se:tim 8. 0.
Recommended Changes:

Add~ to Se:tim

8.0.

Comment 19.
Section 2.5.3.7, Prrx:a:luresfor Prota:ting Wastes, p. 2-21.
a.

1st paragraph. ...At a minimum, incompatible wastes will be spaced a
sufficient distance apart in the landfill to prevent commingling.
What is a "sufficient distance" to prevent commingling in the Landfill? Are there
Fire Code standards or other standards which address this issue? Please identify the
standards used to establish this distance.

Response: The landjiJ1 pLtammt operatim will be basal an an set ofgrids almg the north end of
the landjiJ1 and almg l:oth the east and 'U1!St sides ofthe landfill. I~ 'Ctl:lSte will be p/acai
uith a rrzinUnun ofone grid in betwm the lruds. Grid are 'l10m'1ally spaad at approximately 50 to
100 foot interwls. 7herefore, the minimun spacinguoold be 50 feet.
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Recommende,d Changes: Add al:me langua~ to Section 2. 5.3. 7.
b.

3rd paragraph. ... Procedures will be developed to ensure that precautions are
taken to prevent reactions ...
Does this sentence refer to additional procedures besides those addressed in this
section? If so, please provide the procedures. If not, please delete the sentence.

Recommende d Changes: The senl:ena!'Will be deleted
Comment20.
Section 2.6.1.3, Separator Berm Systl:m, p. 2-27 ....the two pond sections, Pond lA and Pond
lB...
There are four Surface lmponndments sections in the revised Vol. III. Please revise Section
2.6, Treatment in Evaporation Pend, to make this clear.

Response: There are only 2 parris- Pond 1 and foture Pond 2. Each pond has trw sides A and B to
facilitate the operation of the Ponds. The separation berm betwm tlx! trw sectims is descrilai in Sectim
2.6.1.3, Pa~ 2-27. GMI has indicated it will rrmau! the serond fXJndfirm the pem1it.
Recommende d Changes: See al:me
Comment21.
Section 2.6.4, Operation ofthe Evaporation Pond, p. 2-28.
Please describe the operation of the ponds, e.g., provide a discussion detailing how long it will
take for evaporation of one section of the ponds to take place, how wet (percent) the sludge
will be when removed to the Stabilization Bins, how the sludge will be removed, how and
where the sludge-removing equipment will be cleaned, how removal of the sludge affects the
pond liners, inspection requirements for the pond liners, how many tanker loads per day will
be added to a pond, the volume of liquid flowing through the imponndment or series of
imponndments annually, the capacity of a tanker, whether only one section of each pond will
be in operation at a time, etc.

Response: The or:erall pond operation is descrilai in Volume Ill, Section 4. The stud~ will be rermud
by 'WGiUm truck and transportal to the stabilizdtion bins. The wzeral prrxa:Jme for pond operation is
describxi in Volume III, Section 4. The uiume of liquids in the penis will be dependent on the uuste
market. Net ewp:n-ation {total ec¥t{XJY'ation minus rainfall) for the site is in the raJW! of80 inches per )Wr.

Section 3.0, Groundwater Protection
Comment22.
Section 3.4.1.2, Regjazal Stmcture, p. 3-12, 1st paragraph....The Sacramento and Sangre de
Cristo uplifts in northeastern New Mexico ..•
This sentence should read, "The Sacramento mountains in southeastern New Mexico and the
Sangre de Cristo uplift in northeastern New Mexico ... "

Response: These 'UXJ"Id chtln[!!S 'ram:' made.
Comment23.
Section 3.4.3.2, 1994 Site OJaracterization Actiuities.
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a.

P. 3-11, 1st paragraph. In June 1994, a drilling plan for site characterization
activities at the proposed site was prepared and submitted to the Hazardous
and Radioactive Materials Bureau of the New Mexico Environment
Department... The plan was approved as submitted.
Please reference the date of the approval correspondence.

Response: We htm! l:a?n unable to locate a copy of the apprawL The text 'Will~ chan~ to
refereru:e Verbal Communication, Robert Sweeny- NMED, July 1994.
b.

P. 3-12, cany-over paragraph. ... These electrical surveys consisted of thermal
neutron and gamma logs ...
These logs appear to be the primaty evidence used to both delineate ground
water and to pick the boundaty between the Upper and Lower Dockum
Formations. Please explain in substantial detail the significance of these two
geophysical logging techniques, particularly the chemical and physical
properties they measure, how they distinguish between the Upper and
Lower Dockum lithologies and how they determine the presence of ground
water. Please provide information regarding the influence of well casing and
a fluid-filled hole on these logs.
Provide also an explanation for the abrupt decrease in thermal/ neutron
count at the bottom of boreholes PB-36 and PB-37.

Response: The paragraph at the topofpa~ 3-12'Will ~chan~ to read:
A suite of three~ logs~ mn; 1} caliper, 2} gamma ray, and 3} dry thermal rzeutrrn.
These "Wzg techniques measurr! 'U:tYia.ts chmit:al and physical characteristics of the subsurface
stratigraphy. Used in cmjunctim with the logs ofdrill cuttings, these ela:tric logs provide a wluahle
rrE!thai of interpretatiaz for the litlxiogic and saturatim aniitims if the proposed host sediments.
Copies ofaD~ logs can~found in Volume II, Appendix D.
The following SUJ'17I17IZries briRjly ~ the interpret'ic£ wlue associatad with each of the three lag
types used. Far a more detaila:l explanation of these techniques, the U.S. Geologjca1 Sumy has
puliish«:i BoreJXJ!e Grophysics Applitd to Groundunter Imestigatiazs by W. Scott Keys Puhlimtim No. 1WRI2-E2 (1990}.
1} Caliper logs· This is a physical measurement of the dUuneter of the lxYrr!kle. A 434 inch bit
the caliper l<¥6 reforts an approximate 5-irrh
diameter hole. As a general rule, the lxmh:ie dUuneter 'Will increase in UJ'TCUWlidata:i sands and
graWs. This is due to a "caving in" effect. Likewise, there 'Will ~ a slig}Jt da:rease in the areraD
hole width in wil-amenta:i sands and tig}Jtly ~days.
ws used to drill these boreholes and, for thermst part,

2} Gamma Ray logs - This is a m!ttSUY81781t of natural rttdiation in th l:xJrrJx1e. The
radioisotopes of Thorium, PotAssium and Bismuth aa:mnt for rmst of the naturally occurring
ganma radiat:im. Fran a litJxJ/opjc perspectir;e, finer graine:l sedimmts (clays) 'Will hn:e a strorzw
gamma response due to their higfoer ancentratim ofpotassium minerals. Sands, uhch are primarily
cm7fXJSf!d ofsilica, 'Will hate a mw:h louer gamma response.
As a matter of~ interest, there appears to ~ evidence of epigenetic (uztrrxluad) uranium
mineralizatim within the sandy siltstme ofthe Upper Dockum. Ser.eral boreholes on the praJXJsed
site exhibit characteristic gamma "kicks" within th fluvial sediments that are cmsistentwith "nil
Mcmtwnery Watsoo, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * Stearrii:wt Springs, ColoradtJ 80477 * (970} 879-6260
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front" unmium deposits. These gamma ananalies rxrur uhere uranium prer:ipitatai in law-err?rgy
enviranmmts along the flanks offluvial channels. Althatpfo they are of rw eronanic signijicana!,
these gctrnma ananalies are found only in the basal fluvial unit ofthe Upper Dockum and assist in
the amrdation ofthis unit througlx:Mt the proJXJstri site.
3) Dry Thermal Neutron logs · This logging technique is considered to be a indicator ofthe presence
of moisture. It utilizes a neutrr:n-enitti:ng source (1· 3 curies of radiaisotDfXJs of Americium and
&ryllium) and measures the time it takes for an tmittad neutrr:n to enter a fannation and "bama!''
back to a rounter. These neutrr:ns har£ an 4finity for protons uhich will result in a re~ rapid
return rate. Should the neutrr:n ermunter large~ ims (associatai with um:er · H 20), its
return to the counter is significantly slauai. This results in a reduced rount rate. Therefore, higfo
rount rates indicate dry wnditions and these rates are raiuad proJXJrtimally to the amatnt of
nvisture encounterai. Neutron logjngcan be perforrnei throufjJ steel casingwii:Jx,ut an apprrri;rble
droease in rount rates. L~ througjJ plastic casing, hauewr, will cause approximately a 30%
droease in rount rate, due to the~ in the plastic.
For the purpose ofinterpreting lit~, unsaturatal sands will h~ the least amatnt ofmoisture
and the hig/Jest rount rate. Tigpdy CtJ17{XlCtiXi clays will cmtain sonr trappm moisture and will h~
a Iauer rount rate. The presence cfum:erwill result in t:m order-cf-mcgritude reduction in the rount
rate.
The abrupt droease in the dry neutron lqg response for boreJ:ules PB- 36 and PB- 3 7 uw due to a
cbmge in hole diameter. The lxJttcm partim of these trw lxmmles uere cma:i.. The 43/4-in:h drill
bit uw replace:i by an NX (1 7/s-inch) core barreL This abrupt change in hole diameter can be
seen in the caliper fa& It causes a reduction in neutrr:n counts due to a phenunenm calla:i neutrr:n
flux. During the neutron <mission fJYOO!Ss, neutrr:ns are broadcast in a cirr:ular, "cWike" pattern
{neutron flux). In a larger diameter hole, a certain I1J1'1tU'Zt of this 1'Ti!tlhm flux is present in the
wid ktwm the source and the edge of the hole. The counter will deta:t sane of this neutrr:n flux.
In a tigpt hole, uhn there is my little wid space ktwm the source and the «<g!, almost all of the
neutrr:ns are dispersed intD the farmuim. In these situatims, because there is rw contributim. firm
the neutron flux, the ar:erall rount rate is der:reaMi.
Oz page 3-9, in addition to the heddings Upper Dockum and Lmrer Dockum uhich are uS£d to
define Triassic saiimmts, a new heading Ontact ktwm the Upper and Lauer Dockum will be
adda:l.
Contact ktwm the Upper and Lauer Dockum - This antact is a stratigraphic luundary and is
not 17Ra5sari}y represented by a diagmstic g:ophysicaJ lqg signature. The Upper Dockum cmsists of
int.ermida:i 5etJUI!I1C2S offine-grained jluvial sandstxnes/siltstmes and mudstmes. The lauenmst

oo:un-ence ofthese jluvial saiiments is recDf!!1ized as the /we ofthe

Upper Dockum.

~fluvial saiimmts are present, the antact ktwm the Upper and Lauer Dockum is easily
recugrUzable. Hacm:er, due 1D the /.aw-energ:; depositimal emirr:nnmt and abrupt facies changes
uiJhin these fluvial saiimmts, there are areas 'llhre this antact must be infomd ~ Upper
Dockum jluWi. saiimmts har£ facisi intD rrulstmes, the antact is entirely within rnudstooe
sequenas. £qr this reasoo, the prro!SS ofestablishing this cmtact, vhther mapped or infon"ed, is
l:wai an extensic£ subsurjtTC£ amr1atim. This is aarmp/ished with sane dtgrre ofcanjidence sina
the maximun spacing ktwm all 31 lxmJxies am[ietai within the proJXJstri projrt roundary is
1000feet.

The basal fluvial unit (sandstxnes/siltstmes}within the Upper Dockum has a maximwn thickness
cfapproximateiy 100 feet. AlthalfiJ the clastic (sandstme/siltstane} perrmtage of this 100foot
int:erwl changes abruptly, throopjJ carefol hole-by-lxie rorrelatiaz, tlx: int:erwl can be tracai l:K!neath
Monqpnery Watson, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * Steamin:tt. Springs, Colorado 80477 * (970} 879-6260
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the site. The gamma ctn017ttlies associat«l with the suspect uranium precipitatiDn, actually act as
marker beds to aid the am-elation effort. WW I is an excellent example of haw these ctn017ttlies
help to identifY the looer portion ofthe basal Upper Dockum. The logfirm this hole also illustrates
the spatial relationship of this basal unit to the thick sequence cf underlying LOTJRY Dockum
rntdstones.
The ~ofrer:rygnizing the Upper and LOTJRY Dockum OOundary is to ensure that the base of
the proJXJsei landfill will be placed an the top of the LOTJRY Dockum. The thick sequences of
rntdstones within this unit provide an excellent g:olngjc barrier (anotkr feud ofprotection) to any
potential doun:w:zrr:l migratim. In those areas ukre there is an inferred crntact, the lithologies are
rntdstones. Despite the infenm crntact, the imp:Jrtant consideration ofestablishing a permeability
barrier has been aca:mplished.
c.

The timing relationship between the drilling of a hole and the logging of that hole
may be critical in detennining the presence of gronnd water (i.e., the time needed for
gronnd water to stabilize in the borehole). Please provide this timing information.

Response: The fluvial (or potential mtter-h!aring) sedimmts within the Upper Dockum are finegrain«i sandy siltstmes with a relatiuiy low permeability. As preuialsly stat«l, the measur«i
permeability ofthese sediments aver~ 1. 22 X 10 ·5 on/s. Because ofthe low permeability ofthese
sediments, uhen grounduuter is ent:DUrZter'«/ it requires sane time for this ut:tter to enter the
l:ureJxJ/e.
As an eXdJ?7fJ!e, PB-1 (locatai approximately 1':12 miles north of the proJXJsei landfill) enmunterai
damp sands at the base ofthe Upper Dockum at a depth of 158feet. The hole ut:tS amplet«l at a
depth of200 feet. Geophysical logs uen? rnn an PB-1 approximately tuo hours after the base ofthe
Upper Dockum ut:tS penetratai. The log shocad rumtyfeet ofmtter (to a depth of 180 feet) in the
rottan ofthe lureJx1e. The litixJIC'i!) ofthis portim ofthe !xJreJxie (firm roth drill hole cuttings and
~profiles) carrespa7tiHi to rmdstones ofthe LOTJRY Dockum unit. Apparently, 7mter had
been falling doun the hole firm the saturat«l sand at 158 feet. Two hours had not been~
timefor the grounduuter in the hole to equilibrate (muh the 1M of entry). Had mmf! time elapsed
betua?n the drilling and the /qging of the lxrtrhle, arer forty feet of w:tter uadd hacx! been
enax.rnterei.
Field prrx:afures uen? to log a !xJreJxie within 1· 2 hours after it had been a:mpletai. If the l:meholes
uere not ~ imrn«<iateiy, there ut:tS a risk that it may care-in and no log wald be obtai:na:i. The
question has arisen that, due to ~ low permeability ofthe fluvial sediments and small quantities of
groundlmter, perhaps ~ ~ took place too soon after drilling to det«:t the presence of
grounduuter. There are time types of suppmting euidena to SU?}§3t that the grounduuter
characterization ut:lS aa:urate.
1) In the~ portim ofthe proposed site, ten bareholes uen? tml{XJrarily ~with plastic
tubing in order to see if groondr.mter uaJd acamulate in the holes after drilling (see page 3-17}.
01 a UK!ek}y basis for a six"l.m!k perial of time, these holes uen? nuniJmrxi and no grounduuter
enter«i the holes.
2) O:»e samples uen? taken firm fire separate barehoks. 1his prrxrdure inwlr.a:i a change of
drilling operations, firm rapid rotary bit drilling to a slow aJ/1! lxm-ei operatim. InstRAti ofrrquiring
a few hours to amJiete, these holes uaJd be o;m for 10-12 hours. During +is time, no
grounduuter enter«i the holes. Caring ut:tS ctJntizcta:J using air and any 7mter enterrng the hole
urnJd hacx! interferrd with the operations.
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3) EU?n in the aluu! cital example of PB-1, the rapid ~g of tk boreJ:u/e dd enrunter the
groundzmter. It underestimatai tk arnaou, but the groundzmter did not tfJ undiscowrd.
Comment24.
Section 3.6.2.2, Upper Dockum- "Uppermost Aquifer", p. 3-15.
Considerable hydraulic information presented in this section as fact must either be supported
with data or characterized as "inferred". This is particularly true of the hydraulic conditions
directly east of the proposed bounda.ty that are based on boreholes approximately one mile
north ~d south of the site. Please adjust the language in the Permit application as
appropnate.

Response 1hese uurd changes umonwde
Comment25.
RPMP is concerned about subsurface fluid and possible contaminant migration through
improperly plugged boreholes. Please provide a status report on all boreholes referenced in
the initial application with a detailed description of how any holes were plugged. Include the
composition of the plugging material and other assurances of successful preclusion of
subsurface fluid migration. A plan for the ultimate disposition of the holes must also be
provided.
·

Response: Ofthe 37 shallowb:mhJ/es (PB-1 throug}JPB-36) andtuvdeep boreJx1es (WU7-1 and WW:
2), all but tuv hau! been p/ugjpi. 7he only nmaining open l:xmkks are PB-14 and WW: 1. These hare
been kept open by inserting 3 "plastic tubing intrJ the open hole.
AlllxYrelxles uere manually pluggr:i using the original drill cuttin.g,5 and/or b?ntmite. A ammt cap 7.ms
plaarl at the top ofeach hole to precmt suiface 'lWterS firm entering the lxmJxie. In the time since the holes
uen? p~ the eoliPn sands of tk suiface Quaternary saiimmts hare be£n mlistrihutai to the point uhen!
the originallxmhole locations are m /oog!rvisihle.
PB-14 and WW: 1 hau! been kept openfor the purpose ofpossibly obtaining additional~' geqhysical
or h)drolugical informatim. Once it has been determine:i that there is no more wlue to these boreJxJ/es, they
uill also be pluggd A cemmt plug will be plaad in WW: 1 betcum the Upper and Law?r Dockum units to
ensure that there is no mixing offarmatinnal fluids. PB-14 will be plugg.d using bentmite and a suifaa

amentcap.

Comment26.
Please provide all groundwater monitoring data. If any of the temporary wells referenced in
the application still exist and have not been evaluated since construction, they must be
remeasured for depth to ground water and the results presented in the application.

Response: There is no existing groundzmter rncniJDring data for the proJXJsai site. Alllxmholes canpletai
uithin the site OOundary uere unsaturatai. Water leu:ls uere taken in 1994 firm three l:xmkks outsidecf
the proJXJsai lmndary. These bo~ uere PB-14 (500 feet 'tU!St), WW:J {3000 feet r11YYtb!ast) ard
WW:2 (5000 feet south). 7he results of these mtter lerB measurem:nts are caztaintd in Soctims 3.6.2.2
and 3.6.2.3.
At the request ofRPMP, mtter leu:ls uere again taken in April1999. WW:2 had been plugpi, but a
static mtter lerB (using an ela:trorre mtter detu:tm) of 202 feet 'UI:tS m:orde:ifor WW: 1 and a static unter
lerB of37feetUI:tS rer:orrJgJfor PB-14.
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WW 1 - The 'I"'Cent 'lml:eY lecd of 202 feet for WW 1 crrnpmri to a static W<ter lecd of 15 5 feet in 1994.
We belier:e this cla-rease of 4 7 feet is not an indication ofchangjng groundzmter conditions, but a reflection of
the n7dJ1J1er in uhich this boreOOle uus cased
The insertion ofplastic tubing into the lxrrehole shortly after it uus drilled uus ner.er an ammpt to rorn[iete it
as a u:ell. Instead, this timfXJrary casing uus placai for the purpose of keeping the lxrrehole acressible, so that
additional geo/ugical, geophysical or hy1ro/ugical inform:rtinn migfot be obtaina:l.. The only perorations are at
the rottan ofthe fimJXlrary casing.
It appears that mer the past fo:e ;am, the mudstones betua:n the Upper and Lauer Dockum hcae "caw in"
around the outside of the tubing. This has apparently sedei off any ccmmunication betua:n these ttw
aquifers. There is no w:ry for Upper Dockum W<ter to enter the tubing. OJnsequently, the W<ter ler:el inside
the tubing is dropping. At the~ time, this 'ZWter lecd is 20 feet belaw the rottan of the Upper
Dockum.
It is reasonable to infer that there is still saturation within the lm.rer pmian ofthe Upper Dockum in WW 1.
This 'Zruter could still be present in the borelxJ/e outside of the tubing and not rontribute to the existing static
'ZWter ler:el. This ~ asstonptim '1.i,OU]d be ronsistent with the groundx.wter conditions as preserztei in
Sections 3.6.2.2 and 3.6.2.3 and the inferrrrl interface betua:n saturatai and unsaturated conditions (as
indit:at«i in Figure 3-12} 'lWUid still exist east ofthefacility boundary.
PB-14 · The 'I"'Cent static'Zruter leu:! measur«i in PB-14 uus 37feet. This a:mpares quiteu:ell to the 1994
rrraswa:i 'ZWter leeds of42feet.
Comment27.
RPMP requires the establishment of pre-existing groundwater chemical concentrations for
the various ground waters adjacent to and below the proposed Facility, particularly the
shallow waters. The chemical analysis should be performed in light of the following
considerations:
a.

to determine if ground waters have pre-existing contamination;

b.

to establish a baseline for future comparisons; and,

c.

to allow distinction between perched and regional ground water and to further
evaluate those holes where mixing has occurred. The analysis must include: total
dissolved solids (IDS), and the major ions Na, Mg, C~ and S04.

Response: Gandy-Marley anticipates using 'WCiose mmitoring for the proJX>sad facility. To
support this, a Groundmtter Monitoring Equiwlency Demmstratiaz (GMED) has prerious}y
lren subnittai to RPMP. This GMED will be adda:i to the Application. As additimal support
for this GMED, a ropy of a Grounlzmter Monitoring Suspensim RejxYrt prepared for a solid
w:t.ste la:ndfill in Lea Ounty, New Mexiro is atttu:Jxx:l. This report addresses unsaturatai OJile
Formatim sediments in southastem New Mexiro and uus apfJYUU!d by NMED's Solid Waste
BUI"l'ilU.

Wtth this in mind, is it rm!Ssary to ~ the wst ofacquiring ard t:tnao/zing "varms ground

W1ters adjacent to and behw the proJX>sad Facility?"

Comment28.
Please provide lithologic logs for WW-1 and WW-2.

Response: Lithologic lag.s for WW 1 and WW- 2 are atttu:Jxx:l.
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Comment 29.
Please provide a table of surface elevations for all boreholes.

Response: Elewtim.s for ail shallow lxJrelxJks W?l't? sun:eyri by a licensa:i professional land sun.eyn:
These elew.tion.s are 'WYitten an the litholu§.c h§ for each lxrreJxJe in Volume II of the Application. 7he
follau.ing is listing ofthese elewtinns.
BoreJx>le No.

Elewtion

Borehole No.

Elewtion

PB-1
PB-2
PB-3
PB-4
PB-5
PB-6
PB-7
PB-8
PB-9
PB-10
PB-11
PB-12
PB-13
PB-14
PB-14o
PB-15
PB-16
PB-17
PB-18
PB-19
PB-20

4152
4150
4135
4139
4142
4120
4118
4117
4138
4131
4119
4132
4119
4116
4118
4129
4161
4141
4142
4152
4157

PB-21
PB-22
PB-23
PB-24
PB-25
PB-26
PB-27
PB-28
PB-29
PB-30
PB-31
PB-32
PB-33
PB-34
PB-35
PB-36
PB-37
PB-38

4148
4143
4151
4154
4144
4183
4144
4159
4129
4152
4115
4108
4134
4100
4124
4146
4160
4182

W'W-1 estimatai elewtim is 415 4
W'W- 2 estimatai elewtian is 4110

Comment 30.
Please provide a subsurface contour map of the contact of the Upper/Lower Dockum within
the proposed Facility boundary.

Response: A subswface cmtrJur map of the antact of the Upper/Larm- Dockum 'Within the prvfJ0!8:i
facility lxMndary is enclosai
Comment 31.
Section 3.7, Groundm:rter ProtectimRequirrmmts, p. 3-25.
See Comment No. 3. RPMP recommends that the Groundwater Monitoring Equivalency
Demonstration (GMED} be augmented with the following information and proposals:
a.

in addition to monitoring the two sumps that underlie the Landfill and Surface
Impoundments, it would be significantly more protective if a series of vadose zone
monitoring wells (VZMWs) existed immediately down gradient of both units. These
wells would presumably measure any fluid accumulation in hydrogeologic traps that
might exist at the boundary of the Upper and Lower Dockum. These wells have
been the subject of munerous conversations between HRMB and Gandy Marley and
must be considered;
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Response: Gandy-Marley is preparai to install six vadose zone m:nitoringudls (VZMWs) at
the proJXJsedfacility. 'W'hile the primary vadose mmitors uvuld still be kxat«l beru?ath the sumps in
the Landfill and the Evap:mttion Pond, these VZDWs uvuld prrniJe a mmf! visible semndary
mztfxxi of wdose zone mmitoring. These udls (as shorm on Exhibit No. 1} 'i.£XJUld be kxat«l
along the eastern l:xJundary of the proJXJsed facility at the Point of Conpliam:e and pruuide wluable
canfornation ofthe unsaturat«l corriitions underlying the facility.
b.

any plan to construct the above-mentioned VZMWs must include a method to
positively identify the lowest hydrogeologic trap within the Upper Dockum and any
pre-existing ground water;

Response: Exhibit No. 2 is a stmcture contour map of the Upper/Lau:er Dockum aJntact as
request«l in Gmment No. 30. The proJXJsed VZDWs are shorm almg the eastern bJundary of
the facility. The !ouest identifiai elewtim ofthis aJntact is 4039 feet and is kxat«l in a hyi:ro/U!)c
trap 7.re5t ofthe site l:xJundary (PB-14). The !ouest identifiai elewtim ofthis aJntact east ofthe site
is 4046 feet (PB-38). It is proposed that aU VZMWs be crmp/etai to an elewtion of a least
4020, uJJich uvuld ensure the contact betram the Upper and Lau:er Dockum had been penetratai..
Exhibit No. 2 also shar.vs the depths ofthese proJXJsed udis.
c.

the requirements contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.9l(a) for
a monitoring and response program must be referenced and addressed;

Response: These will be inaJrparata:i in the mised permit.
d.

the GMED certification required under 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR
264.90(b)(4) and referenced in the Gandy Marley November 1998 draft letter to
NMED must be provided on the enclosed certification form;

Response: These will be inaJrparata:i in the mised permit.
e.

the GMED proposed in the November 1998 letter is partially based on a water
balance evaluation that does not consider possible leakage of the free liquids from
the Surface Impoundments. Further, the proposal does not consider the special
circumstance of precipitation accumulation within the Landfill that is constructed to
concentrate liquids at its lowermost point: These issues must be addressed;

Response: The leak detJrtion systens in roth the landfill and porri liner systens will/Unit the
head on the sean/ary liner. 1his will eliminate any infotenafrcm rainfaU ar leakage.
f.

the GMED must consider other fluid sources that might interfere with the VZMWs,
such as the storm water catchment basin; and,

Response: These will be inaJrparata:i in the mised permit.
g.

the post-closure care procedures for long term monitoring outlined in the Permit
application, Vol. I, Section 8.2.5, Vatrose Za1e Monitoring System, must reflect the
monitoring procedures proposed for the operating portion of the proposed Permit.

Response: These will be inaJrparata:i in the mised permit.
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Comment32.
Figure 3-2, TopygraphyofSite Vicinzty.
This figure identifies three "drill holes" northwest of the proposed site boundary. Please
provide any information related to these holes available and a detailed description of efforts
made to obtain that information.

Response: Arry awilaHe information will be supplied
Comment33.
Figure 3-14, Drill Hok Locaticns.
WW-1 and PB-1 are referenced in the text but not found on the figure. It is suspected that
WW-4 and PB-4 are misnamed. Please explain this discrepancy and provide a revised figure.

Response: These will be i:nmrporatei in the rr?lJis«i permit.
SECTION 4.0, WASTE ANALYSIS PLAN
Comment34.
Section 4.1, R~ Requirfmwts.
a.

The Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) must meet the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500
incorporating 40 NMAC 264.13 and 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR
268.7(b), (c), and (d).

Response: The Waste Analysis Plan has been rr?lJis«i to ensure that it rontain.s the appropriate
!an~ to ensure that the requinmmts cit«l in this crmtrmt are m!t.
b.

Please present the WAP in a more logical format which provides for ready reference
(see Comment No. 3). For instance, Section 4.6, Analytical Methods, p. 4-8, states only
that "Analytical methods used for waste characterization will follow Test Methods
for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical and Chemical Methods (SW-846, EPA)." Please
summarize this and other information in tabular form. This would aid in review and
in use of the Permit by the Facility and by HRMB Permit managers and HRMB
inspectors during the operating, closure and post-closure periods (planned to be 60
years). For instance, an HRMB inspector should be able to go from a (complete)
Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facilzty lnsprtim Schedule, to tables in Section 4.0
which provide sampling and analysis methods for each inspection.
The tables the WAP should provide includes, but is not necessarily limited to:
A table that identifies the parameters to be tested by waste management unit
type and media type, e.g., Surface Impoundment sludges (see US
Environmental Protection Agency OSWER Directive Number 9938.4-03,

Waste Analysis at Facilities That Generate, Treat, Stare, and Dispose of Hazarr.:IJMs
Wastes, A Guidance Manual (WAP Guidance Manual}, April1994, p. 2-13);
A table that identifies sampling methods for parameters to be tested by
media type; and
A table that identifies the testing/ analytical methods for the parameters to
be tested by media types.
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Response: 7he WAP has been revised to provide a more bgicaJ presentation of the 'l.WSte
acceptance criteria far the facility. 7he tables requeste:i um included in the previous WAP,
hau.eu:r, ukre appropriate they h~ teen expandai and sane additional information has been
inc!udixi in w.bu1arform.

Stm7pling metlxx1s will lx! included in Sectim 5 of the application, ho'W!U?Y', anaiytical methxis far
the feachates, or other potential 'l.WSteS will !X? the SdJ17e methods usedfar 'l.WSte fff!l'U?Y'ataJ ojf-site.
7he WAP has been revis«i to help clarifY this.
c.

Similar tables for sampling and analysis methods should be provided for all special
tests which must be conducted at the Facility, e.g., determination of ignitable,
reactive, and incompatible waste; compliance with the Land Disposal Restriction
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR Part 268; procedures to
determine whether a biodegradable sorbent has been added to a waste; procedures to
determine if equipment contains or contacts organic wastes with 10 percent or
greater total organic content; procedures for determining whether the average
concentration of the waste at the point of waste origin is less than 500 parts per
million by weight; procedures for the annual leak test required for ancillaryequipment; and procedures for piping. Sampling and analysis methods for specific
media, such as Surface Impoundment sludges, should be provided.

Response: GMI will der.dop facility spocific proaxiures for the waste acceptance process after
cmstructitn of the facility is crmplete and prim to the acceptance of w:tSte. Prrxa:lures der.:elofx:d
prim to facility cmstructitn 7.LOOid !X? in a cazstant state ofreuisim until initial waste ra:eipt due to
possible ~. in logistics and operatima/ requinments. Also, leak tests far ancillary equipnent
and piping 7.LOOid not !X? indudtri in the WAP as this type oftesting and inspectm has no bearing
on the acceptl1hility ofanyumte vJidJ mi?}7t be iderztijiei during a test or inspa:tiaz.
d.

Similar tables should be provided for monitoring related to both the regular
inspection routine and sampling of spills and releases; after rain events, both for
regulated units and the diversion ditches and storm water basin, etc.

Response: 7he WAP includes requirunentsfar identifying and trwting spills, releases and storm
uurer as potential umte streams and as such they will be subjrt to the umte analysis and acr:eptana

prrx:«<ures, ~ the WAP waJd not be the appropriate place to ~ tables for mmiJDring
and insp«tim ofthe an'aS ukre these'l.t.Wtes may potential}y be~

e.

A discussion and similar tables should be provided for all field sampling proposed in
the Permit application. The discussion should identify and justify all field methods
used, calibration requirements, etc.

f.

Discussion of the various monitoring regimes should, where needed (such as
sampling of the diversion ditch and storm water basin), contain maps showing the
location of sampling points and a justification for the number and location of
samples proposed

Response: Facility design da:urrmts will be n{ermad ukre appropriate.
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Comment35.
Section 4.2, Description of Wastes Generated and Reaiuri at the Facility, p. 4-1. The Facility is
expected to generate the following types of wastes:
The following should also be included on this list:
•

Surface Impoundment sludges; and,

•

Decontamination rinse water.

The storm water retention basin also has the potential to receive water containing hazardous
constituents and should be included on this list.

Response: Runoff in the retenticn basin will be clean
a:ntaminat8i
Recommende d Changes:

lt~ms indicated in

1.£.Uter

and is

therefore, not expect«l

to

be

the ammentwill be added to the list.

Comment36.
Section 4.3.1.1, Pre-shipnent Prrx:a:lures, p. 4-2.
a.

2nd paragraph. ...Each waste with reactive properties will also be tested for
compatibility with the landfill liner.
Reactive wastes should also be tested for compatibility with containers and tanks.

b.

3rd paragraph. Generators with waste types that have been previously accepted
at the Facility will be required to supply a new waste proftle or representative
sample...
This sentence should read, "... a new waste profue form and representative sample .... "

Response: Ompatibility tests Wl1 be aniuct.«i on typical leachate {inttnuft.ICfUr«ifom expected
mtter stream) and liner and kat:hate col1«:tion and remu:d materials. The tanks will be spedjiai
!:wed on characteristics ofthe exp«:tld leachate and manufactures ~for a:mpatibility.
Comment37.
Section 4.3.1.2, PrrxH:Imes to Ensure Omplittnawith LDR Standards, p. 4-3, last paragraph. The
Facility will accept contaminated debris only in cases where that debris will remain
hazardous after it has been treated in accordance with 40 CFR 268.45(b) or (c). This
regulatory requirement stipulates that "Hazardous debris that has been treated using
one of the specified extraction or destruction technologies in Table 1 of this section
(CFR 268.45) and that does not exhibit a characteristic of hazardous waste identified
under Subpart C, Part 261, of this chapter after treatment is not a hazardous waste and
need not be managed in a subtide C facility." Hazardous debris generated off site
that can be rendered non-hazardous through treatment may be accepted only if
necessary treatment capability exists at the Facility.
The import of this paragraph is unclear to the reviewer. Are the first two sentences saying
that the Facility will not accept debris unless, after treatment, it must be disposed of in a
hazardous waste landfill, i.e., the waste is still hazardous? The third sentence is unclear
because neither of the treatments proposed for the Facility- stabilization and evaporation - is
included in Subpart 268, Table 1, and therefore no contaminated waste could be accepted.
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Also, the third sentence addresses accepting "hazardous waste ...that can be rendered nonhazardous through treatment ... ", which appears to contradict the first sentence.
RPMP notes in passing that the Facility intends to treat the Surface Impoundment liners and
leachate system, and concrete, as hazardous debris using a technology contained in Subpart
268, Table 1, and dispose of these materials in the Landfill during closure (see Section 8.0,
Oosure and Post-Closure ofPermitttd Units).

Response: See mJised WAP.
Commen t38.
Section 4.3.2.1, !naming Waste Shipment Procedures, p. 4-5, 3rd paragraph. Fingerpri nt tests
will assure that the generator descriptio n of the waste is correct..•
Fingerprint analysis as described in this section is the commonly used procedure at facilities
accepting waste from off-site generators. Nevertheless, RPMP wishes to point out that,
"Fingerprint analysis is never a substitute for conducting a complete waste analysis and,
· therefore, may not be defensible if a waste is misidentified by the generator and passes the
fingerprint test. Though the generator is responsible for properly identifying and classifying
the waste, the Facility will be held liable by enforcement authorities if it violates its permit
conditions and any other applicable regulations ... " (WAP Guidana: Manual.)
Information received from off-site generators (e.g., waste profile form, sample and analysis
results) will make up the bulk of Gandy Marley's "acceptable knowledge" for waste
acceptance.
Gandy Marley should consider conducting random, representative, or
confirmatoty sampling for waste accepted from off-site generators.
Once Gandy Marley feels assured that the waste from a single off-site generator is as
represented, RPMP believes that it may be appropriate to reduce the frequency of fingerprint
analysis of such waste. RPMP staff will be glad to discuss this matter with you further.

Response: The amment is nota:!. The WAP has been rnJis«l uiJh regard to fin-wprint requirenmts and
GMI realizes that the n:quinments in the amment ttre still amat. See mJised WAP.
Commen t39.
Section 4.3.2.2, OngingOmplete Waste Analysis, p. 4-6, 3rd paragraph. If all waste shipment s
in any given calendar year from a single generator match the fmgerprin t analyses, full
sample analyses of each waste stream from that generator will be performe d
biennially.
Full sample analyses should be performed annually.

Response: ~made. The requinment for foil sampk anafyses to be perforrnRd arrnua/Jy 'Will be
inaJrjxYrate:i intv text Sectim 4.3. 2. 2.
Commen t40.
Section 4.5, Sttmpling Methals, p. 4-7, 3rd paragraph. Composit e sampling is the process of
taking several samples and combinin g them into one sample, which is then analyzed
for constitue nts of concern. It is a valid method for homogen eous samples.
Please provide in detail how and under what circumstances composite sampling will be used.

Response: See mJised WAP.
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Comment41.
Section 4.7, Lalxrratmy ~ity Assurart(E/Quality Omtrol (QA/QC), 1st paragraph, p. 4-8 ....The
onsite laboratory manager will be responsible for developing and implementing a
written QA/QC program for the laboratory...
a.

A complete QA/Q!:- Program should be included in the Permit application.

b.

The Permit application addresses only laboratory QA/QC. Please also include Q!:for field blanks, field duplicates, and trip blanks.

Response: See revised WAP.
Section 5.0, Procedures To Prevent Hazards

Comment42.
Section 5.1.1, Barriers and Means to Omtrol Entrart(E, p. 5-1, 1st paragraph.
The perimeter of the Landfill should be fenced with a 6 ft. chain link fence. The entire
Facility should be fenced with at least 4-strand barbed wire.

Response: There is not a reg;JPtnry requirrment for this type offence to be usai at the site. It is gerualiy
up to the operational staffto select a fence type that willfonction as requ&a:i to cmtrol entrart(E to the site.
Comment43.
Section 5.2.1.1, Inspectim ~klist, p. 5-2, 1st paragraph. Inspection checklists and an
inspection schedule will be developed...
This sentence should refer to the inspection checklists contained in Vol. II, Appendix I,
Sample OJecklists, and Table 5-1, Triassic Park Waste Disposal Facility Inspectim Scha:lule. Please
ensure that all inspection checklists for all inspections identified in the text are included in
Vol. II.

Response: The inspoctim chrrk lists will be present:«/ in Volume II and the senttn:Ewill be crmrrud
Comment44.
Section 5.3.4, Water for Fire Gntrol, p. 5-6. ...Pennanent buildings at the Facility will be
equipped with automatic sprinkler systems and f:tre extinguishers ...Water to f:tght ftres
will be available in water truck(s). The truck(s) generally will be used for landfill
emergencies.
Please provide a fuller discussion of provisions for fire control. Is one truckload of water
enough to control any emergency at the Landfill nntil the Fire Department arrives? How
much water is in one truckload? Is water the only fire control material {besides soil) to be
maintained at the Facility? {Water is not appropriate for use on some hazardous wastes.)

Response: I ttm stilllookingfor the sprofic requinmmts for fire antrri.
Comment45.
Section 5.4.2, Run-Offand Run-Oz, p. 5-7, 1st paragraph. Run-off and run-on for the major
units are described in the following sections.
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Before any operation regulated under a State RCRA Permit can corrunence at the Facility, a
Storm Water Discharge Permit, or notification that such a permit is not required, must be
obtained from the NMED Surface Water Quality Bureau.

Response: Agrmi
Conunent 46.
Section 5.4.4, Water Supply Protection, p. 5-8, 1st paragraph. The Facility will coordinate
intended water use with the State Engineer's Office, Water Rights Division, and other
appropriate agencies. The domestic water supply (via underground water line from a
spring in the Ogallala formation located approximately one mile east of the Facility)...
a.

Please specify how much water will be needed for domestic water use and how much
will be used in Facility operations (process operations, dust control, etc.) and fire
control (sprinklers, etc).

b.

Water rights must be obtained from the State Engineer Office for a production well
and presumably for the water to be drawn from a spring. Before any operation
regulated under a State RCRA Permit can corrunence at the Facility, proof must be
submitted to NMED that sufficient water rights to operate the Facility in a safe
manner which is protective of human health and the environment have been
obtained.

c.

What are the "other appropriate agencies" involved?

Response (a-c): 1he measures requimi to obtain 'rmter rigpts for the site are heyJnd the
requirunents of the Part B permit application. GM fuiJy realizes that all permits to obtain 'rmter
for the site will be requimi prior to the start of operatims. These permit can be suppliRd to
NMED after they are obtain«/. HGU£C£r, in our opinim they will not be requimi prior to
nreiving the Part B pennit.
Conunent 47.
Section 5.4.8, Special Requirerrmts to Limit Releases to the Atrrnsphere, p. 5-10. ...Regulations
applicable to sources of air emissions from the Facility may be found in the New
Mexico Air Quality Control regulations.
Before any operation regulated under a State RCRA Permit can corrunence at the Facility, a
New Source Emissions Permit, or notification that such a permit is not required, must be
obtained from the NMED Air Quality Bureau.

Response: Agrmi
Conunent 48.
Section 5.5.3, Inampatible Waste Handling, p. 5-11, 3rd paragraph....The drum handling unit
and storage area design incorporate the requirements for the separation of
incompatible wastes. The physical barriers incorporated into the design, ..will insure
that incompatible waste will remain segregated...
a.

Please discuss these "physical barriers" in the Drum Handling Unit and [Roll-Off]
Storage Area. They are not mentioned elsewhere.

b.

20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.177(c) reads, "A storage container
holding a hazardous waste that is incompatible with any waste or other materials
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stored nearby must be separated from the other materials or protected from them by
means of a dike, berm, wall, or other device." Please discuss how the walkway will
provide sufficient separation from other wastes. Are there any applicable OSHA,
Fire Code, or other standards?

Response (a-b): 1he barriers are shmm an the drawings in Volume Ill, Drawings 37 and 39.
Additional text can b: adki to ~ these features. In our opinim, these bemz. in ambination
uith the slopi:ngjlrors (to the sumps) will b: sufficient to separate the ina:mpatible Ul:lStes
Comment49.
Table 5-1, TrU:tssic Part Waste Disposal Facility Insprtian Sckdule, p. 5-12.
a.

This table should include inspection of the Surface Impoundments daily (not weekly)
when in operation for sudden drops in water level, as specified in Section 5.2.3,
Evaporation Pond lnsprtian Proadures, p. 5-3, 2nd paragraph. This paragraph also states
that the Surface Impoundments will be inspected daily to "... measure and remove any
liquid that has accumulated in the leachate collection system and leak detection
sumps ... " Please add this to the table.

Response: Table 5·1 will b: uJXIatai.
b.

The Surface Impoundment liners should be inspected weekly, as specified in Section
5.2.3, 3rd paragraph, which reads, "...Weeklyvisual inspections will also be conducted
to verify the integrity of the liners and associated systems ... " Please add this to the
table.

Response: Table 5-1 will b: UJXlata:i.
c.

Under "Inspection Time", the condition of the Stabilization Units when in operation
reads, "Daily when storing". This should read, "Daily".

Response: Table 5-1 will b: uJXIatai.
d.

In general, because Table 5-l will more likely be used for a reference than the text in
Section 5.2, Inspectim Prrmlu:res, and elsewhere throughout the Permit application, all
the inspections discussed in this section and elsewhere should be included in the
table, and the table should agree with the text in Vols. I and III (e.g., the annual
inspection of equipment and piping, equipment leak detection, and the winter
inspection of drums in the open-walled Drum Handling Unit).

Response: Table 5-1 will b: uJXIatai.
Section 8.0, Closure And Post-Closure Of Permitted Units
Comment 50.
Section 8.0, Closwe and Post-Closwe of Permittat Units, p. 8-1. This closure plan describes
specific activities required for closure of the drum handling unit, .. evaporation pond•..
For ease of review by the public, please state in this f.trSt paragraph that all units except the
Landfill will be clean closed, with the proviso contained in Section 8.2.8, Amendment of Plan,
regarding a modification to the post-closure care plan for units which cannot meet the clean
closure standards.
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Response: Paragraph sugjf!sted by NMED will h! added to text.
Comment 51.
Section 8.1.1.2, Derontaminaticn of Equipnent cmd Dimantling of Building Stmcture, p. 8-2, 2nd
paragraph.
a.

The building structure (roof and walls) ...will be cleaned and rinsed prior to, or
during, dismantling.
Other sections of the Permit application indicate that the Drum Storage Building
does not have walls. Please explain this discrepancy.

Response: Ser:tU:n will h! revislri to k consistent with design
b.

... The dismantled building structure will either be reused elsewhere or
recycled as scrap metal.
Confinnatoty sampling after washing to verify the presence or absence of hazardous
waste is required before clean closure can be approved by NMED. RPMP
recommends that swipe samples be taken from the floor and the divider panels to a
height of 5 feet above floor surfaces. The wash water should be contained and
tested. The wash cycles and sampling and analysis should continue until the building
is decontaminated.

c.

A Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP), along with Quality Assurance/Quality Control
procedures, should be developed for closure of the Drum Storage Building.

Response: Prior to closure, GMI will clruiop a closure sarnfiing cmd analysis plan for su1mittal
to the NMED. A more canplete descriptioo of the C0?1f01entS of this plan will k added to
0Japter8.

d.

The SAP should also address soil sampling as well as waste generated during closure,
such as the wash water, plastic sheeting, and sampling equipment, etc.

Response: Trey to respond
e.

The SAP should contain sections on Data Quality Objectives, the decontamination
procedure, the sampling strategy for both the building and the soil underneath the
building, a diagram and map showing sampling locations, sampling methods,
sampling documentation and custody, and laboratory methods and operations.

Response: Trey to respond
Comment 52.
Section 8.1.2, Evaporatim Food, p. 8-3.
No mention is made of filling in the Surface Impoundments and revegetating the area. Please
discuss any plans to remediate the area in this regard.

Response: The j;unds will k backfillai to surrounding grade trnd ~
Comment 53.
Section 8.1.2.3, Rmvud cmd Disposal of Liner ard Leachate Cdla:tim Systan, p. 8-3. The pond
liner and leachate collection system will be dismantled and removed as hazardous
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debris. Upon certification of compliance with the LDR requirements, the waste will
be disposed in the landfill...
a.

The certification referred to regarding compliance with the Land Disposal
Restrictions for the pond liner and leachate collection system is presumably that
contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.8(d). Is this correct?

Response: Yes.
b.

The definition of debris in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.2 states,
"...the following material are not debris: .. ; Process residuals such as smelter slag and
residues from the treatment of waste, wastewater, sludges, ... " Please discuss how the
pond liners will be treated to remove sludge residues as required by 20 NMAC
4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.45(a).

Response: A discussion will beadki..
c.

Please provide a confirmatory SAP for the pond liner and leachate system and
treatment residues after treatment to ensure compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.800
incorporating 40 CFR 268.45(b), (c), and (d). See appropriate sections of Comment
No. 51.

Response: See response to OJrrm:nt 51.
Comment 54.
Section 8.1.2.4, Soil Sampling, p. 8-3, 1st paragraph.... Ten samples will be collected. Two
will be from locations that correspond to the leachate collection sump and the tanker
pad fill line, and eight at random locations ...
An SAP should be provided for sampling of the soil underneath and around the Surface
Impoundments. See appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See Gmment 51.
Comment 55.
Section 8.1.3.2, DimdntlingofTanks, Equipnent, and G:ncrete Seanlary Cmtainment Area, p. 8-4 .
...the concrete containment will be broken up and removed as hazardous debris.
Upon certification of compliance with the LOR requirements by a New Mexico
registered professional engineer, the concrete will be disposed in the landfill ...
a.

See Comment No. 53.a.

Response: See response to OJrrm:nt 53.
b.

Is this certification a legitimate function of a registered professional engineer? Or
does the "certification by a New Mexico registered professional engineer" more
appropriately refer to the certification required under 20 NMAC 4.1.500
incorporating 40 CFR 264.115 of the completion of final closure for surface
impoundments and landfills? Please clarify this paragraph.

Response: Paragraph will berevisa:i.
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Comment 56.
Section 8.1.3.3, Soil Sampling, p. 8-4. ...Four samples will be collected from locations that
correspond to the containment sumps ...
An SAP should be provided for the Liquid Waste Receiving and Storage Unit.

See

appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.
Response: See response to a:mrrmt 51.
Comment 57.
Section 8.1.4.2, Decontami:natim of Equipnent and Dmrantling of Building, p. 8-5, 1st and 2nd
paragraphs. ...The building structure (roof and walls) is not expected to be
contaminated with hazardous waste; however, this will be cleaned and rinsed prior to
dismantling. The building structure will be dismantled after cleaning and will either
be reused or recycled as scrap metal ...
A high-pressure detergent wash and water rinse will be used to clean off all visible
residue...
An SAP should be provided for the Stabilization Building. See appropriate sections of

Comment No. 51.
Response: See response to a:mrrmt 51.
Comment 58.
Section 8.1.4.3, Dmrantling of Tanks and Secmdary O:nt:ai:nmmt A~, p. 8-5. The tanks,
concrete, and secondary containment system will be dismantled and removed as
hazardous debris. Upon certification of compliance with the LDR requirements, the
waste will be disposed in the landfill...
See Comment No. 53.a.
Response: See response to Corrmnt 53a.
Comment 59.
Section 8.1.4.4, Soil Sampling, p. 8-5 ....Two samples will be collected from locations that
correspond to the vault and floor drain sumps ...
a.

The piping should be removed and disposed appropriately. Please address this issue.
Response: Sectim 8.1. 4.1 refers to soil sampling, discussion an tlx! renovd of piping will h!

adkl to sa:tim, 8.1. 4.3.
b.

An SAP should be provided for sampling of soil l.Uldemeath the Stabilization
Building (and piping), ancillary equipment (including the piping), sampling
equipment, and other equipment used in the closure operation. See appropriate
sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to Corrmnt 51.
Comment60.
Section 8.1.5, Roll-Off Storage A~, p. 8-5. ..•The major steps of inventory removal,
equipment decontamination, primary and secondary containment removal, and soil
Mantgmery Watsoo, Mining Group~· P.O. &x 774018 * St:earnkJat Springs, Giortxio 80477 * (970) 879-6260
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sampling will be identical to those described in Section 8.1 [for the Drum Storage
Unit] ...One sample will be collected from a location correspond ing to the
containmen t sump.
An SAP should be provided for soil sampling and equipment sampling at the Roll-Off
Storage Area. See appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See response to OJrmmt 51.
Comment6 1.
Section 8.1.6, Landfill.
a.

2nd full paragraph. A treatment system will be designed and built onsite to
treat the leachate generated during closure and post-closure. The treated
leachate will be used to irrigate the cap vegetation and any excess will be
released to the stormwater retention basin. The leachate treatment system to
be operated after closure of the evaporation pond will qualify as a wastewater
treatment unit as defined in 40 CFR 260.10 and will be subject to regulation
under the Clean Water Act. The treatment unit will thus be exempt from
RCRA permitting requirements under 40 CFR 270.1{c){2)(v), and the treated
effluent will be exempt from RCRA (not a solid waste) under 40 CFR
261.4{a){2). The effluent from the leachate treatment system will be treated to
meet the standards listed in the fmal NPD ES permit prior to discharge for
irrigation or to the stormwater retention basin.
RPMP reminds Gandy Marley that, to be regulated under an NPDES
permit, effluent must be discharged to waters of the United States. In
addition, the leachate treatment system does not qualify as a wastewater
treatment unit as defined in 20 NMAC 4.1. Subpart 1 incorporating 40 CFR
260.10. To qualify as a wastewater treatment unit, a device must meet all
three of the requirements listed in the defmition, not just one. Leachate is a
listed hazardous waste, identified in 20 NMAC 4.1.200 incorporating 40
CFR 261.30 as EPA Hazardous Waste No. F039, and must be managed
during the closure and post-closure care periods so as to meet the treatment
standards contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 268.40.
An SAP, including the timing of sampling events during closure and postclosure, should be provided for the leachate. See appropriate sections of
Comment No. 51.

A full discussion and finalized detailed design drawings should be provided
for the proposed leachate treatment system.
Please include a discussion of plans to ensure that the stonnwater retention
basin is clean at closure. Will the basin be filled in and revegetated?

Response: A mare a:mp/ete discussim ofthe sampling and tmalysis activities for leachate will ~
pruuide:L See reSJXYn!e to Cmment 51. At closure, the stmm wzter retentim basin will ~ 'Y'fmOlai
fran seruice. 1he area will~ antrMmi and~ as mmsary
b.

P. 8-6, 3rd full paragraph. After the landfill cap is completed, 10 soil samples
will be collected from outside the perimeter of the landfill cap to determine if
any soil contaminat ion is present. The sampling locations will primarily
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correspond to the transportation corridor used by waste hauling trucks during
the active life of the landfill.
An SAP should be provided. See appropriate sections of Comment No. 51.

Response: See reSponse to Grrmnt 51.
c.

4th and 5th full paragraphs. No later than the submission of the certification of
the landfill, the Facility will submit to the local zoning authority and to the
NMED, a survey plat indicating the location and dimensions of the landfill
with respect to permanently surveyed benchmarks... The survey plat will
contain a prominent note that asserts the Facility's obligation to restrict
disturbance of the hazardous waste disposal unit. The Facility will also
record a notation on the deed to the Facility property to notify any potential
purchasers of the property that (1) the land has been used to manage
hazardous wastes; (2) use of the land is restricted to activities that will not
disturb integrity of the fmal cover system or monitoring system during the
post-closure period; and (3) the survey plat and record of waste disposal have
been submitted to the local zoning authority and to the NMED.
A record of the type, location, and quantity of hazardous wastes disposed of
within the disposal unit will be submitted to the local zoning authority and to
the NMED no later than 60 days after certification of closure of the landfill.
NMED would like to discuss institutional controls with Gandy Marley shonly before
the Pennit application is ready for approval.

Response: Notal.
Comment62.
Section 8.1.6.1, Landfill Gur, p. 8-7, 1st and 2nd paragraphs. Due to the phased
construction and operation of the landfill a number of assumptions were made in
estimating the cost of the fmal cover...
Based on these assumptions, the cost of the fmal cover construction was estimated for
an area at 36 acres, approximately 1/3 of the total landfill footprint.
The entire landfill must be closed, during either partial closure or final closure. The cost
estimate for the fmal cover should be based on the entire area of the Landfill.

Response: Clostm! estimates will be revisai to rejla:t clostm! ofthe permittai units ofthe facility.
Comment63.
Section 8.2, Post-Clostm! Activities, p. 8-7, 2nd paragraph.
a.

The post-closure care period for the landfill will begin after completion of
closure activities and continue for 30 years ..•
The NMED Secretary may shorten or extend the post-closure care period under
certain conditions, in accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR.
264.117(a)(2).

Response: Cann-mtnotai.
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b.

... Inspection, maintenance, and repair activities to be conducted during postclosure are described in the following section.
Please provide an Inspection Schedule similar to Table 5-l for the post-closure care
period.

Response: A tablewill beaddal.
Comment64.
Section 8.2.2, Landfill Final Our, p. 8-7, last paragraph. General maintenance will include
the following activities:
•

fertilizing the vegetation periodically;

•

sprinkling or irrigating as needed;

While irrigation may be necessary in the semi-arid Southwest, care should be taken in the
selection of native seed (grasses, forbs, and bushes) to choose those which need as little
irrigation as possible. Initial seeding should be planned to coincide with or immediately
precede the monsoon season. Irrigating only in the spring has proven successful for mine
waste piles in Nevada. Forbs may be more easily established than grasses. Plants with short
root systems should be chosen.

Response: O:mmentnottd
Comment65.
Section 8.2.4.2, Onsite Treat:n1mt of Leachate, p. 8-9, 1st paragraph. During the post-closure
care period, an onsite leachate treatment unit will be operated.. .An NPDES permit
will be obtained prior to discharge of any treated leachate.
See Comment No. 61.a.

R esp ons e: Sectim will be 'Yf!Visa:i as ruressary.
Comment66.
Section 8.2.5, Vathse Zane Mcnitoring System, p. 8-9. The vadose zone monitoring system
will be maintained and monitored throughout the post closure care period...
Regarding the proposed vadose zone monitoring system, please see Comments No. 3 and
No. 31. RPMP will be glad to discuss this matter with you further.

Response: O:mmentnottd
Comment67.
Section 8.3, Closure Perforrrwuz Standan:i, p. 8-11, 2nd full paragraph. Indicator parameters
will be selected for each unit at closure. These parameters will be representative of
the wastes stored and/ or treated in that unit during its operating life. The waste
information used to make these selections will be based upon the Facility operating
record. For soil, analytical results that show that these selected constituents are
within three standard deviations of the mean constituent concentration in clean
background soil will constitute demonstration of clean closure. Clean background
soil samples will be collected from the surrounding area outside the Facility fence.
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a.

Parameters selected to confirm clean closure must be approved by NMED at the
time closure commences.

Response: Parameters will ~ induda:i in the SAP subnitt:e:i prior to closure for NMED
afJ!»UWL See Cnnment 51.
b.

For clean closure, analytical results for soil should show that concentrations m
backgrotmd soil are met.

Response: This criteria is noted in the final parawaphofSection 8.3.
c.

Please provide a plan for determining backgronnd concentrations in soil. Provide a
discussion, with justifications, of how many samples will be collected, appropriate
parameters, an accurate map showing sample locations, sampling and analytical
methods, data management, etc.

Response: Additional discussicnofbackground samples will be addtd to Section 8.3.
d.

Since the Facility is not yet constructed, please explain why the samples can not be
collected on-site.

Response: See prer.;ifJUs response.
Comment68.
Table 8-1, OosureOJst EstimatesandOosure-Generatu:i Waste Volumes, p. 8-15.
a.

Please include the details of how the various components of the closure cost
estimates required nnder 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 C FR. 264.142, CcH
estimate for closure, were derived. The cost estimates should be revised where
appropriate to include sampling and analysis costs.

Response: See response to Cmrmnt 62.
b.

The cost estimate for clean closing the Surface Imponndments must include the cost
of complying with the contingent closure plan and the contingent post-closure plan
(i.e., post-closure care Permit application as specified in Section 8.2.8, Amendmmt of
Plan), in compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 240 CFR 264.228(c)(2).

Response: See respazse to Cmrmnt 62.
Comment69.
Table 8-2, LandjillPost-OosureOJst Estimate, p. 8-17.
Please include the details of how the various components of the post-closure care costestimate required nnder 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.144, CcH estimate for
post-closure care, were derived. Revision of the cost estimate should be delayed nntil details of
a Grotmdwater Monitoring Plan and/ or Vadose Zone Monitoring Plan have been
established.

Response: See respazse to Cmrmnt 62.
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Section 10.0, Corrective Action

Comment70.
P. 10-1, 4th paragraph.... The RFA report identified several potential future SWMUs,
including:
the drum handling unit;
roll-off storage area;
the liquid waste receiving and storage unit;
the stabilization unit;
the evaporation pond;
the landfill;
the truck wash unit;
the maintenance shop;
the chemical laboratory;
the stormwater retention pond;
the untarping, sampling, and weigh scales area;
the truck staging area;
the future debris encapsulation unit;
the future waste processing area;
all roads, including those leading to the Facility;
the clay processing area; and
the dust control/ clay processing water basin.
a.

The first five units listed will be units regulated under the proposed Permit. Spills
and releases at these sites will be cleaned up or remediated as specified in the
proposed Permit.

Response: O:mmentnot«<.
b.

See Comment No. 5.

Response: O:mmentnot«<.
c.

Please identify where the dust controVclay processing water basin is discussed in the
text.

Response: References will be addid.
Section 11.0, 40 cfr 264 Subpart Aa and Bb Regulations

Comment71.
Section 11.2.2, Equipnmt CorrtrOO, p. 11-1, 1st and 2nd paragraphs. During fmal design of
the Facility, consideration will be given to applying the following equipment controls
for fugitive emissions sources:
•

leakless technology for valves and pumps;

•

plugs, caps, blinds, etc., for open-ended lines;

If the above equipment is utilized, no inspection or monitoring is required.
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A final decision must be made and the appropriate discussion and finalized detailed drawings
included in the Permit application so that RPMP knows whether or not a review for
compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264, Subpart BB is necessary.

Response: See reSJXmSe to Omrrmt D.
Comment72.
Section 11.3, 30 CFR Subpart CC, p. 11-3, 2nd paragraph. Fifty-five gallon drums and rolloff containers may hold hazardous waste that contains greater than 500 ppmw volatile
organic compounds. All 55-gallon drums and roll-off containers stored at the Facility
will have covers and meet OOT requirements or packaging of hazardous waste for
transport under 49 CFR 178. Therefore, no additional controls will be required for 55gallon drums or roll-off containers.
20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.1087 includes standards for covered containers
which contain hazardous waste with a concentration of volatile organic compounds greater
than 500 ppmw. Please include a discussion on how containers will comply with this Subpart
CC regulation.

Response: Discussion ofSubpartcc regulators will beexpct:ndai to clarifY thecuntainerampliance status.
Comment73.
Section 11.3.4, Applicttbility to Tanks, p.
the Subpart CC requirements for
Several options are being examined
fmal design documentation will be
Facility.

11-4. The waste storage tanks will be subject to
inspection, monitoring and emission controls.
to meet the emission control requirements: .. The
included as part of the operating record for the

a.

Section 11.3, 40 CFR Subpart CC, p. 11-3, states, "The Facility will not be subject to
the Subpart CC requirements for tanks and evaporation ponds because these units
will not be used to manage wastes containing volatile organic concentrations greater
than 500 parts per million by weight (PPMW)." Please decide whether tanks will or
will not be subject to Subpart CC so that RPMP can proceed with an appropriate
review of this section.

b.

a: requirements, please
include a discussion and appropriate finalized detailed specifications for the chosen
design option for emission controls for the Liquid Waste Storage Tanks in the
Permit application for review.
If the Liquid Waste Storage Tanks are subject to Subpart

Response: 7be secticn will be revisal to be ccnsistent.
Comment74.
Section 11.3.5, Applicttbility to the Stabilizatim Process, p. 11-4....The ftrst option is to operate
the stabilization unit as a continuous "transfer" operation; as such it would not be
subject to Subpart CC requirements. In this case waste will be brought into the unit
as soon as it is received on plant site, placed in a HDPE container, mixed with
appropriate reagents, and covered and sealed immediately. It is not expected that air
emissions will be produced under this scenario.
A second option is to limit the concentration of volatile organics in the waste to be
stabilized to less than 500 ppmw. Final design documentation will be included as
part of the operating record for the Facility.
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Operation of the Stabilization Unit as a "continuous 'transfer' facility" is not a viable
option. A transfer facility as defined in 20 NMAC 4.1 Part 1 incorporating 40 CFR
260.10 means any transportation related facility including loading docks, parking
areas, storage areas and other similar areas where shipments of hazardous waste are
held during the normal course of transportation. The definition does not include
treatment units.

Response: Cnmmtnnta:l.
b.

See Comment No. 73.a.

Response: Cnmmtnnta:l.
VOLUME II

Comment75.
Plates 1 through 6.
Plates 1 through 5 are missing, while the plate following Cross-Section No. 5 is titled, "Plate
6". Please provide the missing plates with the correct titles.

Response:
Comment76.
Appendix D.
The geophysical log for PB-1 is apparently incomplete. RPl\tlP learned in a conversation with

Mr. Jim Bonner on December 29, 1998 that a more complete log exists with relevant
groundwater information on the portion not provided. Please provide the complete log.

Response:
Comment77.
Appendix I.
Please provide inspection checklists for all inspections.

Response: Checklists wiD. be praidei.
VOLUME Ill
Section 3.0, Landfill

Comment78.
Section 3.1.2, Landfill Lapa and Phasing, p. 3-1, 1st paragraph. .•. The landfill footprint is
divided into three phases •••with each phase having a separate leachate collection, leak
detection, and vadose detection system. These phases will be further divided based
on development sequencing and landfill waste receipt rates •.•The limits of Phase A1,
the fu-st area to be developed,•••
a.

For ease of public review, please revise all discussions of the landfill in Vol. I to
conform to this new (November 1998) revised discussion. Vol. I should include all
significant details, e.g., the phased approach, the interim cover, run-off from the
slope areas diverted to a water collection basin on the floor of the landfill, etc.
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Response: Only Phase !A ofthe landfill will be penni.ttai at this time.
b.

Please provide detailed information on the number of cells that will be constructed in
each phase. The dimensions of each cell should be included, as well as detailed
information on the construction of each cell, control of gas generation, etc.
Finalized detailed drawings of a cell and of the cell layout within the Landfill should
be included.

Response: See alme
c.

Please discuss the development of and provide drawings for Phases II and III as well
as Phase I. Discussion of Phase A1 implies a Phase A2. If so, it should be discussed
also.

Response: Althoupp only Phase !A will be penni.ttai at this time, uewill be showing the entire

landfillfootprint to indicate hawfuture cells (appruu:d with a pennitmalification) may be dew/op«1

Proposed Changes: Revise pennit application to only indicate that Phase !A will be penni.ttai
at this time.
Comment79.
Section 3.1.5, Interim tmd Final ~. p. 3-7, 1st bullet. ... Specification Section 02227,
discusses vegetative cover material requirements including particle size and moisture
content, placement and compaction requirements, and survey and field quality
control requirements. Specification Section 02900, identified seed mixtures, site
preparation, and planting requirements for cover vegetation.
The reviewer is not familiar with these Specifications. Please provide them to RPMP for
rev1ew.

Response: First Paragraph: These secti.azs are i:ru:lucla1 in Volzme IV ofthe pennit application.
Proposed Changes: None.
Section 4.0, Evaporation Pond

Comment SO.
Section 4.1.1, General, p. 4-1, 1st paragraph. The purpose of the evaporation pond is to
store and evaporate liquid wastes which meet land ban restrictions ...
This is the first indication that the Surface Impoundments will be used for storage purposes.
Please explain.

Response: The dPfoUtims of treatment muJ. storage units will be rezier.mi to determine the apprupriate
descriptim and rey;datory rr:quimnnts.
Proposed Changes: Make all reference a:mistentwith ~ detem1ination an description offacilities.
Comment81.
Section 4.1.3, Subgrade Excavatim, Liner Sysum, LDRS Sump Design mui. Vadose Monitoring Sump
Design, p. 4-3, 1st full paragraph. Since portions of this liner component will be
permanently exposed to sunlight and UV radiation, it may be necessary to replace it
prior to the end of the facility life. The lifetime of exposed geomembrane liners
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varies, however, it is generally limited to the warranty period which may be as long as
20 years ... The staged approach to pond development will help alleviate this concern,
as will maintaining fluids near capacity in the primary use pond unit. Periodically
alternating pond units for primary uses will also reduce exposure time.
a.

Replacement of a surface impoundment liner must be carried out in compliance with
20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.227, E~ repairs; continwry plans.

b.

What is the timing of the development of the ponds?

Response (a • b): Depending on the Sf?I'Vit:£ life ofthe Ponds, the liners may har:e to be replaaxi.
Hmtw?r, it is not considerrri an "Errretg!17Cy Repair". 1he timingfor the deuioprmt ofthe Ponds
is not knoun.
Proposed Changes:
Mainterrana? plan.

Describe requirrments for maintenance ~ in ~ations and

Section 6.0, Stabilization Unit

Comment82.
Section 6.1.1, General, p. 6-1, 2nd paragraph. ...It should be noted that certain
components of the stitbilization building, process control and delivery systems,
ventilation systems and steel bins will be completed under future design/build
contracts.
NMED cannot approve the stabilization treatment process until this material has been
provided for review. Please provide a discussion and finalized detailed drawings.

Response: See response to C'mmmt D. 1he operational features ofthe facility desigrz will be pruuidei in
the drawings pruuideifar cazst:n«:t:im.
Proposed Changes: None.
Comment83.
Section 6.1.4, St:abii.W.ttiaz Pra:1!SS Desif!Z, p. 6-3, 2nd paragraph. Reagent usage will vary
with the waste type and the prescribed stabilization guideline, ...
a.

Please provide a table in Volume I showing reagent usage by waste type.

b.

If feasible, please provide a copy of the prescribed stabilization guideline. If not,
please identify it.

Response: 1he actual rea[plt use will be 'tt'IY dependent on the waste type and characteristic.
Therefore, prouiding arty type ofreCEipt coold be misleading, A listirg of the types ofreagents that
Wll be usai is presentai in the applicatim.
Proposed Changes: None.
Comment84.
Section 6.2.4, Stabilizatim Pra:1!SS Analyses, p. 6-6, 1st paragraph. Reagent delivery piping
sizes shown on Drawing No. 34 (Volume III) are preliminary and will be fmalized
when selection of the pumps and dry reagent pneumatic system are determined,
however, these piping sizes are capable of meeting the daily reagent requirement.
M~
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A discussion and finalized detailed drawings of the reagent delivery piping sizes, pmnps, and

dry_ reagent pnemnatic system should be provided in the Permit application for HRMB
revtew.

Response: See response to amrrmt D and 82.
Proposed Changes: None.
Section 7 .0, Drum Handling Unit

Comment85.
Section 7.1.2, Drum Handling Layout, p. 7-1, 4th paragraph. ...Two of the cells are
designated as TSCA cells and as such are required to be isolated from other drum
storage cells. The 0.5 ft high by 3.5 ft wide walkway which surrounds the TSCA cell
provides the necessary isolation ...
Are the other cells separated by walkways of the same dimensions? If not, please provide the
dimensions for these walkways as well.

Response: There are typical walkway berm details shacm on Drauing; 37 and 38. These are interrlei to
pruuide separatim ~ the cells.
Proposed Changes: None.
Comment86.
Drawing No. 37, Drum Handling Unit General Arr~.
a.

Only two cells are shown on this drawing. Please provide a drawing to show (to
scale) the seven cells in the Drmn Handling Unit.

b.

Please indicate which of the cells will receive ignitable waste, reactive waste, and
TSCAwaste.

Response: Drawing 37 indicates the looaim of the sumps and tb! cmcrete walkw:tys ~
cells. Depending on operatiazs, tb! mrious cells will be labelai as to the type of'CmSte being star«/.
Proposed Changes: A note will be adkJ to the drauing; that will indicate that each cell shall
be labelai as to the type of'CmSte being stared.
EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Comment87.
Please correct Tables of Contents to agree with revisions.

Response: The Table ofOntents will be UjX/attd.
Proposed Changes: See al:xn2.
VOLUME 1

Comment88.
Section 2.4.1, p. 2-12.
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Title. Contaminant and Detection Releases

'This title should read, "Containment and Detection of Releases".
R esp ons e: 7he typugraphiml envrs that uen? notal 'Will ~ aYn'f!Ct£ri in the revised applicatim.
b.

Last paragraph. All ancillary equipment will be provided with secondary
containment unless is it aboveground piping...

'This sentence should read, "All ancillary equipment will be provided with secondary
containment unless it is aboveground piping ... ".

Response: 7he typugraphiml envrs that uen? notal 'Will ~ amrrtal in the revised applicatim.
Comment89.
Section 2.6, Treatment in Evaporation Pond
The reference in this section should be revised to pond throughout, following the revisions
made in Vol. III, Section 4.0, EvaJXYration Pond.

Response: 7he typugraphical envrs that uen? notal 'Will ~ aYn'f!Ct£ri in the revised applicatim.
Comment90.
Section 8.0, OosureandPost-OosureofPermittai Units, p. 8-1.
The reference to a "pond" should be revised to "ponds" throughout Section 8.0, following
the revisions made in Vol. III, Section 4.0, EvaJXYrationPord.

Response: 7he typugraphical envrs that uen? notal'Will ~ aYn'f!Ct£ri in the revised applicatim.
Comment91.
Section 8.1.6, Landfill, p. 8-5, last paragraph. .•• The final cover will consist of a three-layer
cap design consisting of a vegetative cover, a middle drainage layer, and a lower layer,
as described in Section 5.0 of Volume III. ••
Please change the reference to read, "Section 3.0 of Volume III".

Response: The typugraphical envrs that uen? notal'Will ~ comrtzd i:n the revised applicatim.
Comment92.
Section 10.0, Omatite Actim, p. 10-2, last paragraph... .At this point, the Facility will•••
'This sentence should read, "At this point, the Facility will ... "

Response: The typugraphical envrs that uen? notal'Will ~ comrtzd in the revisal applicatim.
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VOLUME Ill
Comment 93.
Section 4.0, Evaporation Pond.
This title should now read, "Evaporation Ponds", in keeping with Gandy Marley's previous
revisions to the scope of this treatment process. Please make similar corrections as needed
throughout the section.
Response: 1he tyfXYgfaphica/ ernm that uere noted will k CO'r7'EX:tB:i in the revisal application.
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REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
ENGINEERING DESIGN ISSUES
TRIASSIC PARK WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITY
TATUM, NEW MEXICO
D.

PROCESS INFORMATION

As noted in the following comments, the hazardous waste unit design and operation information in
the application is still incomplete in many respects as discussed in more detail in the following
paragraphs. In addition, notes on the design drawings and specifications state that the plans provided
are "not for construction." Other statements indicate that details or modifications to the plans will be
submitted to the NMED before construction begins. Many responses to the previous NOD state
that detailed design drawings and other information "will be submitted," but much of the promised
information is not provided in the application. The application does not provide an explanation of
the degree of finality of the current design drawings, so the impression conveyed is that the applicants
may expand and/ or modify the plans extensively, both before and after a final permit is issued. A
final operations plan is expected to provide many of the necessary details of operation and
maintenance of the facility, but that plan has apparently not been written (see Section 2.5.3.2 of the
ap~lication), and the application does not indicate when that plan may be prepared and submitted for
reVIew.
This approach is not in accord with the hazardous waste regulations, which require that complete
design and operating plans must be provided in the permit application. Only after the plans have
been determined to be complete and adequate by the Secretary may a draft permit be issued.
Proposed modifications to the facility plans received after the draft permit is issued, which would
require public notice and comment periods pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1.900 (incorporating 40 CFR
270.42, e.g., Class 2 and 3 modifications in Appendix I), will not be included in the final permit, Such
modifications would be required to go through the procedures specified in 40 CFR 270.42, after the
final permit is issued. Less substantive (Oass 1) modifications proposed after a draft permit is issued
may or may not be included in a fmal permit, at the discretion of the Secretary. Class 1 modifications
included in the final permit are subject to the public notice requirements and potential denial
provisions of 40 CFR 270.42(a). Accordingly, in order to be in conformance with governing statutes,
the application must be revised to provide complete design and operating plans as specified in the
following comments.

Response: A clarifo:atim ofth! mmning of «Notfor Cuzstntctim" is rrfermad an th! carer sheet ofth! drawings
and is present«i in th! notes an sM 2. This note indicates that tlx! drawings are lWzg usa:/for th! Part B permit
application and are not to be usa:/ for crmtruct:ia1. Additicnal. 7JXJYk to be ampletgJ to issue th! drauings for
anstrnctim include th!~
•
•

•

Ra::eipt ofPart Bpermit
Su?'U!'j grid fXJints for cmstntctim staking
Reuiew and apprawl ofcmtractm subnittals etc.

The processfor preparing and submitting de~ drawings for th! Part B pem1it and bidding and anstructiaz drawings
outlined to NMED an a meeting oo April 14, 1999 uhit.h is surrmari:z£d helot.«

W1S

Conceptual/Preliminary Designs (Internal Project Team Review)
• IdentifY majarfacilities to be i:nt:lud«i in det8opnent plan
• General /ayatt an site plan
• Identify processflow diagrams
M~ Watsm, Mining Group* P.O. Box 774018
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General capacities offacilities ·

Permit Level Designs
• Detailed desif!!Z drawings

•

Dmmstrate crmplidnce with all regu/dtmy requirfments
Sufficient detail to dmunstrate wnstructability
Sul:mit for ~tmy alff!I1CY review and permit approwl

•
•

Bidding and Construction Drawings
• Same as alxm?with the follmiing:
• Details or SJXrifo:ations for any reg;Jatmy permit canditims
• Sunry control points and /ayJut grid

•

•

Shop drawings
• Plumbing
• Electrical
• Building structures
• Ofx!rational features
Agency approwl prior to start ofcmstructioo

As-built Drawings
• Docwnmtatim ofall~ criteria
• Liner sysum CQA documentation and details
• LCRS sysum CQA documentatiman.ddetails
• Desi[!fl ~and Clmifo:ations
• Agency approval prior to start of operation
Tills general process was agreed to by NMED. It was agreed that text would be added to the pennit
application that further defined the drawings:

"These drawings present fmal designs for the RCRA permitted facilities. Details on the nonRCRA components of the facilities may be supplemented during the bidding and
construction phase. Gandy-Marley will supply the additional details on the non-RCRA
components of the design to NMED for review and approval prior to the start of
construction."
TL has requesta:i that a ~al ()p!ratiazs and Maintenance Plan be indudai, in the pem7it applicatim an outline for
the plan is presente:i belaw. In additiaz, a "cross-w.Jk "will be prep:trad that will cross-r~ all irrformaticn on each
unit in the pem7it applicatim.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PLAN
1.0
2.0

General
Units to be Addressed

2.1
2.2
2.3
2. 4
2. 5
2. 6
2.7
2. 8

Landfill
Evaporatims Plan
Liquid Waste Storage
Stabilizati.cn
Drum Handling
Truck Roll-Off
Truck Wash
Drainage Systems

Montgmety Watrm, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * StearnlxJat Springs, Oimado 80477 * (970} 879-6260
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3.0

Operations
3.1
Waste Acceptance
3. 2
PrrxHiures for Plaammt and Handling of Waste
3.3
Inspections
3.4
Monitoring Systtms

4.0

Maintenance
4.1
Identificatim ofRequiml Maint:erltlJUE
4. 2
Proadures for Mainterutnce
4.3
Documentatim for Mainterutnce Activities

D-1

Containers: 270.15, 264.170 through 264.178

The roll-off storage area described in Section 2.2.2 of the application (Page 2-4) is proposed to consist
of two portions. The stabilized waste storage portion of the area is proposed to be operated as a Qess
than) 90-day storage area. However, the regulation which governs less than 90-day storage areas, 40
CFR §262.34, applies only to generators of hazardous waste. The term "generator" is defined in 40
CFR §260.10, and the applicability of the exemption from permitting requirements is explained in
Notes 1 and 2 to 40 CFR §262.10. As such," ... any person whose act first causes a hazardous waste
to become subject to regulation," would be considered the generator of the waste. The Gandy Marley
facility will not be the generator of wastes placed in this storage area, and the wastes will be disposed
on-site. In order for the stabilization process to be considered a generator, the waste would have to
change treatability groups (e.g.. , a wastewater would become a non-wastewater.) Additionally, mixing
two or more wastes does not generate a new waste [EPA RCRA Permitting Policy Compendium,
Document 9453.1989(01)]. Therefore, the stabilized waste roll-off area must be included in, and
designed and operated as part of the permitted roll-off container storage unit. Consequently, both the
Part A and Part B applications must be revised to include the stabilized waste roll-off storage area.

Response: The Permit applicatim will be rna:iifod to include the stabilizai roll-ofstar~ amz as a permitte:i unit.
The roll·fJ/f cuntainers will be lined 'With a HDPE bed liner inside the bed of the roll off antainers. This systtm
(HDPE and steel container) is ccnsidera:i to be a primary linerfor the umte. To pruuide secondary cmtainment a liner
uill be pk:ed belaw the operatim layer OU?r the entire run-stabilized and stabilize:i pordm ofthe Roll-OffA rea.
0-1 a(3) Secondary Containment System Design and Operation: 270.15(a)(1 ), 264.175(a), 264.175(d)
Drawing No. 39, Sheet 2 of 2, shows the conceptual design drawing for the Drum Handling Facility.
This drawing indicates that the concrete floor will be underlain by a single geomembrane, with no
drainage geonet. The floor drain trench is designed with a secondary liner and geonet, but there is no
supporting structure (e.g., concrete) under the drainage trench and sump. This design may be
unstable and lead to significant movement of the foundation soil, resulting in damage to the
geomembrane(s), collapse of the trench walls, and/ or cracking of the floors. Releases of liquid wastes
to the uncoated floor could accumulate within and below the concrete. The design must be revised to
provide a stable, sufficiently impervious base for storage of containers.

Response: The permit text (Vohme Ill, Engimmng Report, Sectim 2.2) indicates that the native soils haul an
allm.wble bearing pressure ofapproximately 2, 000 psf. The expect«~, hu/ingfom the ancrete floor ofthe dnm star~
an?a is expectai to be less than 500 psf (concrete slab and stacked dnms). Therefore, the joundatitn soils should be
adequate to support the dnm star~ unit. The t"rr!ndJ in the sump amt will be limitai to 2 to 2 5feet da!p and will be
spannai by a metal grate. The grate will be support.wJ an either side of the trf:nl:h by thickenai S«titns of the ancrete
.floor slab.

M~
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Response No. 28 indicates that the Engineering Report will include engineering calculations which
will identify the minimum requirements for the foundation soils and concrete floor coatings. There
are no calculations provided for the container storage area that document the foundation stability.
Please revise the Engineering Report to include the promised informacion and to also address the
concerns regarding differential settlement or swelling/upheaval.

Response: As stated aluu:, The permit text (Volume Ill, Engim?ring Report, Section 2.2} indicates that the nati'U!
soils h~ an allow:die remng pressure ofapproximately 2, 000 psj. The expect«i /oadingfirm the C01Crr?te jlror ofthe
drum stara~ area and staked drums is expect«i to be less than 500 psf. Therefore, the foundation soils should be
adequate to support the drum star~ unit. A HDPE gerrnenbrane underlies the entire footprint of th! DSU uhich
uill prer:ent liquid migration into the subsurface soils. The perimeter of the drum storage unit will be graki to drain
azmy firm the facility foundation. Therefore, swiling of the foundation soil should not be a c.una?m. The tedmiad
specifications for the foundation soils, the surface preparationfor dep/aynent ofthe liner, and the rnaterial gradations and
plaammt and conpaction specificationsfor the DSU select sub-lxtse are presented in the Volume TV, Specifications.
Response No. 28 also states that the final design will include a sand layer that will allow the liquids to
migrate below the floor to the sump areas. It is assumed that the select subgrade material included on
Drawing No. 39 is sand(?), but the specifications do not include a "select subgrade." Please revise the
application to explain what the select subgrade material is intended to be, and if it is intended to
function as a drainage layer. Please also provide material and construction specifications for this
material.

Response: The specifications for the Select Sub-l:we are presented in Volume IV, Section 02229. These
specifications indicate that the material shall h~ 0 to 2 perr:ent passing the Number 200 siere Basei on this
requinment the material is exper:t«i to be 'W')' free draining and will transport any leaking liquids to the sump.
Please revise Section 2.2.1 to explain how incompatible waste will be managed or provide design
drawings for the roll-off container storage area that indicate where and how incompatible wastes will
be stored.

Response: Waste will be clw-acterized and SC'I'f!el'1ld as part oftheW1Ste aa:eptance proa!dures. This is expect«i to
being storrxi in the same ro/1-c/f antainers that are delirerad to the site. After the
materials h~ been stabilized, material firm a single stabilization ~ will not be mix«i with rnaterial firm a
different batch, therefore, eliminating the poterztidfor ina:mpatible w:t.ste to be star«i in the same ro/1-o/fbin. Indiuidual
bins will be physically separatedfirm eadJ otf.er in the star~ area by a minimtm of 1 foot and will be star«i inside the
crJU?Y«i steel roll-of!bins and the HDPE bed linen.

prer:ent ina:mpatible W1Ste firm

Appendix E-32, the Truck Roll-Off LCRS Pumping Capacity calculations, provides a sketch of the
sump on page 1 of 4. The phreatic surface line is shown as daylighting roughly three feet from the
top of the pipe, between the pipe centerline and the gravel surface. The informacion provided is
insufficient to be able to reproduce this estimated distance. Please revise Appendix E-32 to include a
description of the approach used to approximate this distance. Additionally, the length of the
perforated pipe is stated as being seven feet in the sketch. Drawing No. 43 shows this dimension as
five feet. Either revise the calculations or provide the reasoning for not using the design length in the
calculations.

Response: The cross-sectiaz shaun en page 1 of 4 of the calculatim.s is int.enda:i to represent the cvn:litims in the
sump as shatm en Drawing 43, Sheet 2 of2, Detai/3. This specifics the sump graui thickness as 3-feet. The length
ofthe perforated pipe in the calaJatim and the sump detail will be rrnlifod to be crnsistent.
The Truck Roll-Off LCRS Pumping Capacity calculations on page 2 of 4 state that the area of the
liner is 59,858 square feet, while referring the reader to page 4 of 4 of the calculations. The figure on
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page 4 of 4 does not have dimensions and is not to scale. Please revise the calculations to either
provide the dimensions of the liner area, or refer to a scalable drawing (e.g., Drawing No. 41).

Response: The drawing on pa~ 4 of 4 ofthecalmlation in Appendix E-32 sharmagraphic scale. In additim, the
drawing indicates northing and easting for the kxation ofthe pond uhidJ provides an additional scale.
D-ta(J)(a)

Requirement for the Base or Liner to Contain Liquids: 264.175(b)(1)

Demonstrate the capability of the base of the roll-off container storage area
including:
•

to

contain liquids,

Demonstrate or verify that the lower portion of the composite base (geomembrane) will
remain free of cracks or gaps (breaches) during use;

Response: The liner sysum for the RoU-Cff storage unit ronsists of a HDPE geanenbrane placed on
prepared suhgrade and cuwrr:i 'With a double-sidirl g:rxxmJXJSite. It is further cuwrr:i 'With a sub-base and
road base materials that tntal 2feet. These materials are crrrtp:JCted tn 95% ofMaximum Modified Proctor
(MMP) at+/- 3% of Optimum Moisture Omtent: (OMC). This design should acammx1ate the limitai
tn«:k traffic that 'WiU be requirr:d tn lnad and unload the roll-of! lx:Jxes and not result in any damage to the
gnsynthetic ccmJXnents.
•

Demonstrate the imperviousness and compatibility of the lower portion of the composite
base (geomembrane) with regard to the wastes and precipitation;

Response: The geanenbrane (HDPE) is cansiderrxi tn be a law permeability liner (pe-nru?abilities are
repyrted tn be less than 1E-1 0 em/soc). In additim, these materials are cammJy ra:rmnend«i for use in
hazardous uwte cazfJ:linment applicatims. Site specific amJkldbility tests 'WiU be curv:lzcte:i on a syntktic
fetuhate and the proJXJsai liner material prim tn operatim ofthe facility.
•

Demonstrate the compatibility of the upper portion of the composite base with wastes (i.e.,
provide a discussion on the compatibility of the surface soil material with the wastes to be
stored at the roll-off container storage area; and,

Response: The 1.WStes are not expecari tn be cmtact 'With the swface soils in the roll-ofstorage area The
w:tSte materials 'WiU be starr!d in bei-linm and the steel roll-of!a:nl:4iners. In the unlikely ermt that leakaf!!
da!s cxx:ur it is expecta:l tn be ofvery limiteiwlume and it not expecta:J tn react 'With the road-base a~
•

Demonstrate the theoretical structural integrity of the lower portion of the composite base
(geomembrane) under anticipated routine and extreme loading conditions. Ensure that
calculations are provided documenting that the soils will be capable of carrying the maximum
anticipated load under saturated conditions, without compromising the integrity of the
geomembrane.

Response: The road base and the sub-base materials 'WiU be canp:a.:tai tn a rninimsm cf 95 perr:ent of
MMP. Based en extensiu! experience 'With plaammt and ~ of these types of materials tn these
densities they are expecta:l tn perfmm ada]uateiy under the very limitB:l traffic that the roll-of ara:z will
experiena. In additim, the road base and sub-base materials are urderlai:n by the double-sida:i grocornJX>site
layer. This is will prewu any saturatim ofthe awiyingmaterials exceptfor very short periLXis oftime during
peak rainfall ermts. Ifperhaps there is any disturtxtnce ofthe road base swface as a result ofloading and
unlruding the roll-4! trailers, it will be obsemd during the W?ekiy insJmiazs of the unit and repairr:d by
plaammt ofnew material or re-grading ofthe existing material. In the case ofser.m1 rutting {gnmer than 6-
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indx!s) the area will h? excarutel and the fff!Osyntkdc materials will h? inspect«ifor~· Repairs will h?
made if requiml.
The application should also include a discussion on how the surface will be maintained to the original
design specifications (including placement, compaction, and compaction verification testing) during
routine operation and maintenance.

Response: See al::uc:e reSJXlnse.
Provide a discussion of how the surface of the roll-off storage area will be maintained to prevent
cross-contamination or releases of waste via wheel tracking or wind dispersion. The discussion
should demonstrate that the road base surface proposed for the roll-off container storage area will
provide a working surface equivalent to the epoxy coated concrete surface proposed for the container
storage area.

Response: The rvlloffunits will h? placed and rr:mtJlHi on the rvU-offpad by hi?}lw:ty trucks or site trucks. Landfill
operational sta/1will visually obserc.e trucks leaving the landfill for excessir.e aa:umulatim ofumte on the tires and/or
truck lxxiy. If excessir.e accumulatim is noted, the truck will h? routa:l to the truck 7.WSh for cleaning. Therefore,
tracking ofumte should not be a problen. We do not h?lier£ that the swface ofthe rv/1-offst:arage area is required to h?
equiwlen.t to a concrete swface that is h?i:ng usa/ i:n the DSU building. The concrete jlror in the DSU building is
primarily being usa/ to facilitate U9! ofaforklift to handle the drums.
There are no engineering calculations in Section 5 to demonstrate that the geomembrane will not
deform under the maximum anticipated loading, or that the soils (road base material) will not shear or
deform under saturated conditions and subsequently over stress the underlying geomembrane. The
application does not demonstrate the long-term durability of the soils (road base material) as a
working surface. Please revise the discussion of the composite base/liner system to address the
durability of each of the composite base components individually and as a whole. The base design
selected should be equivalent to the recommended concrete secondary containment system discussed
in the preamble to the container storage regulations.

Response: See reSJX1nse to alxne cr:mmtnts.
D-1 a(3)(c)

Containment System Capacity and Control of Run-on: 270.15(a)(3) and (4), 264.175(b)(3)
and (4)

Please provide calculations in or referenced in Section 2.2.2.1 to demonstrate that the roll-off storage
area containment system will have sufficient capacity to contain 10% of the volume of the containers
or the volume of the largest container, whichever is greater. This demonstration must discuss the
volume of the largest container, total volume of containers, containment structure capacity, and
volume displaced by containers and other structures in the containment system.

Response: The rv/1-offcmtai:nmnt area iss~ by a berm with a m.i:nimun kig}Jt of 2.0 feet (see Drauing
41, sheet 1 of 1). 7his berm will diwt mn-az surface w:tter arwnd the perimeter of the truck roll-ofarea. OJU?Yts
are prvJXJSRd under each ofthe access rt.D17:fJS to a/Jaw suiface w:tter flaw to the 'lreS1: toumds the mn-ofcletent:im basin.
The interim depth ofthe berms on the truck roll-cffarea is al~ a minimunof2.0 feet. The 25-ye:er, 24-hourstormfor
the site is 4.3-iruh!s. This is expocta:i to result i:n ponding inside the roll-ofarea to a depth ofapproximately 2feet in
the sump area and i:n the r~ of 1foot or less in the central area ofthe roll-ofunit. The cmtainmmt area for the
roll-off area does not nad to aa:ount for the 10 perr:ent of the wlume if the cmtainers, since inaming unste roll-off
a:ntainers are not expect.«i to antain free liquids. The criteria for m free liquids is cuntaine:i in the unste aa:eptance
criteria.
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As run-on into the contairunent system is not prevented, the collection system must have sufficient
excess capacity, in addition to that required to contain potential waste releases, to contain any run-on
that might enter the system. Calculations for only the run-on volume have been provided so far.
Please revise the application to provide calculations demonstrating that the contairunent system has
sufficient capacity to contain run-on in addition to the volume required above.

Response: As discussedabmeand shar.mon Drawing41, Sheet 1 of 1, the truck roll-of!area does not allawsurface
wtter run-on tn the facility otkr than dirrrt prrripitatim . Therrfare, containment is not r~
D-1a(J)(e)

Removal of Liquids from Containment System: 270.15(a)(5), 264.175(b)(5)

There is no discussion provided in Section 5 on how frequently the fluid level will be visually
observed in the sump system. Please revise this section to include a discussion on inspection
frequency and the time frame for removal of any liquids detected.

Response: 1be inspectim frequence for sump in the u:n7ous facilities is present:Rd and discussed in Volume I, Section
5.

Proposed Changes: None..
There is no discussion provided in Section 7 on how frequently the fluid level will be visually
observed in the leachate collection and removal sump or the leak detection and removal sump. Please
revise this section to include a discussion on inspection frequency and the time frame for removal of
any liquids detected.

Response: See alxTu! Persann:i will be traintd tn perform in.spectims in aa:urr:Janrewith the inspeaim scha:iule in

Sectim 5.
0-1 b

Containers Without Free Liquids: 270.15(b)

As previously stated, the Part A must be revised to include the stabilized waste roll-off storage area.

Response: 1be Part A will be revised tn include the stabilized waste roll-offstnr~ amt.
D-1b(1) Testfor Free Liquids: 270.15(b)(1)
Provide a discussion of the test procedures or other documentation /information that will be used to
detennine that the stabilized wastes to be stored in the stabilized roll-off container storage area will
not contain free liquids.

Response: See Volume I, Sectim 2.2.2. 1his indicates that the material will be samp/«1 and teste:i using a paint

filter test.

0·1 b(2) Description of Containers: 264.171, 264.172
Please provide the following information about the roll-offs used to treat/ store hazardous waste:
•
•
•
•
•

approximate number of each type of container
dimensions and usable volumes
DOT specifications or other manufacturer specifications
liner specifications (if applicable)
container condition (new, used, reconditioned)
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markings and labels

Response: See Volume I, Sectims 2.2.8 througp 2.2.10. These sections descrik the approximate ruonlx:r and tyfX!

ofrontainers that will be used, the dimmsims and useable wlumes, rontainer condition and markings and labels.
0·1 b(3) Container Management Practices: 264.173

Please describe the management practices to be used to ensure that the roll-offs/hazardous waste
containers are always kept closed during storage, except when adding or removing waste, and are not
opened, handled, or stored in a manner that may cause them to rupture or to leak.

Response: See Volume I, Sectim 2.2.10. This section addresses the specific ccm:JXnentS of the question. Hmrec:er;

additional text will be providai that will discuss the general~ ofthe operating proarlure.

The roll-off units to be plaad i:n th! roll-off area ·will be a:IW'fri with a tarp. The caters will not rrmm.ai until the
mat:eria/. is plaad i:n the stabilizatim unit. Roll-cffunits used to stara~ stabiliztri. material will also be plaad on the
roll-offunit with caters. It is not exprrt.ei that the tarps will be rerruuii uhik being storrxi except ofre-sampling of the
mat:eria/., if requirai
Proposed Changes: Include ai:xJC£ infannatian i:n Operations ard Mai:ntenana! Plan.
D-1 b(4) Container Storage Area Drainage: 270.15(b)(2), 264.175(c)

Please describe how the storage area is designed or operated to drain and remove liquids unless
containers are otherwise kept from contact with standing liquids.

Re sp on se: W1Jen the roll-offunits are unloada:l i:n the roll-offstor-ag? area they are expected to be minimum of 1foot
offthe ground In addition, roll-cffunits will not be plaad within 60 feet ofthe southern tre ofthe roll-offarea to awid
maer panding within 1foot of the rontainers for the 25-)eltr, 24-hour stmm. Pondai w.u-er will be punfXri and
rr:mourlfom the sump after sampling and analysis to detem1ine how the w.tter am be disposed
The response to the original comment states that the stabilized waste roll-off bin portion of the RollOff Storage Area will control precipitation within the unit. No design discussion on this portion of
the unit or on how it will be operated so as to prevent a release is provided in the application or the
engineering report. Please revise both the Part B Permit Application and the Engineering Report to
address drainage in both portions of the Roll-Off Container Storage Area.

Response: As discussed i:n a preciats respt:nse, the roll-cffstora~ area will be able to cmtain the 25-year, 24-hour
rainfall and will pra:/ude run-m tD the facility fom the surratnding an-a.
D-2

Tank Systems: 270.16, 264.19 through 264.194, 262.10

Section 3.01 in Appendix C (page 13205-3) states that "Polyethylene tanks shall be installed as
indicated on the Construction Drawing." However, no Construction drawings are submitted with the
permit application. Drawing No. 40, the only sketch provided for the tank system, does not provide
the details of the construction of the polyethylene tanks and the drawing is labeled "not for
construction." Please revise the application to provide construction drawings that show the details of
the construction, specific to each tank system, including the base that will be supporting these tanks.
Construction drawings must be certified by a professional engineer.

Response: Text will be adki tD the Permit applicatim that indicares that these are final designs uhich denazstrate
RCRA crmfiiana!. In addition, thefollawing text will also be adde:i.·
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"These drawings present final designs for the RCRA permitted facilities. Details on the nonRCRA components of the facilities may be supplemented during the bidding and
construction phase. Gandy-Marley will supply the additional details on the non-RCRA
components of the design to NMED for review and approval prior to the start of
construction."
Response No. 32 a & c state that the leachate generated at the landfill, and the wastewater and sludge
that will be generated at the truck wash, are considered to be generated on site and therefore will be
managed in non-permitted, less-than-90-day storage units. NMED has determined that the landfill
leachate can be considered to be a newly generated waste, and is therefore eligible for the exemption
from permitting requirements. The truck wash is in a different category. The response refers to the
definition provided in 40 CFR 260.10: "Generator means any person, by site, whose act or process
produces hazardous waste identified or listed in part 261 of this chapter or whose act first causes a
hazardous to become subject to regulation." However, the response does not address the full
definition and the notes to 262.10, which were referenced in the original NOD, or the definition of
"empty" containers in 261.7. The truck wash sump and tank will contain rinsate or wash water from
truck beds, tires, undercarriages and heavy equipment tracks, etc. which will be traceable to or derived
from any or all types of wastes to be received at the facility. These wastes will include many listed and
acutely hazardous waste codes, as specified in the facility Part A. Wastes from containers which were
not empty before washing, all P-listed waste residues (including those from "empty" containers), and
all types of listed wastes contained in environmental media, such as soil washed from truck tires and
dozer tracks, are still hazardous wastes. None of these wastes will be "generated" at the truck wash,
although they may be mixed together there. The original waste codes for each detectable listed
hazardous constituent will apply to the mixed wastewater and sludge collected at the truck wash.
Note 1 to 40 CFR 262.10 states that "The provisions of §262.34 are applicable to the on-site
accumulation of hazardous wastes by generators. Therefore, the provisions of §262.34 only apply to
owners or operators who are shipping hazardous waste which they generated at the facility." The
facility cannot use the less-than-90-day storage area exemption for the accumulation of the wastewater
and sludge from the truck wash unit. The truck wash will be storing these wastes on site, but not
"generating" any new hazardous wastes, and thus these storage units must be permitted. Therefore,
please revise the application to include the truck wash tank and sump.

Response: Discussions areangoingwith NMED onuhether the truck wash will requin!pemUtting,
D·2a

Tank Systems Description: 270.14(b)(1), 264.194(a)

Section 6.1.2 (Stabilization Unit Layout) states that "the control room is positioned centrally along the
west wall of the stabilization building. ... Reagent storage tanks and silos are also located on the west
side of the building which permits operations personnel to view reagent delivery activities."
Assuming the convention that north- up, Drawing 33 indicates that the control room, reagent tanks
and silos are all located on the east side of the building. Please revise the application to reconcile this
discrepancy between the text and the drawing, and provide a direction arrow for the layout portion of
the drawing.

Response: The CU'1'D?'mt is amat the cr:ntrol roan is la:ated en the east side ofthe building.
Proposed Changes: The text will be malifod to indicate the east side of the building and a north arrow will be
added to the drawing,
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D-2a(1 l Dimensions and Capacity of Each Tank: 270.16 (b)

The application does not discuss the dimensions and capacities of the tank(s) that will be used for
wash water storage and settling at the truck wash. Please revise the application to provide detailed
construction drawings, including tank locations, dimensions and capacities.

Response: Drawing 44, sheet 1 of 2 indicates that the 7.WSh wuer storage tank will be a 12foot diameter (9,000
gallon) doublew::dkl poly tank. The supply uuter will be a single w:il 6foot diameter tank. A series of bins are
shaun as sediment traps. These W/1 be furt:kr dimen.sion«i and detailal to indicate 6-in:h thick concrete uul1s and will
bar£ u:eep holes to prru:nt uuterfran p;nding in the bins. The sump and the sediment bins will be inspecta:l w:ekty for
the cu:mmulation of sediment and liquids in the sump and will be n?rrCJCHi to the 7.WSh wuer stxlrag! tank. The
sediments will be stahiliZ«i in the stahilization unit, prior to being landfill«~.
No discussion of the process design capacity for stabilization bins is provided in the text of the
application, except in Part A pennit application, where it is indicated that the process design capacity
(total) will be 150,000 gallons/ day. Revise the application to discuss the capacities of each tank to be
pennitted.

Response: As stated in Volum: I, Soction 2.4 the tanks will haw a naninal wlume of2,500 cubic feet (18,700
gallons). HOU£U?r, it is not expected that bins will be crmplete1y ji1le:i during the mixing operation and space must be
rnaintaineifor the addition ofstabilization materials. Therefore, the wlume ofthe 'Ut.lStl! to be treattd in each batch will
bemriahle but will be less than 2,500 cubic feet. The awall proo!ss wlume is based on four bins. HOUW?r, the actual
process design will be dependent on the characteristics of the inaming'Ut.lStl! (time to mix each batch) am the wlume of
stahilization materials requira:i (uiume ofraw'Ut.lStl! to be treattd in each batch).
Nominal dimensions and voh.unetric capacities of the stabilization bins are discussed in the response
No. 34. However, this information is not included in the text of the revised application. Revise the
application to include this information and show the final design dimensions on construction
drawings certified by an independent professional engineer registered in the State of New Mexico.

Response: Volume I, Section 2.4 Stahilizatiaz pruu;des dimensiazs of the tanks as ruminally 25 feet by 10 feet
uide and 10 feet deep, resulting in an approximate wlume of2, 500 cubicfeet. In addition, Volume Ill, Section 6.1. 2
presents the same informaJim regarding the bins sizes and also presents size and wlume infimnatim. on the a:ncrete
wult that will house the steel bins. Drawings 33 to 35 also presentsdimensims in planandcross-s«:tim.
D·2a(2) Description of Feed Systems, Safety Cutoff, Bypass Systems and Pressure Controls: 270.16(c),
264.194(b)

Section 2.3.3 (Volume I) of the pennit application discusses spill and overfill prevention in general
terms without committing to any specific measures that will be used for the tank system. For
example, it is stated that "spill prevention is primarily maintained by hard-plumbed piping. When
transfer lines are not hard plumbed or when open-ended lines are used, one or more of the following
spill prevention controls or an equivalent device will be used" The application goes on to list several
types overfill prevention, including automatic feed cutoff, high-level alarm and bypass, none of which
are discussed or indicated on the design Drawing No. 40 in the engineering report. Drawing No. 40
shows low- and high-level cutoff switches which are not discussed in detail in the text of the
application. Revise the application to provide descriptions and drawings of the specific feed systems,
spill prevention controls, safety cutoff, bypass systems, and pressure controls that will be used with
each tank. The discussion provided in the text of Section 8.1.3 (Volume III) of the application is not
adequate, and no construction drawings are provided to show, for example, the location of the vent
systems and their construction.
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Section 2.3.4 (Voh.une I) of the permit application states that pump transfer or gravity drain will be
used as feed mechanisms for tank systems, or an equivalent transfer mechanism will be used. It is
further stated that "liquids will be pumped into or out of the tank through permanent or temporary
transfer lines; or liquids will be allowed to drain by gravity through permanent or temporary transfer
lines." Revise the application to discuss and show (on drawings) where these different mechanisms
will be utilized in the system. Discuss the procedures that will be used to switch from one system to
the other. The application must be specific in the description of the design features of the system.
Simply stating this or that or equivalent mechanism will be used is not sufficient for permit
application approval. Two or more designs for the same function may be included, but each design
must be complete.
Section 2.4.3 (Spill and Overfill Prevention) of the permit application states that "additionally, the
delivery system will be computerized and will be designed to ensure that the mixture used for
stabilization prevents overfilling." However, Section 2.4.4 (Feed Mechanism, Pressure Controls, and
Temperature Controls) states that the "reagents will either be pumped from reagent tanks or manually
fed." The engineering report in Volume III describes a computerized system for injecting reagents
into the system, however, it does not mention any manual feeding of the reagents. In addition,
Drawing No. 34 does not show any manual feeding mechanism. Revise the application to address
these discrepancies and to discuss the feed systems in detail.

Response: A stand alone Operations and Maintenance Planfor the facility willlx! ~that Wll inaYrfxyrate the
information amently in the Petmit Application and will expand on ~al operations prrxa:lures. Tlx! Plan will also
discuss general requinments for operationalfeaturr!s of the facilities sum as pumps, flaw meters, and otkr controls. As
indicated in response to amn»1t D W'lStmctim desigrzs and sptr:ifications will not lx! prou;ded in the application but will
lx! prauitki prim to the startofamstructim. Also see D-2A(J)
Proposed Changes: See abou:!..
0-2a(3) Diagram of Piping, Instrumentation and Process Flow: 270.16(d)

The application does not provide details of piping, instrumentation and process flow for the tank
system and ancillary equipment. Only one drawing, Drawing No. 40, which is labeled "not for
construction," is provided as a design drawing for the tank system. This drawing does not contain
adequately detailed information on piping, instrumentation and process flow for the tank system and
ancillary equipment. Section 2.3 (Volume I) of the pennit application states that "waste will be
transferred from the tanks to the stabilization unit either by pumping into transfer tankers or by direct
piping." However, these two transfer systems are not discussed in detail or shown ori P&ID or
process flow diagrams (PFDs). For example, Section 8.1.2 (Volume III) of the pennit application
states that "discharge pipes to the stabilization building will be elevated double walled pipes."
However, no drawings indicating these pipes and their process flow are provided in the application.
Revise the application to discuss these transfer processes in detail and provide P&ID and PFDs for
the tank systems and all the ancillary equipment associated with the process.

Response: Tlx! application willlx! reuisai to indicate that all liquids in the tanks willlx! transferred by tanker
trucks. Therrfore, the process j/owdiagrt1!11S on Drawing 40 are amsidem:i to k su/ficient to meeting the requirmmts
of 270.16(d). Notes willlx! addsi to the drawD?gJ to indicate '7.lhre liqui:ls will enter the tanks and ukrr! they will
~the tanks. Also see response toamn»7t E-2A(2).
Proposed Changes: Te~t and drawing rnalifo:at:ims in Volum!S I and III to
Operations and Mainterzttna Plan.
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D·2a(4) Ignitable, Reactive and Incompatible Wastes: 270.16(j), 264.17(b), 264.198, 264.199
Section 2.4 (Stabilization) states that "when the waste is sufficiently mixed, it will be tested in
accordance with the Waste Analysis Plan (see Section 4.0). It will then be placed in a roll-off
container and transferred to the roll-off storage area to cure." Also see Section 6.1.4, Volume III, first
paragraph on page 6-3 which states that "the truck will either proceed to the landfill for disposal or
will stage the roll-off container in the truck roll-off area (if TCLP test results are required)." Drawing
No. 34 also indicates that after the waste is stabilized it would either go to the roll-off area or the
landfill. Discuss in what situations the waste will be directly transferred to the landfill without interim
storage at the roll-off storage area. Discuss the procedures and criteria that will be used to determine
whether a TCLP analysis will be required on a stabilized waste.

Response: The stabiliza:l umte will be either transfemd to the rdl-offarea or dirrrtly to the landfilL The text
references i:ndicattd in the crmrrmt will be clarifod to i:ndicate that either of these trw scenarios could ocrur. The
crnditions that1.WU!d require the stabiliza:l uuste to be f:f!mJXJrarily st:or'«i at the roll-offunit prior to being dispom ofin
the landfill, 1.WUid be associattd with cr:mp/etion of testing to detetmine JxJw and if the material can be dispom of the
landfill. Reference will be addtd to the WAP. Also see response to amment D-2A (2).
Proposed Changes: ClarifY text that either of the trw sa?narios desc-ti.hn al:me could be used to describe the
handling ofuuste after stabilizatim
Section 2.4.8 (rank Assessment) states that "The engineering report presented with the preliminary
tank design drawing in Volume III includes a discussion of wastes to be excluded from storage or
treatment in [stabilization units] due to their excessive corrosive effects." However, the engineering
report does not present or discuss this information. Revise the application to provide this
information or provide a reference in Section 2.4.8 indicating where this information is located.

Response: The application (Volume Ill, Enginming Report) will be maiijia:i to i:ndicate uhat types ofuuste that
u.ill be exclukifo:m the stabilization bins to awi.d excessire amosim.
Proposed Changes: See al:me.
D-2c(1) Assessment of New Tank System's Integrity: 270.16, 264.192
Section 2.3 of the application (Volume I) states that "the tanks will be double-walled and constructed
of high density polyethylene materials that are compatible with the wastes to be placed in the tanks."
However, except for stating that "these compatibilities are assessed in the design specification and
engineering report (Volume III),, no tests or evaluation of these compatibilities were conducted and
no results substantiating the statements in the application are provided.
The Part A permit application indicates that all of the wastes listed in Section XN will be stored in
the polyethylene tanks. Some of the wastes listed in Section XN of Part A may be corrosive and
incompatible with the tank construction material (e.g., carbon tetrachloride, benzenes, carbon
disulfide, hydrogen peroxide) when present at high concentrations. In addition, as a general guidance,
strong nitric (50% or higher) and sulfuric (25% or higher) acids should not be stored in the tanks
(Reference: Table 23-2 of Peny's Chemical Engineer's Handbook, 6th Edition, Peny & Green, 1984).
Please revise the application to either provide results of compatibility tests conducted or literatures
(e.g., manufacturer's compatibility tables) indicating and certifying that the hazardous wastes and/ or
hazardous waste constituents listed in Part A do not have a detrimental effect on the structural
integrity of the polyethylene tanks. In addition, provide literature data (including manufacturer's) or
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calculations to show that the secondary containment is of sufficient strength to withstand all of the
forces acting on it, especially in the event of failure of the primary containment.
Section 8.2.1 states that "the tank manufacturer will provide recommended tank tie down details for
review and approval by a registered New Mexico professional engineer prior to tank installation."
Revise the application to provide this information.

Response: Based on discussions 'With TL, this ccmrnmt can be respandei to by including the manufacture
information on the double uull tanks c:onp:1-tihility and installation details (tie-dams). Ihe:e will be includai in an
appendix to the Engina?ring Report in Volume III and will be referermi on the drawings.
Proposed Changes: See abae
The application does not provide calculations and/ or data to show that the concrete base for the
polyethylene tank system is capable of supporting the system, providing resistance to pressure
gradients below the system, and preventing failure due to settlement, compression, or uplift. The
application merely states that the tank system is designed as such, and does not provide supporting
design calculations and engineering drawings in the engineering report (y olume III). Revise the
application to provide a detailed demonstration of the structural integrity of the base for the tank
system.

Response: The Engina?ring Report (Volume Ill, Sectit:n 2.2 General Facility Design Analyses) indicates that the
site soils hac£ an allmmble bearing capacity of 2,000 psf. The ancrete sprofo:atims {03300, Volume IV) require a
minimtm 28 day ampressir:e strength of 4,000 psi. A calaJation will be prauid«i indicating that tk tank bearing
pressure will suitahle for the cmcrete pad.
Proposed Changes: Add calaJation indicating allmmble bearing pressuresfor tanks and ClJI1CYf!te pads.
The discussion, designs and supporting calculations presented in Volume I and Volume III of the
permit application for the Stabilization Unit are preliminary and lack the details required in final
design of a unit. Following are some of the deficiencies noted:
•

The drawings are either labeled "not for construction" or do not show a seal of a professional
engineer. The text does not include an explanation of the meaning of the "not for
construction" designation, so they drawings are assumed to be preliminary, not final design
information.

•

The design section references Calculation No. E-33, Appendix E, Volume VI and states that
it describes the steel plate, reinforcing members, and energy absorbing devices intended for
the stabilization bin system. However, the assessment and supporting calculations presented
in Calculation E-33 regarding the tanks' structural integrity are inconclusive, and neither the
calculations nor the results are fully legible. For example, the inner liner with a thickness (1 ")
would fail by the impact of total and instantaneous hydraulic failure from a height of 15 feet.
However, no other iterations are presented to provide the thickness that would withstand
such an impact, except stating that "it does not appear cost effective to design the inner liner
for this possibility."

•

Except for stating that "all ancillary equipment will be supported and protected against
physical damage and excessive stress due to settlement, vibration, expansion, or contraction,"
the application does not discuss or show how this will be accomplished, or identify which
ancillary equipment requires such support and protection.
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The application states (in Section 2.4.8) that "a written assessment attesting that the tank system has
sufficient structural integrity and is acceptable for the storing and treating of hazardous waste will be
provided by an independent, qualified, New Mexico registered professional engineer based on the
final tank design drawings and prior to tank construction." In addition, 6.1.1 states that "it should be
noted that certain components of the stabilization building, process control and delivery systems,
ventilation systems and steel bins will be completed under future design/build contracts." The
applicants must note that components of hazardous waste management units which are to be
designed in the future are subject to the permit modification requirements of the hazardous waste
regulations. For the units which are proposed to be constructed under the original permit, the
application must include the final design and operating plans.
Revise the application to provide final design drawings which are certified by a professional engineer.
In addition, provide calculations supporting the design in a final format and discuss the final designs
of the process control, delivery and ventilation systems, and the final designs of the steel bins.

Response: The desif!Z of the stabilizatim bins is not a rrfrn«l science. 7hey an- basically large mixing l:mds. The
bins must be able to withstand the impacts firm mixing with the backlxx! bucket and also be relatiudy crmpatible with
the 'i.WSte that will be plaad in the bins. Gizm. these ttw opposing desif!Z criteria, steel appears to be tk most suitable
material. Although it can react uith scmeoftheumtes that are prOfXJstd to be stabilized in the bins, it is relatiuiy slow
to react and is probably the best material to withstand the impacts frrm mixing without rupture. The design cuncepts
JmlUides for double steel cuntainers with 'lJJire-ropes as energy absorbers. There will be a t~k detmion systmz in-betwm
the ttw steel bins and also a sump inside the CU/'lCI'Pte vault to rolla:t and rrmace any potential~M.kage. The bins can be
re17IJCHi and repaiml or replaca:1 if chmagx/ or if IM.kage is obse-n.a:l. The design of the bins has bam Wsai an a
ratimal assumptim of the desif!Z loads that cvuki be experiermi during mixing and has selecta:l a desif!Z thickness
Wsai an a reasonahle ler:el ofrisk for ~ It is folly realized that ifa uorst case loading rondition arose and the
bins um crack or otherwise damagxi to the point ofnot providing amtainmmt then the bin 7mdd be taken out ofseruia!
and repaiml or replaad.
We belieu! that this type of the desif!Z pruuides the best type ofamtainmentfor the hazarr:ioos 'i.WSte giun the extrune
impact loading cmditims that a:mld be experiermi during stabilizatim.

Proposed Changes: The text ofthe Engineering Report (Volunr III) will be expandai to discuss the approat;h to
selection of the tank materUd and speciforJ thickness. In additim, the Operatims and Maintenance Plan will be
dep/o)ai to address general prrxr:duresfor stabiiizatim ofmaterials.
D-2d(1) Plans and Description of the Design, Construction, and Operation of the Secondary Containment
System

The application does not provide any calculation and/ or data to show that the outer tank of the
double walled polyethylene tank system will provide secondary containment of sufficient strength and
thickness to prevent failure due to pressure gradients, physical contact with waste, climatic conditions,
or the stress of daily operations. The application, except for stating that the containment system is
designed as such, does not provide supporting design calculations or engineering drawings in the
engineering report (Volume III). Revise the application to provide a detailed discussion of the
secondary containment for the tank system.

Response: The specifo:atims indicate that the tanks will be CO"'.strUt.tBi of the same materials and sptr:ifo:atim sheets

for the tanks will be prau;dai in tk applicatim.

Proposed Changes: The sptr:ifo:atim sheetsfor the poly-tanks will be prau;dai in the application that will provide
117tiJ'1Ujactures infr:mnatim on ampuibility and st:ructural details..
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The application states that the concrete pad for the tank system is not considered a secondary
containment and therefore does not have to meet secondary containment standards. However, the
containment is provided as an additional measure to prevent the spread of fluid should leaks or spills
occur at discharge piping connections and ptunps located within the pad. This containment
requirement should be discussed further. In addition, Section 2.3.1 (Voltune I) of the permit
application states that "each tank will be surrotu1ded by a concrete area which will be sloped to
provide drainage to a stunp." However, these elements of the pad are not discussed in the
engineering report (Voltune III). For example, no discussion or drawing shows the percent slope that
will be used; no discussion or drawing shows the design of the stunp. Revise the application to
provide a detailed discussion and engineering drawings of the pad, smnp and berms for the tank
system.

Response: A minimum 0.5 percent slope for the concrete pad to the sump will be addai to the dra~ 7he
dimension ofthe sump area will also be addtd 7he concrete pad is not the secondary cantairrrnmt for the liquid in the
tanks, the primary and secondary cantairrrnmtfor the liquids is the tanks t:hemseb.x?s. 7he concrete could be amsiderfd
as the secondary cantai:rtmmtfor tk ancillary facilities such as the piping and transfer CC»11llCtims.
Proposed Changes: 7he text ofthe applicatim {Volumes I and III) will be maiified to indicate that the concrete
pad will be secondary containmentfor the ancillaryfacilities. 7he drauitzg; will rnaiifod to shaw the slope ofthe concrete
pad and the sump dimensims. In additim, a concrete pad will be adda:i to the landfill tanks, liquid wste storage
tanks and any other loading/t-rnlrudingfXJUzts for tanker trncks.
Section 2.3.1 (Voltune I) of the permit application states that "all ancillary equipment will be provided
with secondary containment except above grotu1d piping (exclusive of flanges, joints, valves, and
other connections), welded flanges, welded joints, and welded connections that are visually inspected
for leaks each operating day." Furthermore, it is stated in Section 2.3.12 (Voltune I) of the permit
application that "impervious concrete coatings will be applied to the liquid waste storage tank
containment area and the evaporation pond discharge station. Hose and pipe connections will be
inside the concrete containment area botu1daries." Revise the permit to identify and discuss the
ancillary equipment that will require secondary containment and provide the details on the designs of
these containment areas. Engineering drawings identifying the equipment and the appropriate
containments must accompany the discussion.

Response: The ancillary equipmntwill include the~ rrmitming and transfer systens associatEd with the liquid
wste storage tanks. The drawirrg,s and text currently identifY these am{Xn!fltS. These will aU be kx:atRd au?r concrete
pads with sumps far col1a:tim ofleaks and spills during loading/unli»ding operaticns.
A distinction should be made between the "primary and secondary steel liners" and the "double
walls" of the stabilization bins. If they are one and the same, the application should state so in the text
of the application and reconcile the information with the design drawings provided. For example, the
cross-section A-A' on Drawing No. 34 should be discussed further in the text, since it indicates a Leak
Detection and Leachate Collection and Removal System (LD/LCRS) within the vault while it also
indicates that there is a "primary LD/LCRS" within the liners or the double walls. If there is a
LD/LCRS in the vault as indicated in this figure, this implies that the vault serves as a secondary or
tertiary containment. What is depicted in this figure is contrary to the statement that "the vault will
not be used as secondary containment; therefore, it does not have to be lined or meet other
requirements for secondary containment."

Response: The primary and seanlary antainnmtfor the w:tSte in the stahilizatim bins will be tk steel bins. The
the steel mixing bins is not part ofthe containment systens. HOlU!Vf!Y, it will provide
a rrmitoring and colkrtion fXJint ifleakage um to cx:atrfo:m roth the primary and Sf!!D'1Iiary systens.
concrete wult that is use to house
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capacity, material of construction) are presented in the application. If the purpose of the basin is for
only the initial phase of the landfill operation, describe how runoff from the landfill/evaporation
pond and run on to the landfill/ evaporation pond will be managed after the construction phases are
completed.
The last paragraph of Section 2.5.1.6 also states that "run-off from the Facility, but not from the
active portion of the landfill (including run-on/ run-off from the landfill perimeter drainage ditch), will
be directed to the stormwater retention basin." It is not clear from the design drawings whether this
information is true for the evaporation pond as well. Section 2.6.2.1 (Site Preparation) states that
"existing site drainage will be modified to route any run-on away from the evaporation pond area.
Access roads and a truck discharge station will be constructed. These engineering controls and
components are shown on Drawings 4, 5, and 31 in Volume III."

Response: Diwrsim dit!h are planna:i around tk surface imfxyurr:hnts that uaJd drain into tk site wide surface
wuer diwrsim chmnels as shaun an Drawing 25. The location of tk ditches around tk surface wuer jXJnds will be
shaun an tk drawing; ttnd will be presentai and discussed in tk engina?ring refXJYt and surface 'lWter analysis section of
tk calculations.

Proposed Changes: Surface'lWI:erdirersion chmnelswill be shaun an tkdra'tJ.ingf ttnd tk text will be updated
to discuss tk dirersion channel desif!Z.
Unfortunately, these drawings do not show the level of details needed for these engineering controls
as they pertain to the Evaporation Pond. In fact, the initial site grading plan shown in Figure 5 does
not take into account that a pond exists or will be built on the northwest comer of the landfill. Thus,
reference to Figure 5 is irrelevant and does not depict the engineering controls as they pertain to the
Evaporation Pond.

Response: Drawing 5 indicates tk wreral site grading that umJd be requirrd to pramte surface w:tter flow to tk
surface 'lWter retention pond Di'U!I'Sim ditches will be requirrd around eadJ facility that will drain in to tk site wide
dirersion ditches shaun an Drawirg 25.
Proposed Changes: See resp:nse to a:mments an tk third and.forth pm-agraphs.
In addition, the last paragraph in Section 4.1.4 (Evaporation Pond Discharge Pad Arrangement) states
that "Drawing No.4 (Volume III) depicts the surface grades around the perimeter of the evaporation
pond area. Surface water run off from these areas will flow to the roadway ditch system_ and
ultimately to the stormwater detention basin." The referenced Figure No. 4 neither shows surface
grades around the perimeter of the ponds nor how the run-on to the ponds will be diverted to the
stormwater detention basin. Revise the application to provide detailed discussion and drawings
showing the run-on and run-off control system for the evaporation pond.

Response: Response: Drauing 4 shows tk surfacedirersion ditch locatims. Drawing 5 shows tk surface grades
around the site. Drawing; 28-32 show tk detai1ai surface grading around tk Evaporation Ponds.
Proposed Changes: The surface 'lWter dirersiaz chanrEis will be shoun around eadJ unit ttnd the cmtributing

dr~area.

Section 2.6.2.3 (Structural Fill Areas) states that "areas of the evaporation pond requiring structural fill
will be constructed according to the specifications presented in Volume IV." Revise the application
to indicate the specific location for this information within the text of Volume IV.

Response: The specific rrfermce is Volume IV, Specifo:ations, Sertiaz 02110 Site Preparation arr:i Earthumks.
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Response: : See response to m1'rl?'mt D. Drawings 8 and 9 pre!ent crntours for the suhgrade elevations and top of
proter:tic£ soil aner layerfor the Phase JA portim of the landfill. Drawb-zg 12 presents the liner cross-sea:im an roth
the slopes andfoxrr of the landfill. These drawings define the thickness and extent of the landfill liner sysum for Phase
JA.
Proposed Changes: None.
The previous NOD noted that the Upper Docktun material does not appear to provide the low
permeability required by 40 CFR 264.221(c)(l)(i)(b). Response No. 44 states that "additional
laboratory tests will be conducted on processed siltstone and mudstone samples to confirm their
permeability characteristics." However, no further laboratory tests or results are presented in the
revised application. The application must be revised to provide permeability test data representative
of the proposed clay liner material which demonstrates that it can be used to construct impoundment
liners with the necessary low permeability.

Response: The perrnRahility laburatory data uw inadwtently nat includa:i in the subnittal. The rw:rnpactad
perrnRahility testing data will be presenta:l in the revisai applicatim. These data will shaw that the material can be
rw:rnpactad to rrm a perrnRahility specificatim of less than 1E-0 7 on/sec. The laburatmy testing data prauidei the
hlsis for the establishing the low perrntWility soil liner p!aament 'Wirr:hw presenta:l in the specifo:atims.
Proposed Changes: The lahoratory data will be includa:i in the revisai permit applicatim.
The preferred method for obtaining this information, in addition to laboratory testing of enough
samples to demonstrate that the data adequately represents the proposed liner material, is to construct
a test fill and perform a large-scale field permeability test on the test fill. Large-scale hydraulic
conductivity testing on "test pads" is strongly recommended by EPA and by Koerner and Daniel in
Waste Contairunent Facilities: Guidance for Construction, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of
Liner and Clwer Systems (ASCE, 1995) (see Comment D-4g(3)). The application must also identify
the location of the borrow material proposed for the soil liner including a plan drawing showing the
location of the borrow area, or a cross section showing the depth that the liner material will be taken
from.

Response: The specifo:atims require that the test fiD be cmstruct8:i prior to a:nst:ructim of the landfill liner system.
The CQA plan presents a detailedplan for cazstruaing and mazitaring a test fiO.
Proposed Changes: The test fiD plan will bernaiifori to indicate that 12-irrh diameter samples will be usa:lfor
pem71'Ability testing an the test fiB. The lxmuw sourres that will be usa:l include the soil obtainw:ifom the excawtiaz.
Ifadditimal material is requira:i tD cmst:rnct the liner, then additionallxmuw sourcES may be required
D-4e(2)(a)

Material Testing Data: 270.17(b)(1 ), and 264.221 (c)

The previous NOD comment stated: "Some limited soil test data is included in Appendices E and F,
but the application does not indicate whether these data are representative of the proposed soil liner
materials. Many of the test data in Appendices E and F are not accompanied by sample depth
information, which makes the usefulness of the data questionable. Provide data from index tests,
laboratory and/ or in situ hydraulic conductivity (permeability) tests, strength tests, consolidation tests,
and shrink-swell testing of the soil liner material. If detailed sample locations and depths for all of the
data in Appendix E and F can be provided, additional testing needs may be minimal. (However, the
shallow Quaternary soils have not been adequately sampled or characterized- see landfill comments}.
Provide copies of the test procedures, or reference standard test methods used to produce the data.
Include complete soil test results and sample identification information, including depths as well as
horizontal reference points. Discuss the potential for dispersion and piping of the soil due to flow of
wastes into or through the soil liner layer."
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D-4f(1) System Operation and Design: 270.17(b)(1), 264.221(c)(2) and (3)

The previous NOD requested the final design and operation details for the leak detection system, as
required by 264.221(c)(2) and (3). The revised application does not provide this information,
although response No. 47 promised to provide the final design and operations plan. Section 4 of the
Engineering Repon (Evaporation Pond) and the specifications do not mention pump controls,
leakage volume measurement devices, or the proposed management of liquids removed from the leak
detection and vadose zone sumps if the leakage rate is less than the Action Leakage Rate, or if the (3)
adjacent ponds cannot accept the additional liquids. Section 4.1.2 of the Engineering Repon refers to
the ALR discussion in Appendix G 0/olume VI), but the ALR discussion (actually, the Response
Actions in Section 7.0 of Appendix G) only provides for pumping the entire contents of a pond into
an adjacent pond, after the ALR has been exceeded- it does not mention pumping from a leak
detection sump into another pond. The application must be revised to provide complete details of
the leak detection system design, including the proposed methods for controlling the pumps,
measuring and recording the liquids present in the sump and removed, and plans for handling the
removed liquids.

Response: It is exper:t«i that tk sump LCRS and LDRS systems will be equipp«i wi1h cumulatingjlnwmeters to
rruzitar all liquids rrmnw:lfom the sump fton the start ofoperations and dirrrt reading pressure transdua?rs that can
be currwtai to elewtim ofliquid These will be deSC'riki further in the Operatim.s and MainteJ7ttJUI! Plan for the site.
Proposed Changes: Include description ofthe typ!S of pumping sysums and in.strurnentati that will be installa::l
in the sumps ofall facilities in the Operatim.s and Maintenance Plan.
D-4g

Liner System, Construction and Maintenance

D-4g(1)(c)

Leak Detection System: 270.7(b)(1), and 264.221(a)

The application must provide detailed final material specifications of piping to be used in the leachate
detection systems.

Response: The requestKl infanrwim is presentl!d in Volwne TV, Specifications, Section 02718.
No distinction is made between the truck wash liquid collection sump and the I:.DRS sump in the text
of the application. The discussion in the text of the application and details provided on Dravving 44
do not clearly present the details of the main sump. It appears most of what is presented in Dravving
44 penains to the LDRS system. Also, it is not clear where the physical locations of these sumps are
in relation to each other. Dravving 44 shows only one liner nmning underneath the whole floor area
of the truck wash bays, but does not indicate the presence of a secondaty liner that is associated with
the Leak Detection System. No discussion of the capacity of the main sump and no cross-section of
the main sump is provided in the dravving. No calculations of the pump or sump capacity are
presented.

Response: The requestKl infanrwim is presenti!d in Volwne Ill, Section 9.1 and is shaun oo Drawing 44. A
HDPE geantmbmne liner extends under the entire truck wzh facility and indudes a ~ draina&e layer
uJich jlnws to a sump for liquid rumwl. The dimmsims ofthe sump are shoun oo the dr~ and are presenti!d and
discussed in the text of Volwne Ill, paf§! 9-3.
Section 9.1.3 states that "because this sump is close to the surface and any fluids in the sump can be
observed by looking down the LDRS riser pipe, fluid level instrumentation is not required." The
cross-section of the truck wash leak detection sump depicted on Dravving No. 44 indicates that the
bottom of this sump is six feet below the pad surface (i.e., distance from the pad surface, excluding
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the height of the riser above the pad). Liquid released into the sump may not be visible to the naked
eye nntil the level rises above the sump trough, which would defeat the proposed purpose of this
sump as a "leak detection" device. It appears that the sump is a leachate collection system rather than
a leak detection system. Revise the application to provide detailed descriptions and design drawings
of the sumps.

Response: It is reccmmendai that a liquid lrud prolx! Ex! US«i to measure the presence and/ar depth ofany liquids in
the truck w::tSh sump.
Proposed Changes: A note will Ex! addtri to Drawi1lJ. 44 7ihich will clarify the location of the surface and
subsurface sumps far the truck w::tSh. In addition, the Operations and Maintenance Plan will Ex! prepami that will
dw.il equipnent US«i to mmitor liquid feuds in the sump.
D·4g(3) Construction Quality Assurance Program: 270.17(b)(1 ), 270.17(b)(4), 270.30(k)(2), 264.19, and
264.229 (a)

The application does not provide evidence demonstrating that the clay material available on-site will
provide the low permeability required for a soil liner. In fact, the laboratory hydraulic conductivity
test data for Upper Dockum material (Appendix E in the original application) which showed test
results consistently higher than the maximum acceptable value, and the original plans for use of a
bentonite-soil mixture for the pond liner, have been removed from the revised application.

Response: The results of the sprific lahoratmy testing an the mudstone samples firm the Iauer Dockum will Ex!
pruuidai in the mise1 applicatim. These data pruuidai the rusis for stating that the material can Ex! US«ifor the law
perrruWiiity soil liner.
Proposed Changes: The results will Ex! i:ncluda:iwilh mise1 pennit applicatim.
Although the previous NOD specifically pointed out the inadequacy of the available data, and the
necessity for careful control of the construction of the soil liner, the revised application largely ignores
these concerns, without explanation or justification. For example, although the previous NOD
comment specifically recommended the use of a large-scale infiltrometer test to determine the
permeability of the test fill, in agreement with both the EPA Technical Guidance Document and the
Koerner and Daniel guidance cited in response No. 53 (Waste Containment Facilities: Guidance for
Construction, Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Liner and Cover Systems, page 55), the
revised application and a::)_A Plan (Appendix A, Test Fill Plan) includes only laboratory permeability
testing.
As noted in the Koerner and Daniel guidance (page 55), " ..laboratory hydraulic conductivity tests can
nnder predict the large-scale hydraulic conductivity by a factor of up to 100,000." The suggested
approach of using on-site material for the soil liner and inadequate testing to demonstrate adequate
performance is thus highly questionable. The application must be revised to provide representative
hydraulic conductivity test data for the materials proposed for use in constructing the soil liner. The
Test Fill Plan must be revised in accordance with standard industry practice as recommended by EPA,
and Koerner and Daniel, to include a large-scale infiltrometer test to determine the large-scale
hydraulic conductivity of the test fill.

Response: The test fill plan pre!l!nt8i in the CQA Plan (Volume IV) will Ex! rnaiiforJ to prqx;se using ~
diameter (12·inch) samples cut frcm the test fill for permeability testing. This will be dme rather than anlucti:ng a
Seakd Double Ring Jnfiltrrmeter. (SDRI). Recent research has indicatai that the ~diameter penmlhility tests will
represent actual field permeability wlues as determinaifirm SDRI tests (Benson, et al).
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Proposed Changes: The test fill plan will be rnalifiai to indicate use of larg:t diameter samples for permeability
testing.
Response No. 53i states that "the CQA plan will be revised to distinguish CQC and CQA
responsibilities including evaluation of earthwork and geosynthetic installer CQC plans." However, in
the CQA plan presented in Appendix B of the revised permit application, no distinction is made
between CQA and CQC when discussing the activities the CQA engineer conducts on a daily basis,
including activities that would fall under CQC of earth materials as well geosynthetics and other nonsoil components of the evaporation pond and the truck wash unit. In addition, Section 2.2 (Use of
the Terms in This Plan) of Appendix B, states that "in the case of geosynthetic and other non-soil
components, CQC is provided by the Manufacturers and installers of the various geosynthetics."
This statement directly contradicts response No. 53i. Revise the CQA Plan and related sections of the
application to present CQA and CQC activities in a distinct manner, as suggested in the EPA
Technical Guidance Document: Quality Assurance and Quality Control for Waste Containment
Facilities, EPA/600/R-93/182, and in Waste Containment Facilities: Guidance for Construction,
Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Liner and Cover Systems, page 22, and identify who will be
conducting the activities.

Response: The current CQA plan (Volume IV) presents a definiJ:im ofCQA and~ that is cmsistentwith the
referenca:l EPA Guidance clrx:wnmt. The CQA plan will further darif; the "lrdependent" status of the CQA
organization.

Proposed Changes: Modify CQA plan as indicata:i al:xJre.
Response 53j states that "The testing frequencies for both pre-construction and post-construction will
be reviewed. Recommendations in "same ref. as previous comments... " will be used as basis for
testing frequencies." This statement is false. Table II-3 of the ~A Plan and the testing frequency
recommendations in Daniel and Koerner, Waste Containment Facilities ('WCF), Tables 3.8 and 3.10,
are compared side by side below.
TP CQA Table 11-3

Compaction curve
Sieve analysis
Atterberg limits
In-situ moisture
In-situ density
Calibration density
Moisture by oven
Shelby tube
permeability

Not mentioned
3,000 yd 3
3,000 yd 3
300 ccy
300 ccy
1 per day
1 per day
1,000 yd 3

WCF

4,000 m 3 (5,263 yd 3 )
800m 3 (1,053 yd 3 )
800m 3 (1 ,053 yd 3 )
5/ac/lift ( 161 ccy)
5/ac/lift (161 ccy)
1 per 20 nuclear densities
1 per 10 nuclear moistures
1/ac/lift (538 yd 3 )

As shown above, the proposed soil liner testing frequencies are only one-third to one-half of the
frequencies recommended by Koerner and Daniel. The application CQA Plan must be revised to
provide for soil testing at least as frequently as recommended by Koerner and Daniel. In addition, the
application must be revised to include moisture-density curves every 5,000 ydJ (at minimum) and at
every visible change in soil type (color or texture).

Response: The testing frequencies outiin«l in the rrforetm:l guidarre clrommt will be ina»Jxyrata:l into the CQA
plan. Har.reu?r, ue ZD1Lierstand that NM ED 7mJd ansider alternatia! testingfrequencies after cmst'n«:tit:n ofthe first
ceO and sanefield experience with the pro[X>S«i soil liner materials has been obtain«i.
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In response No. 58, a brief discussion of the availability of sufficient volume for a 100-year, 24-hour
storm is provided. However, no such discussion is provided in the text of the application. The details
of the pond capacity and freeboard calculations are not provided in the application, although the
response states that this information "will be presented in the pond detailed design drawings." In
addition, the overtopping prevention measure proposed does not address the concerns specified in
the previous NOD comment. Revise the application to provide the information source references
and calculations supporting the statement that the impoundment has at least the capacity to accept
run-off from the 100-year storm.

Response: The pond has lx£n designeiwith 2/eetoffree lx>am This is present«l in Volume III, Pa~ 4-2. There
is no run~ to the pondfirm the surrounding area. The direct pr«:i:pitation to the pondfirm the 100 _)Wr rainfall is
5.3 inches. Therefore, the 2/eet offree lx>ani should k sujfo:ient to accr:mnn:iate the direct rainfall fran the 100 )Wr·

24hourermt

Proposed Changes: None.
0·6

Landfills: 270.14(a), 270.21 and 264.300 through 264.317

As noted in the following comments, the landfill design and operation portion of the application is
still incomplete in many respects. The application must be revised to provide complete design and
operating plans.

Response: See response to Omnmt D.
D·6c(31 Loads on Liner System: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(11UI

The laboratory test report and stability calculations in Appendix E-2 include assumptions that are not
carried through to the engineering report and construction specifications. The calculations assume
that the largest equipment on a slope will be a 06 dozer (maximum ground pressure 9.8 psi), and that
the protective cover soil will never be saturated; resulting in a factor of safety of 1.8. The
specifications (Appendix C, page 02232-3) allow equipment with up to 20 psi ground pressure on 24inches of soil (the cover soil thickness). The consequences of saturation or near-saturation of the
cover soil are not addressed under static or dynamic conditions, although soil saturation was
specifically requested to be considered in the previous NOD comment.

Response: The operatims layerwill k placed OC£r the entire side slopes andflour during the an.stmtim phase 9/the
projrt 1his is int.endRd to prauide protlrtimfor the liner materials OC£r the long term. The D6 dozer is sper:ifie:Jfor
plaament ofthe operaticns layer in the~ Secti.cn 02232. 1he allormble equipnent loadings arefor~
thickness of operaticns layer material that are used for haulroad etc. The ~ Secti.cn 02232, 3.02,
Paragraph F indiaue that unless otkrwise sptrifod these allormble equipnmt ground pressures should k used.
HOW?U?Y, in Paragraph E the D6H-LGP or other equipnent apJnrlUd by the Ouner shall k usedforplaament.
Proposed Change: None.
The laboratory testing (Appendix D) used only slightly moistened, well-compacted cover soil (only the
GCL was saturated). The specifications (page 02232-4) only limit cover soil placement during
precipitation, leaving open the possibility that a dozer much larger than a D6 may be operated on wet,
nearly-saturated cover soil layers during the hours and days after rain storms. Although these
conditions may not result in catastrophic slope failures, the application does not demonstrate that
such circumstances have factors of safety greater than 1.
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Response: See abm:e cr.mmmJ. The condition ofamplete saturation of the operations layer is possible during peak
rain er:ents. HCJl.U?U:r, the specifications prohibit plaament ofoperations layer material during rain or adu:rse URather
conditians (Paragraph M). Furth?mvre, the geoccm{XJsite drainage layer is directly lxdaw the protirtiw :oil layer and
should prmide draina~ for the protirtiu! :oil layer material in the lcng run. The stability calculation presented in
Appendix E-2 specifically indicate that the D6 dozer 'Will not place protirtiu! :oil during rainfall eumts. Since this
crnstn«.tim 'Will be mnp/ete:i during the ronstruction phase ofthe projrt CQA staff'Will be ansite to a:nfmn that proper
plaament equipnent is usai and that the material is not placed during rainfall er:ents.
Proposed Change: None.
In addition to these concerns, the application does not provide calculations of the predicted stresses
in the synthetic liner system materials or anchor trenches due to down-drag loading on the slopes.
Loading due to wet protective cover soil on the 300 feet slopes may exceed anchor trench capacity,
and therefore require that cover soil placement be limited to only a portion of the slope above the toe.
If sacrificial geomembranes are proposed (see Comment D-6c(S)), consideration of an additional
loading scenario may be necessary. The application must be revised to demonstrate that the landfill
liner system will be constructed to prevent failure due to climatic conditions, the stress of installation,
and the stress of daily operation.

Response: The stability caladations for the an.dxrr tmuh and the protlrtiu! :oil layer stability, india:a:e that the
critical. interface strength for the liner systmz can be characterized by a residual friction angje (31 degrees) and adhesion
(15 psf). This is greater than the slope angle of 18 degrees. Therefore, their 'Will not be any residual stress deuioJ;W in
the liner sysl:im or the an.dxrr trr!YUh as a result ofstatic loading canditians.
Proposed Changes: None.
D-6c(4) Liner System Coverage: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(iii)
Two significant deficiencies were identified in the revised liner coverage informacion. 1) The landfill
liner is intended to eventually cover the floor and sidewalls of the entire (Phase I, II and III) landfill,
but none of the drawings actually shows the full extent of the planned liner. For example, Drawing 8
shows the anchor trench for the Phase 1 liner, but no drawings are provided to show the anchor
trenches and/ or liner coverage for Phase II and Phase III. Similarly, the text of the application only
suggests (Volume III, Section 3.1.4, page 3-7) that the plans for Phase II and Phase III liner
installation, access ramps and waste fill sequencing" ... will be determined in the future." 2) The liner
anchor trench is located in the center of each of the two Phase IA access ramps (Drawings 8, 13 and
14). This leaves the outer half of each access ramp outside the limits of the liner system. The entire
surface of the access ramps will be routinely contaminated with wastes tracked from the active fill face
by waste hauling and water trucks, and waste placement and compaction equipment, contrary to the
statement in Section 2.5.1.2 (page 2-14) in the application. (Both ramps apparently may be used for
both ent:ty to, and exit from, the landfill.) The application must be revised to demonstrate that the
liner system will be installed to cover all surrounding earth likely to be in contact with waste or
leachate during Phases I, II and III.

Response, (Part 1): The permit applicatim 'Will be reuis«.i to only request a permit for Phase IA. The extent of
liner CUU!Y'~ an Phase /A is slxnman the Drawing 9.
Proposed Changes: None.
Response, (Part 2): The Operatiazs and Mai:ntenana! Pllm 'Will require that 'l.tiZte trucks are irzspecteifor'U.~Zte
ckxl.s and other loose wzte material hanging firm ukls and/or truck frttmeS that could fall off after exiting the
landfilL Ifdebris is notal, the loo!-e material 'Will be 'YU17lJUd prim to exiting the landfilL Other nm-loaJ! material
may hare to be 'YfJ11lJlHi at the truck 'T.mSb.
Mantgmery Watsoo, Mining Group* P.O. &x 774018 * Steaml:xJat Springs, Cdnrado 80477 * (970) 879-6260
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Proposed Changes: None.
D·6c(5) liner System Exposure Prevention: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)
The application does not explain whether the entire installed liner system will be immediately covered
with soil, or why " ... a sacrificial geosynthetic will [or may] be deployed ... " instead (as stated in the
response to the previous NOD). The revised application (text Section 2.5), engineering report and
specifications do not mention possible use of sacrificial geosynthetics. (See comment 68.) The
application must be revised to demonstrate that the liner system will be constructed to prevent failure
due to climatic conditions, the stress of installation, and the stress of daily operation.

Response: The protectir:e soil layer 'Will be plaad m:er the entire flror and side slopes as part of the construction.
This is shmm on the Drawing 12.
Proposed Changes: None.
D·6d

liner System Foundation: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(ii)

The response promises to provide bearing capacity and stability evaluations for load bearing
embankments, but the revised application text (Section 2.5) and engineering report (Volume II,
Section 3) do not include such evaluations, or even mention the load bearing embankments that are
shown on the west and south sides of the landfill on Drawing 6 (Volume III, Appendix A). The
outward slopes of these embankments appear to be about 3:1, but the slope is not specified. The
embankments will apparently be built directly on top of the existing, highly variable Quaternary
sediments, as indicated on Drawing 7 (Cross-Section A-A). The embankment on the west side of the
Phase III sub-cell is more than 20 feet above natural grade, about twice as high as proposed in the
original application. Slope failure or severe settlement of the constructed embankments could result
in damage to the liner and cover systems, increased erosion, and release of wastes to the environment.
The application must be revised to demonstrate that the liner system will be placed on a foundation
capable of providing support to the liner system adequate to prevent failure due to settlement,
compression or uplift.

Response: The stability cakulatians far the landfill 'Will be upiatl!d to specificaliy address the rem on the uest and
south sides ofthe landfilL
Proposed Changes: Slope stability calculatim to support the JH·l V fill slopes around the perinrter of the
landfill 'Will be presentl!d and indw:hi in the appendices to the Engirm-ing refXJYt.
The interim Phase II cut slope to the south of the initial Phase I fill is proposed to be left at 2:1 grade
until Phase II excavation begins. The stability of this slope was not evaluated in the application. A
failure of this slope may disrupt operations, fill in the proposed "clean" runoff collection basin, and
possibly damage the completed liner on the floor of Phase I, where contaminated landfill runoff is
proposed to be collected. The stability analysis in Appendix E-1 suggests that 3:1 slopes will have
only minimal factors of safety (1.4 for static and 1.2 under seismic loading), assuming unsaturated
conditions and Upper Dockum strength properties for the Quaternary sediments. The top forty feet
or so of the slope actually will have less strength, and the exposed slope will be repeatedly wetted and
eroded by precipitation. The bare slope may be left exposed with no maintenance for perhaps 10
years or more, if the landfill business is slow. Finally, the slope stability evaluation for the 3:1 slopes
does not include static or dynamic loading due to construction equipment. Therefore the proposed
2: 1 cut slope is apparently likely to fail. A sudden slope failure could threaten the lives of workers.
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Response: The slope akmg the south side ofthe Phase !A excavation is consider a tfm{XYrary slope thatuill. ~cut by
the excawtion contractor. It is shoun as 2H·1 V in the plans, hor.w.er, the haulroad rnnning across the slope will result
in an our all slope angle of approximately 2.75H·J V. Hma?l£Y', to address this question, cut slope sU:lbility
calculation will ~ UJXlated to reflect this s/ofx!.
Proposed Changes: Slope sU:lbility calculations for cut s/ofx!s will ~ UJXlated to include the south s/ofx! ofthe Phase
!A excarution.
The bare 3: 1 cut slopes above the access ramps on the east and west sides of the proposed Phase I fill
will be exposed to precipitation infiltration and erosion from the time of excavation until the decision
is made to complete the liner system on these slopes. The application provides no indication of how
long this time period might be. The slope stability calculations in Appendix E-1 assume that "due to
the temporary nature of the cut slope, a [factor of] safety less than [the typical minimum of] 1.5 was
accepted." (Page 2) The parameters in the calculation are claimed to be "vety conservative," but in
fact the climatic exposure conditions (infiltration of precipitation over an extended time period) and
routine heavy loading due to construction on the slopes (e.g., 40-ton truck and 80-ton scraper traffic)
have not been accounted for. The exposure of these bare slopes will be extended, for at least several
years, cannot be considered "temporary." Although a calculation concerning Ramp Stability is
provided in Appendix E-6, this addresses only scraper loads on the "subbase and road base," not the
stability of the slopes on which the access ramps are located. The slope stability evaluation must be
revised to fully account for actual slopes in the landfill (both 2:1 and 3:1); actual soil strengths;
exposure effects due to weathering, precipitation infiltration and erosion; and construction stresses on
the slopes due to dynamic loads from trucks, dozers and scrapers.

Response: The ramp s/ofx! stability cala.tk.ztimsuerru:ansiderm to~ the most critical. in terms ofequipnent loading.
Therefore, they 'lWe analyzed with a scraper an the ramp. The ourall s/ofx! sU:lbility (3 H·J V slope) ui1h equipnent
loading uw nat aJnSid.er«i to k critical as the W?ig}Jt ofthe scraper, dozer or loaki. truck is my small~ to the
ueig/Jt ofthe slope materials. Ho'W!!EY, in order to verifY this assumptim, cala.tk.ztims will ~provided to shaw that the
arerall slope sU:lbility is nat impacte:1 by the presence ofthe ramp or any landfill related equipnent.
Proposed Changes: Add calaJation for side s/ofx! sU:lbility 'l.JJith ramp and equiJ:ment load1ng (static and
dywnic).
D·6d(4)(b)

Bearing Capacity: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(ii)

The response discusses interface shear testing and slope stability analyses, but the comment requested
a foundation bearing capacity analysis. Bearing capacity is particularly important in the areas around
the boundaty of the landfill where embankments (structural fills above natural grade) are proposed to
be constructed on top of relatively weak sandy sediments. Revise the application to provide an
analysis of the bearing capacity of the liner system foundation, with emphasis on the structural fills on
the west and south sides of the landfill.

Re sp ons e: The results ofthe geot«hnical i:nu!stigatil:n indicated tlxtt the site soils hate an all.armble lx!aring capacity
of 4,000 pounds per square foot. 1his will prou;de adequate bearingfor the structural fills around the perimeter oft~
landfill.
Proposed Changes: CalaJatiaz. package will k includtd in reuiMl permit applicatim that will dmmstrate
adequate foundation lx!aring capacityfor the perimeter structuralfills based on the natite soils.
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D-6e(1)(a)

Synthetic Liner Compatibility Data: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)

The application (Section 3.2.3.5) does not provide information necessaty to demonstrate that the liner
system materials will be compatible with the wastes and leachate that will be in contact with those
materials, as required by 264.301(a)(1)(i). Liner compatibility data from testing with synthetic and real
leachates is available from liner manufacturers and other sources. Revise the application to include
surnrnaty information and references to the data relevant to the proposed geomembrane and other
liner system components.

Response: The application atrWltly references EPA guidance docwnents that indicate that HDPE is generally
resistant to most leachates for facilities that do not accept organics. Hoo:er.:er, sp«ific HDPE manufactures ratings for
<rmp:ltibility with wrious chenicd will b! present«i in an Appendix to the EnginRering Report. In addition, GandyMarley has cm-trnittel to perform site specific <rmp:ltibility tests prior to the start ofconstruction, once the W::tSte stream
to b! accept«i at the site is knmm.
Proposed Changes: Add manufactures published information on <rmp:ltibility with wrious chemicals to the
applicatim.
D-6e(1)(c)

Synthetic Liner Bedding: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)(ii)

The proposed specifications (02119) and CQA requirements (Section Il.3) for prepared subgrade
materials allow any type of soil found on site to be used, and do not correspond with previously
approved criteria. The CQA Plan provides no method for enforcing the limited subgrade criteria
mentioned in the response (Response No. 81 states that prepared subgrade " ...materials will be free of
particles larger than 1 inch in diameter or sharp objects which may puncture the liner"). The
proposed specifications and CQA Plan do not include any prohibition or mention of sharp objects.
No grain size analyses are required for prepared subgrade, and no gradation range is specified for this
material. This means that any of the soils excavated anywhere on site {sand, gravel, caliche, silt or
clay) can be used for prepared subgrade, so long as cobbles, large roots and branches are not visible.
Proctors are required only once every 6 acres (CQA Plan, Table II-2), equal to 4,629 cubic yards of
material, i.e., one test for about 231 dump truck loads of material (at 20 yards each). This approach is
not consistent with the Alternative Liner System HELP Analysis, in Appendix E-28 of the
application. This document provided the basis for the preliminaty 1996 NMED approval of the
proposed alternative (non-M1R) design for the Triassic Park landfill liner and cover systems. For
example, the Prepared Subgrade description in Section 4.2.8 of this document states:
"The prepared subgrade material considered is essentially the same material considered for the clay
barrier material described above. ... this material is the same material proposed for the clay barrier...
For the prepared subgrade layer, the same soil texture number and defaults were input as the clay layer
described above including the conductivity."
Since the characteristics of this component of the alternative liner design are proposed to be modified
in a non-conservative manner in the current application, the applicability and adequacy of the 1996
HELP analysis is called into question. Revise the application to specify clay liner material for
Prepared Subgrade, or revise and expand the Alternative Liner System HELP Analysis report to
demonstrate that the proposed open or empty specification (any type of soil) as a substitur.e for the
clay material will provide equivalent physical support, and equivalent hydraulic performance, of the
liner system.

Response: The spedfo:atim for the preparrri subgrfJde will b! modijiai to require that only CL and CH (USCS)
materials be usad. This is the same spedfo:atim as the clay liner materiaL In addition, testing/or the prepara:i subgrfJde
uill b! specifod to i:ndude testsfor grain size and A ttermg limits at afrequency ofone per 12 5, 000 squarefeet.
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Grundfos performance curves (not included in the application) for the two pumps specified in
Appendix C indicate (in notes at the bottom of the charts) that the minimum submergence (liquid
above the pump) is 2 feet for the smaller pump and 5 feet for the larger. Revise the application to
provide additional details of the actual pumps to be installed and the operating parameters
(submergence, on/ off operating limits, and resulting depth of leachate on the liners) that are proposed
to be included in the facility permit. Plans and procedures must be provided to minimize the head on
the liners, and to maintain less than one foot of leachate head on the liners outside the limits of the
sumps.

Response: The design drawings indicate that the sumps are all depressed I::Ww the feud of the floor of the landfill.
EPA guidance dawnmts specify that the leachate must be ~im:i below 1foot ofhead mer the floor liner. 1his
da?s not include the sump. Therefore, the pump will be s~far more than 1foot to allcw safe op!ratians.
Proposed Changes: Operations and Maint:enant:e Plan to be i:rrcludJr/ in the revised applicaticn, will address the
minimum depth in the sumps to allnw safe and effo:i.ent operatim ofthe side slope riser pipe pumps.
The application does not provide a means for measuring or recording volumes of leachate removed
from the LCRS or the LDRS. Although flow meters apparently may be installed on pipelines from
the landfill sumps ("FM" items on Drawing 19, Sheet 1), flow meters are not discussed in the
Engineering Report or included in the Specifications. In addition, the application provides no
methods to measure the volume of leachate in the LDRS sumps, although a small 3-inch pipe
("pressure transducer conduit") is included next to each Riser Pipe in Drawing 19. Revise the
application to provide the method(s) to measure and record the volumes of leachate removed from
each LCRS and LDRS, and the volume of leachate present in each LDRS sump.

Response: The text of the Operations and Maint:enant:e plan will descri.l:x! haw the pieznneters will measure the
head alxn£ the tip ofthe piezoneter and this will be cal.ibrata:i to the elewtim ofw:tter. This will then be crmparal. to
the elewtim of the floor of the landfill to detem7ine ifpumping is requirrd. The flow meters will be acamulatingjlow
nrters that will nrard the total wlume of liquids r8'110U:Ji. The uiume of liquids pumfX!li will be rr:wnlai manually
uh:neu!r the sump is purn:pd This informatinn will be used to detetmine ifActim Leaka~ Rates are being excea:ltd
The specific wiring and readout details of the instrumenJ:atUn will not be i:rrcludJr/ in the permit applicatim but will be
pravidai prior to the start ofcrnstnctim.
Proposed Changes: The Operatims and Maint:enant:e Plan uill present informatinn on the operatim of the
piezaneters andflow meters that uill be instaJ./gJ in all ofthe sumps.
D·6f(4) Maximum Leachate Head: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(2), 264.301(c)(2)

Although the application provides calculations of the drainage capacities of the Phase I geocomposite
Qeachate collection and leak detection layers) and LCRS sump in Appendixes E-31 and G-1, Phase II
and Phase III are not included. Results from testing the geocomposite under design conditions are
not available, but are to be provided at some later date. The application does not address the details
necessary to demonstrate that the leachate collection and removal system will be operated in such a
manner as to prevent the buildup of more than one foot of head on the top liner. For example, the
pump operating control systems, fluid pressure transducers or other monitoring devices, flow m~ters
and data recording devices are not included in the application text, the Engineering Report, drawmgs
or specifications.

Response: As statid in preuious amrrmts only Phase !A will be permittaJ in revised permit applicatiaz. The
Operations and Maintenana! Plan to be subnittai 'With the revised pennit applicatim will present a de!cripticn of the
type ofi:nstrumentatim and equipmnt that will be used to ~n the liquid leuis below 1foot aim£ the top liner.
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Proposed Changes: 7he rr?Visa:i permit application will only request permitting Phase !A of the landfill and will
include a O[ffations and Maint.erlana? Plan.
In addition, the application does not provide plans for performing maintenance and monitoring, as
necessary to demonstrate that high leachate flow rates will be managed to prevent buildup of more
than one foot of head on the top liner (outside the sump area). The proposed collection of
contaminated runoff inside the active waste disposal area (in a "pond" at the toe of the waste fill, as
shown on Drawing 10) will allow collected water to drain into the leachate collection system at a rapid
rate. (The protective soil cover above the drainage geocomposite may consist of lightly compacted
sand, gravel or any other type of soil found on site.) High rates of inflow to the LCRS sump will
result in the requirement to frequently empty the small leachate collection tank.
Additionally, rainstorms may produce very large volumes of leachate. For example, 3.3 inches of
rainfall on the Phase IA area of about 16.5 acres may produce as much as 1,500,000 gallons of
leachate which must be pumped out of the leachate collection sump. In this case, the 9,000 gallon
tank may have to be drained as fast as it is filled by the continuously operating 50 gpm leachate pump,
i.e., every 3 hours for 21 days, including nights, weekends and holidays. This design may not prevent
the accumulation of more than 1 foot of head on the liners, even with the sump pump operating
continuously.

Response: 7he O[ffations and Main.tenance Plan will describe th! ~al prrx:alures and documentation associatai
Wrh mmitar7ng and pumpmg the sumps. 7he design for the Phase !A landfill errui.sime:i that amtarninatai suiface
w:tter mnoffofthe landfill face wadd drain to the south tre and then into the LCRS systim, uhre it wadd k nmm.ai
by either the side slope riser or mtical riser pump systems. EPA guidarre da:uments disatssing the ~far
pumpmgof the LCRS and maintaining the requirai 1-foot ofhead alxJrE the top liner, recryg,nize that this may not k
achiewble imm«iiately after rainstmms, parti.atlarty during the start offilling/or each indialual cell.
Proposed Changes: O{ffations and Mainterlani:E Plan will be i:ndudai. in rr?Visa:i permit appli.catim.
The application must be revised to provide complete design plans for the landfill (Phases I, II and III)
leachate collection and leak detection and removal systems (including pump controls, flow meters,
pressure transducers, data recorders, etc.) and plans for operating and maintaining these systems. The
plans must demonstrate that the leachate head on the primary liner will not exceed 1 foot during the
active life and post-closure care period of the landfill, using the 25-year, 24-hour storm as the
minimum design basis.

Response: 7he revised permit applicatiaz will only include Phase !A. Hacm:er, the HELP analyses that uere
cmt:kcta:i for the entire landfill foaprint for wulitions roth during ~ations and after closer indicated that the fluid
ler:els wadd not exceed 1foot ofhet:rd an the liner.
Proposed Changes: Reuiswl permit applicatiazwill only inciu&! Phase !A.
D·6f(5) Systems Compatibility: 270.21 (b)(1), 264.301 (a)(2)(1)(A), 264.301(c)(3)(iii)

The application does not provide waste and leachate compatibility information for the liner system
construction materials. The application must be revised to demonstrate that all components of the
leachate collection and leak detection systems are chemically resistant to the wastes to be managed in
the landfill and the leachate that will be generated from them.

Response: As prroiatsly indicata:l, ~ity testing of the prqxysed materials for the liner and leamate rolkrtian
systlm will k testai prim to anstnctian ofthe facility.
Proposed Changes: None.
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Proposed Changes: 1he text of the application (Volume I) and the Engineering Report (Volum:? III) will k
m:xlifori to more clearly represent that the EPA 9090 test and a test fill en the soil liner materials will k canducte:i
prior to rorzstrnction.
The application does not provide plans for Phases II and III of the landfill. The design report does
not clearly indicate whether the leachate collection and leak design systems are expected to be
identical to Phase I. The sump designs for Phases II and III are not provided, although they will
clearly have different dimensions and floor slopes than the Phase I sump. Revise the application to
provide complete design information for the entire landfill (see Comments D-6f(l) and D-6f(3)).

Response: 1he revis«i permit application is only for Phase !A.
mxlificatian.

Additional, phases will require a permit

Proposed Changes: Revis£ri permitnuxlifo:ationwill only request Phase !A.
D·6g(2) Construction Specifications: 270.14(a), 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1)
The construction specifications (Appendix C) are not certified, stamped or signed by a New Mexico
professional engineer. Revise the application to provide the necessary certification.

Response: 1he revis«i permit application will k sigrud and sta111pri by Mr. Omer.
Proposed Changes: See abare
D-6g(2)(b)

Soilliner: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)(1), 264.303(c)(2)

The application does not include design details for Phase II and Phase III of the landfill. Revise the
application to include design details for the entire landfill.

Response: 1he revise pennit application will only request permitting Phase !A.
Proposed Changes: See alm:e.
D-6g(2)(d)

Leachate Collection and Leak Detection Systems: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a) and (c)

The application does not include specifications for several components of the leachate collection and
leak detection and removal systems. The proposed method of connecting new segments of the liner,
leachate collection and leak detection systems is also not addressed, as noted in the previous NOD.
Revise the application to include design details, specifications and CQA requirements for leachate
level sensors, pump control systems and flow meters; and the proposed methods for connecting new
sections of the liner system during expansion beyond the Phase lA limits.

Response: Since only Phase !A will !X! permittRd with this applicatim. OJnnu:tiazs to fUture phases will not IX!
shmm
Proposed Changes: None
D-6g(3) Construction Quality Assurance Program: 270.21 (b)(1 ), 270.30(k)(2), 264.19, 264.303(a)
The Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) Plan has the name of a professional engineer printed on
the cover page, but a seal, signature or certification is not included. Revise the application to include
certification.
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Response: 1he CQA plan will be sig;ur:l and starn{X:ri by Mr. Gmer.
Proposed Changes: None.
The CQA Plan does not address pumps, controls and instrumentation, although these are integral
components of the leachate collection and leak detection systems. Revise the application to include
CQA requirements for pumps and controls, liquid level sensors, flow meters and data recorders.

Response: 1he CQA plan currently indicates that these will be testRd in accardana:withrnanufacture requirrments.
Proposed Changes: 1he CQA plan will be rruxlified to include a briefdescription of the operatirnal features that
will be includai in the facilities and the general manufactures proorlures for chocking and/or calibratim during
installation.
The response to the previous NOD (response No. 105b) stated that the CQA Plan would be revised
to incorporate the most recent EPA guidance (Technical Guidance Document: Quality Assurance and
Quality Control for Waste Containment Facilities, EPA/600/R-93/182). The revised o::)_A Plan
conflicts with several basic recommendations in the EPA guidance. For example, the definitions of
Construction Quality Assurance and Construction Quality Control (CQC) in the CQA Plan are
radically different from the defmitions in the EPA guidance. The proposed Triassic Park definition of
Construction Quality Control includes "Manufacturers, Suppliers, Contractors or Owners ... " in the
group of those who may perform CQC functions, and carries this approach through the entire CQA
Plan. In contrast, the EPA guidance states (page 2) that o::),C " ...is normally performed by the
geosynthetics installer, or for natural soil materials by the earthwork contractor... (CQQ refers to
measures taken by the installer or contractor to determine compliance with the requirements ... " The
application CQA Plan does not include any Manufacturing Quality Assurance or Control
(MQA/MQC) as recommended by the EPA guidance (page 2). The proposed CQA approach for the
Triassic Park facility (with no CQC) is confusing, and is not in agreement with EPA guidance or
typical industry practice. Assignment of CQC functions to Manufacturers, Suppliers or Owners
(Section 2.2) is inappropriate, and will not improve the quality or assist in documentation of the
quality of the constructed units. Manufacturers, Suppliers and the Owner are not expected to
construct any of the permitted units. The application provides no justification or explanation for the
proposed changes in the approach recommended by EPA. Revise the application CQA Plan to
provide definitions and assigned functions for MQA, MQC, CQA and CQC in accordance with the
EPA Technical Guidance Document.

Response: 1he CQA Plan praddes definitims for CQA and ~that are cazsistentwith the rmst rocent EPA
guidance dtx:ument. 1he definitions refox:t the di/Jerr!nas betcam earthunrks and ~synthetic anstwctim.
Proposed Changes: CQA Plan will forther identify and clarifY the int/ependena! of the CQA enginreringfom
the design engineer.
The proposed CQA Plan does not include the NMED as a party to CQA, as requested in the
previous NOD comment. This is another example of the failure of the CQA Plan to incorporate the
recommendations of the EPA Technical Guidance Document into the Triassic Park plan, and another
contradiction between the response (No. lOSd, which promised to incorporate the NMED into the
CQA Plan and Project Organization Chart) and the actual revised application. Compare Figure I-1 of
the proposed CQA Plan with Figure 1.1 of the EPA guidance. The proposed plan and project
organization do not illustrate nor account for the flow of work from design through manufacturing,
construction, inspection, certification, approval by NMED, and, finally, actual operation of the
facility. The application CQA Plan must be revised to include the NMED as a party in the Project
Organization, and the structure of the MQA/CQA organization must be revised to account for the
flow of work on the facility from start to finish. If the proposed organization does not mirror the
Manrwnery Watu1, MinU!gGroup *P.O. &x 774018 * S~ Springs, Colorado 80477 *(970} 879-6260
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recorrunended structure in the EPA guidance (EPA/600/R-93/182, page 4), the revised application
must provide a full explanation of why the EPA guidance is not being followed.

Response: The pennit applicttion (Volume I, Section 2.5.2.3} cttm?ntly indicates that NMED must review and
Hmm;er, the organization chart and text of the CQA plan
will be nux/ified to more clearfy indicate the role of NMED an the impimntation processfor anstn«.tim ofthe landfill
and otherfacilities.
apfJ'rUU? the certification report prior to uwte aa:eptana!.

Proposed Changes: See abm.e.
The previous NOD requested acknowledgment of the permit modification requirements of 40 CFR
270.41 and 42, and the response (No. lOSe) promised to include " ... Agency notification of any design
changes which might require permit modification." However, the revised CQA Plan only suggests
(Section 1.4, page XVIII-S) that when design or specification changes are required, the owner will
notify NMED. The plan does not indicate whether the NMED will be notified before or after such
changes are constructed, and does not mention the permit modification requirements of 20 NMAC
4.1.9, incorporating 40 CFR 270.41 and 42. Revise the CQA Plan to specifically acknowledge the
permit modification criteria in 40 CFR 270.41 and 42.

Response: The CQA plan will be nuxlified to clearly indicate that design~ and rnaiification will hacx! to
subnimrl, reuieu.a:i and appruud by NMED in ammianawith pem-zit ~ requinments of 40 CFR 270.41
and42.
Proposed Changes: See abore
The previous NOD requested that the CQA Plan be clarified to provide for separate certification of
each phase of landfill liner system construction, including the fmal cover. The response (No. lOSt)
promised to provide for submittal of cenification reports for each constructed phase. However, the
revised CQA Plan does not mention the phased construction plans or the requirement for multiple
cenification repons. Revise the CQA Plan to provide for submittal of certification repons for each
phase of liner system construction.

Response: The revised pennit applicatim will only include Phase IA ronstructiaz. Hauf!U!r, the CQA plan will be
rrnlifod to clearfy refla:t that a certification report will be requir«ifor eath phase oflandfill ctnStnfctim.
Proposed Changes: See abore
Section 2.S.2 of the application text is inconsistent with the EPA CQA guidance. For example, the
final bullet on page 2-20 discusses a need for unidentified subcontractors and consultants to have an
acceptable CQA program. There should be no need for any additional CQA program outside the one
to be included in the facility pennit. There should never be any need for a consultant to have an
independent CQA program even if they are also a construction contractor. Revise the text of the
application to conform to the definitions and practices outlined in the EPA guidance.

Response: The operational features of the facilities will be inrullei in amm:lana wth manu/acllm!S prrx:alures.
Therefore, they may hacx! CQA p!Jms that should be imp/m7mtai as part cfcmstructim and should be cazsistent with
but separatefirm the aterall CQA plan that is being presentai as part cfthis applicatirn.
Proposed Changes: None.
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D-6g(4) Maintenance Procedures for Leachate Collection & Leak Detection Systems: 270.21(b)(1),
264.301(a) and (c)

Response No. 106 to the previous NOD promised to provide maintenance plans. However, the
revised application still does not include maintenance plans. Section 2.5.3.2 of the application states
that "The landfill structure will be maintained through a routine preventive maintenance program
which will be fully defined in the final site operations plan." As noted in previous comments, the
application must include final design and operation plans. Revise the application to include
maintenance plans for the landfill leachate collection and leak detection systems.

Response: A Operations and Maint:eJ7an.re Plan will b? prepared and subnitud as part of the revisa:i permit
applicatim.
Proposed Changes: See abou!.
D-6g(5) Liner Repairs During Operation: 270.21(b)(1), 264.301(a)

Response 107 states that repairs to the landfill liner will be made in accordance with the original
specifications and CQA Plan. However, the text of the application does not mention liner repairs.
The most appropriate document for such a commitment to be located would apparently be the final
site operations plan, which has not been submitted. Revise the application to include the final site
operations plan, and ensure that the operations plan contains a clear and explicit commitment to
repair the landfill liner.

Response: The specificatinns indicate repair proadures for the soil and FffYJsyrztktic materials that uill b? used for

antainmmt and leachate colla:tion and retrrJr.Ui. HOf.I.J!W', the Operations and Maintenana! Plan will spe:ifical}y

re/erena! the specificatim. sectims ulm rrferring tn repair offacilities.

Proposed Changes: See abou!.
D-6h

Action Leakage Rate: 270.21(b)(1)(vl. 264.302

The proposed Action Leakage Rate (ALR) of 900 gallons per acre per day (gpad) is a large rate of
flow. The initial Phase IA liner as proposed on Drawing 9 will cover a surface area of about 16.5
acres. Therefore an average flow of 14,850 gallons per day (gpd) or less into the Phase IA LDRS
sump would not trigger implementation of the Response Action Plan. The largest ALR will be for_ the
Phase II sump, which will drain about 37 acres. The Phase II ALR would therefore be 33,300 gpd.
Tills rate of flow would require nearly constant operation of the 25 gallons per minute (gpm)
secondary leachate collection system pump specified in Appendix C, Section 11210, page 2. In
addition, the 9,000 gallon leachate collection tank would have to be emptied four times per day to
keep pace with the leachate pump. The application does not provide plans to continue operation of
the leachate pumps and transfer of collected leachate around the clock, as will be required to minimize
the head on the liner system, if the leakage rate approaches the ALR. Revise the application to
provide for continuing operation of the leachate and/ or leak detection system sump pumps, and
emptying of the leachate collection tanks if necessary to allow continued operation of the sump
pumps, throughout the times when the facility is otherwise non-operational, i.e., overnight, weekends,
and holidays.

Response: The rerJis«J permit applicatim will aniy request a permit for Phase /A. The Operations and
Mainterzttnce Plan will address spu:ijic pumping rates and metJxx/s for measuring uiunes (JU!Y' a pemiaJttr time periai
to crJ11ftm? to ALR values.
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Proposed Changes: 1he Oj:erations and Mainterzan.ce Plan uill address specific prrxniures for tracking7.XJ/umes of
liquids~frrm the sump and ampwison w A LR values.
The proposed ALR is nine times the EPA recommended minimum. The explanation given for the
nine-fold increase is the high transmissivity of the geocomposite. However, the transmissivity cited in
Section 3.2.9 of the Engineering Report is 2.2 x lQ-4 m 2/ sec, which is only 7.33 times greater than the
minimum of 3 x 10-s m 2/sec required in 40 CFR 264.301(c)(3)(ii). In addition, the value specified in
Section 02710 of the construction specifications (page 02710-9) is 2.0 x 10-4m2/sec, only 6.7 times
greater than the minimum required value. Revise the application to include an Action Leakage Rate
of no larger than 670 gpad, or provide additional information to justify a larger value.

Response: 1he calaJation presentei in the Appendix w the engim:ring report are consistent with tfXJSe remrtrrlf!J7da:
by EPA. 1he calculatim for the A LR are dependent on roth the tran:missivity of the g:rmet or f!XXonfXJsite and the
thickness. W'ith roth ofthese factors taken intD acwunt, the A LR values can b? justiforl.
Proposed Changes: None.
0-6h(2) Monitoring of Leakage: 270.21 (b)(1 )(v), 264.302(b)

Response 109 to the previous NOD does not address the request to provide the method the facility
will use to determine whether the Action Leakage Rate has been exceeded for each sump. The
revised application likewise provides no method or calculations of the weekly volume of leachate
removed from the leak detection sump which would constitute such exceedance. The Phase I liner
system (and presumably the Phase II liner) will have two different areas, during the initial Phase IA
operating period and the next (Phase IB?, IIA/IIB?) period. Therefore, the Phase I sump should
have two different weekly total volumes calculated to compare with the actual leachate pumped.
These calculations and resulting volumes are necessary to demonstrate how the leak detection system
will be operated, and when the Response Action Plan will be implemented. Revise the application to
include calculations of the total weekly volume for each sump, for each different development or
operating period, that will trigger implementation of the Response Action Plan.

Response: 1he Oj:eratiazs and Mainterzan.ce Plan will address specific pumping rates and methods for 111l!aSU1'ing
uiumes arer a partiadar time periai wampare w A LR values. 1he plan will indicatad the area areruhid? the A LR
uill re caladat«l based on the profXJS«ifiDing area.
Proposed Changes: Subnit Operatiazs and Mainterzan.ce Plan with reuisedpmnit applicatim.
D-6i(1) Response Actions: 270.21(b)(1)(v), 264.304

The Response Action Plan for the landfill provides for monitoring the landfill sumps weekly and after
significant precipitation. The term "significant" is not defined. The proposal to check sumps only
weekly, after the ALR has been exceeded, does not meet the requirements in 20 NMAC 4.1.500
(incorporating 40 CFR 264.301(c)(3)(v) and (4)), i.e., to prevent liquids from backing up into the
drainage layer and to minimize the head on the bottom liner. If the sump in the Phase II sector was
to be checked and pumped by manual control only weekly (due to failure of the fluid level sensor in
the sump, or any other reason) and the leak rate remained at or near the ALR, about 233,000 gallons
would have accumulated and would be waiting to be removed from the sump, each week. This
approach could result in accumulation of large amounts of leachate in the leak detection system
drainage layer, and expose the bottom liners to high pressures and extreme variations in pressure.
The RAP must be revised to provide methods (e.g., daily or more frequent inspections) and/ or
equipment (automated leachate detection, alarm and pump operating systems) as necessary to prevent
backup of leachate into the LDRS drainage layer, and to minimize head on the bottom liner.
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Response: In Volume 1, Sectim 5 indicates that the landfill will be inspeaa:l 7.U!ekly and after stmms. Due to the
limital rainfall that is expectai at the site, this criteria will require insprtim after any rainfall. In addition, Section 5
indicates that the LCRS and LDRS will be inspeaa:i daily for the presence ofliquids.
Required Changes: None.
D-6J

Run-on and Run-off Control Systems: 270.21 (b)(2), 264.301 (g)

The application provides only partial run-on and run-off control system design calculations and
drawings. No calculations or designs for managing run-on or run-off beyond the initial Phase IA
development are included. Revise the application to include plans for managing run-on and run-off
for each and every phase of future development of the landfill.

Response: 7he revisal permit Wl1 only request permitting Phase !A.
Section 2.1.3, Facility Traffic Plan, Unimproved Access Roads and Temporary Construction Haul
Roads, states that although the construction haul roads are not shown on the drawings, provisions for
surface water drainage such as culverts and ditches, as well as erosion control features, will be
included. Many of the construction haul roads will be in the landfill excavation or immediately
adjacent to it. The run-on and run-off control measures associated with the haul roads may directly
impact the waste fill or waste emplacement operations, must be included in the application. Revise
the application to include sufficient detail on these features to allow for full review.

Response: Phase !A haulroads are shar.m on drauing 8.
Section 2.2, General Facility Design Analyses, Erosion Control, states that a freeboard height of 3.5
inches (0.3 feet ) was selected. Provide the rationale for the selection of this value for the channel
design.

Response: A free/:nm:i depth if 0.3 feet is a amrrm value used by other gyreming ~ (i.e. Office of Surface
Mining). Hau:ec:er, a re-ewluatiaz will be made using Soil Cmserwtion Smice methods and may be~ suitedfor
this tyfX! ofoperatim. This methcrJ uses 20 percent ofthe depth for sulx:riticalflaw and 25 percentfor superr:riticalflaw
but not less than a 1. 0foot.
Section 2.1.3, Facility Traffic Plan, Unimproved Access Roads and Temporary Construction Haul
Roads, states that the truck staging area will only be constructed with a gravel surface. Provide
information on how any releases from trucks waiting to deposit their contents will be managed.
Additionally, this area is to drain to the surface water detention basin. Provide information on
whether or not the discharge from this area will be under valve control. In the event that a release
does occur, having this area under valve control could prevent the release from impacting the surface
water in the detention basin and any areas downstream of the detention basin.

Response: Any loodize spills uill be deantrJ up as requirrd by t~ O:nting:ncy Plan presented in Volume I of the
permit applU:atim. The truck staging an>a will drain to the surface 'lmtl!r nnf1basin, uhich is desigmi to W'Ztain the
25-)'W', 24-hour stmm and antrd the 100-)lW, 24-hatr stmm eumt.
Section 2.0, Hydrogeology, Section 2.3, Return Period/Precipitation, states that three return periods
were used to design and evaluate the stormwater control system. This is an oversimplification, as
each channel was not evaluated for each of the retwn periods, and the ramp ditches, site perimeter
ditches, and roadside ditches were only evaluated for a 2 year return period. This section needs to be
expanded such that the complexity of the design is fully discussed.

Response: 1he sturm 'lmtl!r corrtrri systlm ansists of not only ditcJx!s but also the deten.t:im pond arr:i associated
spilkmy. Sectim 3. 0 provides further explanation of the antrd system.
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Section 2.4, Hydrograph Response Shape, states that a medium hydrograph response was selected for
disturbed as well as undisturbed areas. During construction of the landfill, none of the areas will be
vegetated, and if vegetation does exist, it will not be very hardy. The worst case conditions will occur
during this poor-vegetation state, which would be representative of a fast or high response rate.
Either provide the justification for using the medium response rate to predict the runoff response, or
revise the response hydrograph used such that it is representative of a non-vegetated/ unprotected
area.

Response: The maiium hyirryg;raph response w:t.s used because of the B type (sandy) soils on site. Fast hyirugraph
responses refer to hard packed soils or urban areas. The on·site sarzdy soils uvuld not prrx/uJ:e the fast run·offas
associatei with a fast response.
This Section 3.0, Channel Design, states that channels with peak flow velocities greater than 5 feet per
second from an average storm will be lined with gravel or rip rap if required. No information is
provided on how a determination will be made as to whether gravel or rip rap will be placed. Revise
this section to include this information.

Response: This section will be revistri as requested
Section 5.0, Ponds, of the Storm Water Control System Design, does not discuss the design approach
shown on Drawing No. 27, Section 24. Surface water will be allowed to pond and percolate into the
landfill cover and the soils that will serve as the road subgrade. This could potentially create an
unstable condition on top of the liner. Provide a design discussion and calculations that clearly
demonstrate that the soil will remain stable, and the cap surface will not be negatively impacted by this
proposed water management approach.

Response: Suiface U¥tterwill mt be allauai to pond for substantial perials of time along side the raul due to the

fXJsitiu! grade ofthe road The water suiface mark is shmm to indicate the roadside ditch capacity.

Table A-1, Curve Numbers, does not provide a value for the curve number used for the waste area
type. Revise this table to include this value.

Response: Table A -1 will be revistri as requested
The Channel Design information presented for Ditch 5, in Attachment 2, Channel Designs and
Drawing No. 25, Sheet 2 of 2, states that the side slope used for design of this ditch was 2H:1V. The
supporting computer run for Ditch 5 in Attachment 1 shows that this was used only for the 2-year,
24-hour rain event. A value of 3H:1V was used for the 25 year, 24 hour rain event. Either revise the
Channel Design Table and Drawing No. 25 such that the correct side slope is referenced, or
recalculate the flow for the 25 year, 24 hour rain event using a side slope of 2H: 1V, as indicated.

Response: The OJannel Design Table and Drawing No. 25 will be revised.
The maximum total depth for Ditch 3, at a slope of 1.1 percent to 2.0 percent, should be 2.4 feet, not
2.3 as indicated on Drawing No. 25 and the Channel Design Table in Attachment 2. Revise both
accordingly.

Response: The OJannel Design Table and Drawing No. 25 will be revised.
The spillway 25-year, 24-hour flow value presented in the Channel Design Table is actually the 100
year, 24-hour flow value. Revise the table to include a footnote to this effect.

Response: The table does include afootnote indicating the 100-yazr, 24-haerflawwlue.
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In Appendix F-2, the velocity of the flow in the Channel Design Table for Ditch 1, during the 2 year,
24 hour rain event should be 4.1 feet per second (fps), not 4.3 fps as indicated by the table. Revise
the table accordingly. Additionally, revise the table to include a reference for why the velocity
calculations were not required for the 2-year storm analysis given the following conditions: the 25year, 24-hour rain event flow velocity was less than 5 fps, so the 2-year, 24-hour rain event flow
velocity would also be less than 5 fps, or because erosion protection had already been specified, so
verification that it was needed is unnecessary.

Response: O:mectims to the Design Table will~ made.
Flow calculations were provided for a Landfill Phase I Run-off Data set, but the results are not
discussed in the Surface Water Control System Design. Revise the channel design discussion to
explain the data generated by this analysis, and how it is being used.

Response: The channel design discussion will ~ revisai as requesta:l.
In Attachment 3, Apron Design, provide a reference for the equation that was used to determine the
apron width.

Response: The reference will be pruu;da:J as requesta:l.
Drawing No. 25, Sheet 1 of 2, does not include any flow directions or elevations. Revise this drawing
to include the flow direction of each water conveyance channel and to include surface contours such
that the surrounding surface water flow directions can be determined in relationship to the surface
water control system features.

Response: The drawing will~ revisai as requesta:l.
There is no material definition for the perpendicular cross hatching underneath each of the crosssections in Drawing No. 39. Defme the material the perpendicular cross hatching represents.

Response: The hatching is subgmde. We will rnalifY hatching to ~ crnsistent with synbis an Drawing 2.

Detail F, on the right hand side of Drawing No. 39, calls out the prepared subgrade. The direction
arrow is pointing to the wrong material. The prepared subgrade is represented by the vertical crosshatching, not the perpendicular cross hatching. Revise the drawing accordingly.

Response: The dinrtiaz. anowwill ~ ~
Detail 2, on Drawing No. 43, Sheet 1 of 2, refers to a day liner material. No discussion in the
engineering report refers to a clay liner material used in the roll-off area. Revise the engineering
report to discuss the clay liner material shown in Detail 2.

Response: The clay liner material is usai. to backfill the andxJr trr!TKJJ to precmt infiltratim of surface 'lWtl!rs. The
material should k plaarJ and~ in acam:lanawith the Cay Liner specificatims in Volume IV.
Drawing No. 43, Sheet 2 of 2, does not provide a slope for the HDPE pipe. Revise the drawing to
include the installation slope for the HDPE pipe along the sump wall.

Response: The slope is approximately 4H:1 V. This will k nota:/ an the drawings.
Section S-105, Drawing No. 45, Sheet 5 of 5, does not provide an overlap dimension for the steel
reinforcement. Revise Section S-1 05 such that all steel reinforcement overlaps are specified.
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Response: This cr:mrrmt has l:m7. eliminatad as agrmi upon.
None of the arrow heads are visible in Section S-563 of Drawing No. 45, Sheet 5 of 5. Revise this
section such that all dimensions and call outs are clearly discemable.

Response: This cr:mrrmt has l:m7. eliminatad as agrmi upon.
Section 2.5.1.6, Rnn-on/Run-off Control, of the Part A Application states that the run-off from the
landfill side slopes above the liner system will be channeled away from the waste and managed as
clean water. Facility run-on will be divened via a diversion channel to a natural drainage discharge
point, and facility run-off will be managed in detention basins according to Section 2.1.4, Facility
Stormwater Control, of the Engineering Repon. There is no discussion provided on how clean water
will be managed, except that it will be collected in the detention basins, and allowed to evaporate. As
the design capacity of the detention basins is for only a 24-hour, 25-year storm event, provided a
discussion on how facility run-off will be managed if the detention basins are not dry at the beginning
of a 24-hour, 25-year rain event.

Response: The clettn 'Water basin will ~ purnfXd after rainfall evmts that result in the aawnulat:Km of'Water in the
basin. This will prauide capacityfor the 25·;ear, 24-hour storm ewzt.
The information presented on Drawing 10 is inconsistent with Drawing 13. Drawing 13 shows a
surface water diversion berm and associated culvert, but these two features are not shown on
Drawing 10. Revise one or both of these two drawings such that these inconsistencies are resolved.
Additionally, these features are not discussed in the stormwater management design portion of the
permit application. Any surface water management features that control or manage runoff must be
discussed in the Engineering Design portion of the application nnder the surface water management
section and all supponing design calculations must be provided Revise the storm water Engineering
Design portion of the application to discuss all storm water management features.

Response: Drawing 13 is~ a~ {detailai) area of the rolla:tim basin and Drawing 10 represents the
filling plan for Phase 1A. Thus the berm and associatBJ cuirert are not shaun an ooth. The pennit application will ~
revised to discuss the purJXJSe ofthe berm and adtm.
Proposed Changes: Seeaboreamments.
D-6j(3) Management of Collection and Holding Units: 270.21(b)(4), 264.301(1)

Although the text of the application (Section 2.5.1.3, page 16) appropriately proposes that the three
leachate collection tanks will be managed as less-than-90-day storage units, the basis for the permitting
exemption and the generator requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.300 (incorporating 40 CFR
262.34(a)(l)(ii)) are not mentioned The tanks are not required to be permitted (in part) because the
waste they will store (F039 leachate) will be produced on-site and is listed in 40 CFR 261. Generator
requirements include the tank management standards in 40 CFR 265 Subpart J, except 265.197{c) and
265.200. For example, 265.192 requires that the new tanks must be assessed and certified by an
independent professional engineer, and 265.193 specifies adequate containment requirements. The
generator requirements that must be met if the tanks are to be exempted from permitting
requirements should be acknowledged in the application. In addition, the details of plans for
emptying the tanks and managing leachate must be included in the application.

Response: Discussiazs are~ with NMED regarding the requirrmmts far~ the truck uwh and
associatBl tanks.

M~
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D-6j(5) Maintenance: 270.21(b)(2) and (3), 264.301(g) and (h)

The drainage control section of the application (2.5.1.6) and response No. 120 to the previous NOD
do not mention the requirements for maintenance of the drainage system. Section 2.5.3.2 of the
application indicates that an Operations and Maintenance Plan will be prepared at some future date.
Revise the application to include maintenance requirements for the run-on/ run-off control system.

Response: The Ofx!rations and Maintena:na! Plan will address maintenance ofthe draina~ ditches. This is expect«i
to include ngu/armmilaring after all rainfall ew1tSfor the build up ofsedimmt and erosim.
Required Changes: Ofx!ratia?S and Maintena:na! Plan.
D-6k

Control of Wind Dispersion: 270.21(b)(5), 264.301(j)

The application (Section 2.5.1.7) does not address the previous NOD comment, although response
No. 120 suggested suspending waste placement operations and/ or employing wind screens and
fencing as necessary to control or prevent escape of wind-blown wastes. The revised application
focuses solely on spraying water to limit dust escape. Since many wastes may not be dust or soil-like,
and may consist of materials which could be more easily dispersed by wind, such as paper, cloth or
building debris, additional control measures such as those mentioned in response No. 120 should be
included in the landfill operating plans. In addition, the plans should account for tracking of wastes
out of the active fill face area and the potential for subsequent dispersal. Cleanup of vehicle tires or
treads may be advisable before allowing them to exit from the active face. Revise the application to
provide effective means to control or prevent dispersal of wastes by wind. Provide a maximum wind
speed, above which waste dumping and spreading operations will be halted; and differentiate between
disposal operations below the perimeter road and operations above that elevation, where exposure to
wind will be greatly increased.

Response: The Ofx!rations and Maintena:na! Plan will indicate that landfilJ operaturs will inspect uhicles prior to
/eauing the landfilJfor signs ofaa:tmulata:l w:rste m the tires or truck lxxiy. Ifaccumulata:J w:rste is obsmxri the 7X!hicie
uill be directai to the truck 'lmSb. The maxirrum wind spetd for plaammt will be sp«:ifori at 35 miles per lnn(MPH} in tk Ofx!rations and Maintena:na! Plan.
I.

CLOSURE PLANS

l-1a

Closure Performance Standard: 270.14(b)(13), 264.111

The closure plan in the revised application proposes the same definition of the closure performance
standard identified as unacceptable in the previous NOD. Closures of all units are to be followed by
sampling of soil to determine if contamination exists. The single criterion to be used in these
determinations is that no indicator parameter concentration should be more than three standard
deviations above background. Response No. 147b and the revised application do not address the
objections raised in the previous NOD, but simply restate the preference for this simple way of
demonstrating compliance with clean closure requirements. Background samples are not proposed
to be taken before operations begin, indicator parameters are not proposed, and the number and
locations of background samples are not suggested. The probable absence of organic hazardous
constituents in quantifiable concentrations is not addressed. The need to account for environmental
and human health toxicity in the potential contaminants is not mentioned. The closure plan must be
revised to address each of the above factors in developing specific and detailed procedures for
demonstrating clean closure and adequate decontamination around the landfill. The number,
locations and analytical parameters for background samples must be provided, etc.
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Response: Trey to respond
Response 147d states that it is agreed that any concentrations found in closure confirmation sample
analyses that are above the range of regional background values must be addressed in a
comprehensive risk assessment. Tills statement contradicts the explicit language of both the original
and the revised closure plans, as well as response NO. 147b. Three standard deviations above the
mean of background values will almost always be far above the highest value in a normal population
(i.e., a group of representative samples}. Since a large difference of opinion clearly exists, it is even
more important that the specific details of how the background and closure sampling will be
performed. The application must be revised to provide a detailed sampling and analysis plan for
determining background concentrations in the soils at and near the facility, prior to the start of
operations (unless another means of demonstrating clean closure is provided).

Response: Trey to respond
1-1 e(2)

Disposal or Decontamination of Equipment, Structures and Soils: 264.112(b)(4), 264.114

Response 151 states that the information requested in the NOD comment was provided. However,
review of the closure plan in the revised application failed to locate any mention of a commitment
that any hazardous constituents left at a unit will not impact any environmental media in excess of
Agency-established exposure levels and that direct contact will not pose a threat to human health or
the environment (see Preamble 51 FR 16444, May 2, 1986}. Revise the closure plan to include the
above commitment.

Response: Trey to respond
1-1 e(3)(b) Cover Design: 264.31 O(a)
The proposed cover design described in the closure plan (Section 8.1.6, Volume I) states the
vegetative cover thickness as 2 feet, but the Engineering Report (Section 3.1.5 states that this layer is
2.5 feet thick. Revise the application to resolve this discrepancy.

Response: Vegetatireanerthickness slxJuld be 2.5 feet.
Proposed Changes: The closure plan will be reuistd to be cazsistentwith the Engin.tfring Repart and drawings.
1-1 e(3)(e) Grading and Drainage: 284.31 0(a)(3)
The cover design does not provide any kind of oudet drainage for the geocomposite, at the toe of the
cover. Revise the application to address the predicted effects of drainage of infiltrating precipitation
off the cover. If increased erosion, root penetration at the outer limit of the cover, or other adverse
effects are likely to occur, provide additional design features (e.g., perimeter drain piping) to minimize
these effects.

Response: Drawing 23 i:ndicall!S a toe drain aratnd the perimeter ofthe landfill aner to rollttt and discharge 'Wlter
that infiltrates ~ thew;patiu! row:
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